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Project overview 
The Bow River is an integral part of the Bowness community. Residents highly value the river valley, paths 

and parks for their natural beauty, recreational opportunities, and as a place to connect with nature. 

This proximity to the river also means there will always be a risk of flooding. The low topography of the 

neighbourhood means flooding can occur when the flow rate is approximately 850 m3/s, which has a twelve 

percent chance of occurring each year. 

The Flood Mitigation Measures Assessment report, approved by Council in spring of 2017, included 

technical, cost-benefit, social and environmental analyses for a range of flood mitigation options that would 

protect public safety, reduce flood risk, and reduce the social, economic and environmental impacts of 

flooding. 

Within Bowness, barriers are proposed above the riverbank roughly extending between the CP Rail tracks 

and Shouldice Bridge. The proposed flood barriers would mitigate flooding for river flows up to 1,230 m3/s.  

For comparison, the Bow River reached a flow rate of 1,840 m3/s in 2013. The barrier heights would be 

further increased by 0.5 m to provide an additional safeguard from the river over-topping its banks. The 

proposed barriers will also work in combination with a proposed reservoir upstream of Calgary and the 

modified operations of TransAlta’s Ghost Reservoir to mitigate against larger flood events. 

Engagement overview 
On January 16, 2018, we hosted a public session to discuss the results of the Flood Mitigation Measures 

Assessment (FMMA), and to gather preliminary feedback related to the proposed Bowness Flood Barrier 

Project (the project). The feedback received will help to inform our engagement plan for the proposed 

Bowness Flood Barrier Project, and help us understand the community’s values about how to reduce the 

flood risk to Bowness residents, businesses and community services. 

The public session included a presentation regarding the results of the FMMA, as well as next steps for the 

project. This was followed by facilitated table discussions. 

In addition to our public session, we launched an Engage Portal page that provided an overview of the 

project, as well as the same feedback opportunities available at the in-person session. Online feedback was 

open from January 31 through February 14, 2018. 

What we asked 
Participants were asked three key questions regarding the proposed flood barrier in the community of 

Bowness: 

1. What should The City consider when planning and designing flood mitigation for Bowness? 

http://www.calgary.ca/UEP/Water/Pages/Flood-Info/Stay-informed/Flood-Mitigation-Measures-Assessment.aspx
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2. What questions or concerns do you have about the proposed flood barriers in Bowness? If you are a 

riverfront property owner, is there specific information about your property that you would like to 

share with the Project Team? 

3. What ideas do you have on how the flood barriers can be incorporated into the community? Do you 

see any opportunities related to the design and installation of the barriers? 

Facilitators recorded answers for the first two questions, and participants were asked to write their 

responses to the third question on post-it notes, and place on an ideas wall. 

Participants were also asked on the feedback form how they would like to receive updates and information 

about the project, and how they would like to be engaged in the future. 

What we heard 
For a detailed summary of the input that was provided, please see the Summary of Input section. 

For a verbatim listing of all the input that was provided, please see the Verbatim Responses section. 

Next steps 
We are planning to do further engagement with stakeholders through 2018 and 2019. We will share details 

of these plans on the project Engage Portal page as they are available. 
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Summary of Input 

Issues, Concerns & Considerations 

The following table provides descriptions of the key themes from the feedback received both in person and 

online. 

Theme Description 

Process Questions Questions and comments regarding the processes used surrounding the 

need for and construction of the berm include: 

• Decision Making: How was a berm identified as the preferred mitigation 

option? Who is the decision maker for this project, and what is the 

process they use to evaluate options? 

• Engagement: How was and how will stakeholder input be used to 

influence decision making on the project? When and how will impacted 

property owners and the broader community be engaged as the project 

progresses? Many stakeholders indicated they had not been previously 

engaged, or that their input was not being used as decisions had already 

been made. 

• Funding: How is this project being funded? Is the cost-benefit analysis 

accurate? Could this funding be better used on different mitigation 

options? 

• Expropriation & Easement: Is The City planning on using easements or 

expropriating land for construction of the berm? What will the process be? 

• Ownership & Maintenance: Who will own the berm once constructed? 

Will The City require ongoing access to maintain the berm, or will 

maintenance fall to the property owner? 

• Timeline: Why is this being considered in advance of upstream mitigation 

projects? Why is The City not constructing the berm sooner? 

Design Questions Questions and comments regarding the design of the berm included the 

following: 

• Materials: What will the berm be made of, and what kind of vegetation 

will be used to cover? 

• Design Options: Would it be possible to have a wall or similar solution 

instead of a berm if the property owner preferred? Are property owners 

able to influence this decision, as well as where specifically the berm sits 

on their property? 
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Theme Description 

• Property Impacts: Many stakeholders said that either their home, 

buildings such as sheds, or landscaping was in the path of the proposed 

berm, and wanted to know if these would be impacted. Impacted property 

owners wanted to speak to the project team to get information on exactly 

where and how their property would be impacted. 

• Size: What will be the height and width of the berm? 

• Location: Stakeholders wanted to know why this location was selected 

over other up or downstream locations, and why the berm was to be 

installed on certain properties not impacted by the 2013 flood. 

• Temporary Options: Are there interim flood mitigation options that could 

be used in advance of the berm being built? 

Groundwater • Stakeholders suggested that most of the flooding experienced in the 

community came from groundwater and sewer backup. Stakeholders 

were concerned that a berm would either not address this issue, or would 

block drainage of floodwaters from the community, exacerbating flood 

impacts to the community. 

Upstream Projects Questions and comments regarding upstream flood mitigation projects 

included the following: 

• Prioritize Upstream: Many stakeholders said that the priority should be 

upstream mitigation projects, and that those projects should be finished or 

at least funded in advance of the construction of a berm. 

• TransAlta Agreement: Stakeholders wanted more information about the 

limited term agreement between the Province of Alberta and TransAlta, 

and what the plans and impacts might be when that agreement runs out. 

Privacy and Security Questions and comments regarding privacy and safety concerns included the 

following: 

• Public Access: Impacted landowners wanted information regarding how 

The City would keep the public from using the berm as an unofficial 

pathway. 

• Safety: Impacted stakeholders were concerned that the berm would 

create blind spots on their property that could be used for parties and 

other illicit activities. 

Property Value and Tax • Impacted stakeholders were concerned that the berm would decrease 

their property values, and wanted more information regarding how their 
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Theme Description 

property values and tax assessments would be impacted. This was of 

particular concern for stakeholders who had incurred considerable costs 

rebuilding following the 2013 flood, or for whom their home was integral 

to their retirement savings. 

Future Communications 

The following table provides an overview of how stakeholders wished to receive future communications and 

project updates. 

How do you want to be communicated 

with in the future? 

Feedback Forms Online TOTAL 

Email distribution list 67 173 240 

Electronic newsletter 51 92 143 

Paper newsletter 23 78 101 

Calgary.ca project page 14 38 52 

Social media outlets 4 31 35 

Other 3  3 

 

Stakeholders who selected Other suggested communicating through the CBC and Bownest News 

Magazine. 

Future Communications 

The following table provides an overview of how stakeholders wished to be engaged in the future 

How would you like to be involved in 

the future? 

Feedback Forms Online TOTAL 

Community information meetings 71 162 233 

Small discussion groups 35 140 175 

Electronic surveys 36 94 130 

Community liaison committee 32 93 125 
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How would you like to be involved in 

the future? 

Feedback Forms Online TOTAL 

Other 2  2 

 

Stakeholders who selected Other suggested one-on-one meetings with the project team and decision 

makers for the project. 
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Verbatim Comments 

Public Session Flipchart Notes – Question 1 

What sort of material? 

Will there be rocks? 

River access - how as a resident will you be able to access the river? 

River access - Bow Village Crescent, river access here? Current public access. 

Loss of trees, can mitigation be inclusive of old growth trees? 

Impact on wildlife? Birds, deer, foxes, beavers, fish_+3 

During construction, impact on wildlife 

What about diverting closer to the source?_+2 

When will the upstream mitigation take place? 

What about the other side of the Scholdice Bridge - trying to understand the whole picture_+2 

Are decisions on who gets what when based on level of impact to community? Timing & priority to begin 

Is there dredging taking place to impact flow - creating pools of water? I.e. lakes/ponds_+1 

Any plant to look at public roads or trouble high/low property spots for mitigation? Sewage back up 
priority_+8 

We don't want a barrier because it won't provide groundwater protection._+8 

Groundwater is an issue beyond Bow Crescent, water front residents in the community 

Build an upstream dam first to make the biggest impact._+4 

Trans Alta not hoard water June 

Evaluate/Implement a long-term plan between province and Trans Alta that includes improvement of 
coordination of forecasting 

Where does overtopping and groundwater go if barrier fails? 

Don't take private property for 'band-aid' solution 

Massive negotiation is needed - affects 25 ft of my property. 

Worse thing for me is expropriation and a bike lane in my backyard. I don't believe this won't happen. 

Need to be engaged in design before negotiation to create mutually beneficial solution 

Hemming dress before sewn! 

Have not been properly notified, engaged yet 

Heard about it from councillor on CBC that it's a done deal 

Expropriation is a no go for me 

What is the impact of the dam? 

Review agreement with Trans Alta - more geological & astrological monitoring 

Creation of flood mitigation committee (May - August) 

Emergency Response and Notification (late winter/early spring) 

Explore options for temporary structures (only as needed) 

Addressing groundwater issues (pumps) 

Mature trees and animals (Protection of biodiversity - trees/animals) How will this be managed during 
construction? 
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Share a 3D model of proposed berm development. 

See what it would look like? Specific feedback? 

Explore if residents are willing to absorb the risk if a berm is not built. 

Guarantee of no public access to berm or other flood mitigation. Value of visibility/identifying issues 
(transient people. Security issues. 

How will the City gain access to build the berms? Disruption of private residents. 

Dredging of the river. Increase flow and remove excess to increase flow. 

Visual impacts 

Spent a lot of money to rebuild berms change visual impacts - expropriation to impact? 

Groundwater  - most damage incurred (#1 Issue)_+6 

What happens with water trapped by berms? (Pathway to recede will be gone) 

West end of Bowness flooded from Bow Crescent 

Lost 30' of property…will the berm system take away more? 

Erosion…will berms cause additional erosion impacts? 

Like bank re-stabilization (across the river) 

Water rights…how will they be affected? 

Will berms be more accessible to public? How do you prevent public use? 

Who is responsible to maintain berms? 

Do NOT want bike paths, etc. Takes away personal privacy/enjoyment. 

What is the expropriation process? 

How will people be communicated with? 

Private vs. public rights/good…who decides what prevails? 

Theft/security risk increases if property access increased (I.e. by berms) 

Materials used…how much cement vs. grassy berm? 

Compensation… 
Fences, trees, firepits, wells, etc. How are these compensated for and evaluated? How are disputes 
settled? 

Boat access to berms…party central? 

There was a news feature today…is this a done deal? (If so…is this meeting just a formality?) 

What will city do to improve policing when berm is built? 

Why doesn't Elbow community have berm plan and Bowness does? Are all rivers treated equally? Based 
on property values? 

Will dam on Elbow be structurally sound if extended - how much can it be extended before dam fails? 
What is affect of failed dam? 

How high structurally can Bow dams be extended without failing? 

How is City building berm? Expropriate, if sell house how do I value my house with berm, land values, 
easements/rights or way, want negotiation 

Focus on upstream mitigation and management - more agreements with upstream dams 

Extending height on gates of all dams on the Bow to increase capacity like Glenmore. Effects of flooding 
on Bow far more impactful downtown. 

City needs to push up. 
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Crownland upstream for dry dams. 

What about riprap? - bank stabilization, dredging river 30' deep, 30' berm inside river (1970's), impact on 
downstream communities/city centre 

It seems like you've already decided. Groundwater flooding is what has occurred in the past and could 
barriers actually cause more damage? 

Regulating Ghost & Bearspaw dam can mitigate this risk - control 

Doesn't fit with berm 

Why no berm for Elbow? 

Ulterior motive - bike pathway 

Loss of property value 

Loss of privacy 

Loss of habitat - old trees 

Does this mean expropriation? 

Does the City then own the riparian rights? 

Need more details on who has control of the land! 

Need to confirm height and width? 

Want details on the concepts and costs 

Don't feel the berm will be effective - the water doesn't come from the river it comes from the ground 

Upstream mitigation is more effective 

They played with number - did not consider the extra 22% of what that can be controlled by Enmax 

Those who still live here are willing to take the risks. 

What about berming downtown? 

Don't want it to change. 

Why a barrier/berm at this time? 

How will it help houses across the street? 

Help us understand why this for us? 

What happens if we don't have a berm? What are other impacts/consequences of NOT a berm? 

What is impact on rear yard improvement? For houses on the river. 

Will the berm follow the shoreline or straighten-out? 

Really need more detailed analysis 

City needs to be open/transparent on the thinking 

Help on checklist on individual owners 

What would the city propose construct as 'perfect/ultimate' solution (if there was no resistance) (no 
constraints) 

Consider river/individual access. How are people being ensured they have access. 

Fish impacts? What happens to fish habitat along the river? 

And other ecological impacts? Tree removals? 

Has the city considered the effects of their mitigation effects on hydrostatic pressure/groundwater effects? 

2005 100% damaged due to groundwater  

Have private mitigations been taken into consideration in the cost analysis provided? 

Have land values been included in the cost analysis? 
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Needs to be more broader data analysis-forecast information 

Feels Trans Alta is a key player for flood mitigation. Believe they were negligent. 

Believes the berm will cause more damage/than benefit 

Expect engagement. There has been none. Implication that engagement occurred is an insult. 

Residents asked neighbours if they knew there was a berm proposal; 1st time of communication about 
berm wasn't inclusive 

What's the process for consultation after tonight? Want detailed plan. 

Is there merit for CoC to hire consultant who can review with residents in unbiased way the City's work? 

Residents should be able to speak with Golder directly. 

Process is 6-7 years. Why do we have to wait this long? I'm bearing financial risk waiting to see if it will 
work out. 

Facing landscaping and financial concerns with berm being built as land is higher elevation that top height 
of berm. 

Where is City Councillor? Zero consultation. Multiple attempts to contact the office have gone responded.  

Will they need to knock down fences in backyard? Will kids/pets be able to make use of backyard? Will 
there be a temporary fence to protect property line? 

City was responsible in Inglewood. Would like to see more of this kind of partnership. 

Impact feels too large. 60m property loss?!? Given this scope of size, why do we need to wait 6-7 years? 

Whether or not residents want a barrier 

How are they allowing gravel substructure that water flows through freely (That the structure won't 
prevent) 

Groundwater substantial (Bow Bank Cres) even with berm 

Water came from both sides 

Berm created lake 

People have landscaped to remove berms 

Property lines (up river) right to the river 

Water came street side before river side 

Certain sections of berm removed 

Concern with proposed berm cutting into property, loss of river access 

Bought property for the river access 

Bowmont Park example - public access 

Groundwater and sewer control 

Where does water from sump pumps go? Into yard and back into property? Can't go into river or sewer. 

Sump pumps burned out when running 24/7 - lost electricity - too short term of a solution 

Once land is saturated water has no where to go (sponge full examples)  

Concern with new berm before new dam 

New dam needs to happen before deciding on details of berm 

Concerns upstream with logging and impacts to flooding 

Why is Trans Alta agreement only 5 years? 

Bowness underground river changed in 2005. Huge groundwater issue. 

Concern with sentiment building up with is it full with dirt not water. Are they dredging this? 
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Are they going to increase Ghost river capacity? 

Is there a berm plan between 16th/Bowness protect pool? 

If you build a berm what does this do to river (downstream) 

Need more mitigation upstream. Minnewanka, barrier, Ghost 

Management of Trans Alta - floods influenced by them 

Know floods happen in June. It was shallow before flood 2013. T.A. Held back water for profit in 
anticipation of drought. Need better system up river.  

Sandbags were out to protect telecommunications had to know flood was coming 

Why don’t we hold Trans Alta accountable? 

Prefer small wall over large berm 

Giving up most valuable part of the landowners property (rivers edge) 

Large financial implications for landowners 

Need to prevent people from accessing berm 

Concerned with slide about acquisition or are we talking about easement? 

If earthen work berm what will prevent people from taking it out (like previous berms) 

Engagement in 2014? Residents weren't even back in their houses from the 2013 flood. 

Didn't know anything about flood engage till the mailout in December 2017 

Are there renewals with the Trans Alta agreement? 5 years not long enough. 

More accountability to use the dams. Drain before the flood hits.  

Barriers necessary but intrusive. 

What are plans for maintenance of berm and City access? 

No intentions of public access but how do you prevent public access 

Destroying natural woodland 

How will they reclaim/replace that natural area? 

Native vegetation replaced to 80% - conservation act 

Berm needs groundwater protection/barrier 

If dams were drained flood would not have happened 

Took away natures sponge (logging) 

Green with logging and electricity companies led to flood. 

If you don't know how to use the dams - more dams is not the answer 

This one meeting not enough 

Prove that this isn't a 'check the box' exercise 

Clarify if berm needs to be 10 Feet wide (big enough for truck to drive across) Specified height (3 feet) but 
not width. 

Speeding up timelines for construction 

Accelerate the development and construction to avoid stalls in the process and protect homes faster 

Groundwater and sewer backup issues 

Aging infrastructure like the sewer system 

Railway track to Shouldice Bridge - how did the City arrive at this? What about Bowness Park itself? 

Timing of construction, size of berms, reliance on other forms of mitigation. How were these calculations 
reached? 
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Storm/catch basins along the crescent along Bow - where are there enough? Are there enough for entire 
community? 

The impact of overland flooding vs. river flooding. 

Improving lanes behind homes. For entire community for sump pump drainage. 

Tax assessments taken into considerations. 

Dredging the river channels to contain more water, make it deeper. 

Privacy, no walking on river, no public access no walking on berm_+7 

Hell with the fish 

Fish came back (feels fish will adapt to new surroundings) 

Houses before fish 

NOT everyone's view, some like fish 

Continued views of the river  

Do not want height of the berm, the value of property to decrease 

Keep personal access to the river (not public)_+4 

Want continued view from kitchen_+3 

Open the irrigation canal 

Concerned that berm will invite and draw more parties on the other side of the berm. 

Concerned people will be able to 'hide' 

Communications from Trans Alta, on what's going on with the power 

Replace fences to water edge 

Boater need to be able to get to shore (safety concerns) 

No Berm_+9 

One person wants the berm (science shows it would help) 

A berm - share Montreal 1971 report with residents (flood risk) _+1 

Keep shed and all of land (concerned land will be taken) 

What percentage of flow rate will be reduced; agreement with Trans Alta; cost? 

Prediction models for mitigation of flood levels and weather forecasting. 

Is it a good idea to spend 60m to save 600 houses (most affected) 

If 4 dams have been built on the Bow since 1932. What effect have these dams had in mitigating flow. Is 
this why there have been no 100 yr floods since 1932.  In other words, the mitigation is in place to not 
expect 100 yr floods like happened before 1932. 

What was actual $ damage in Bowness in 2013 floods - from groundwater damages and infrastructure? 

Individual property owner - what kind of mitigation can City approve? 

Flood barrier and effect on natural vegetation. 

Measures for groundwater seepage 

How effective is the barrier? 

Negative drainage from barriers 

Integration of Bowness plan with City plan 

Inform residents through written flyers and talk, not just social media.  When updates and emergency 
response use social media. 
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For people building, landscaping, consider spending million dollars, consult with owners - prevents 
wasted money 

Preserve property rights vs. appropriating 

Concern about property values 

Preservation of Riparian Edge (natural habitat, trees, fish, animals, etc. ) 

Consider competing interests of environment vs. property protection or compatibility 

Concerned about tax dollars being truly effective. Geology, does this affect groundwater flooding as 
Bowness is on a gravel bar - concern the water will go right under berm 

Don't make it look like a drainage ditch 

Safety, how do people get out? 

Public access: How do you get to the water? How do you get to river? 

What is impact on public access areas? 

Lack of confidence that this input will be listed to. 

Better communication - people unaware of event. There's a TRANSPARENCY issue. 

No respect of 2013 

Groundwater -- not a big deal to some/Is important to others 

Berm won't stop groundwater - concerns around this 

Pumps to drain water 

Trees remain 

Care/concern for pets, seniors and handicapped people 

All yards: options to choose walls or berms and their location (choice) 

Consider the needs of people adjacent to the river with City land in between 

Tax breaks during construction and after construction until they can determine true market value 

Concerns around land values 

If a berm is built, will the provincial government provide future compensation?  

1:100 flood - inflatable berms 

Moveable flood walls (e.g. Europe) 

Increasing berm height; option to increase house height 

Bylaw change 

Environment - Trees 

The flood risk is 1 month, yet the construction is up to 12 months. Are there temporary measures? 

Design that could be redundant if other large scale measures are taken? I.e. reservoirs, dams like in SW 

Upstream mitigation   

If this is the icing - do the cake. 

Upstream mitigation is $$ - lets evaluate our priorities. I.e. Olympic sports 

New industry - Avoids YYC because flood (although more upstream) 

Homes decreased 30% therefore tax revenue decreased 

If the bow floods - risk is downtown so what is the… 

If we want to keep the water moving…what about gravel bars? 

Upstream dam to be done - order of operation should be done 

What other models exist that could inform this point? 
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Communicate the ROI/Cost benefit for 1:20 mitigate 

If you don't do anything upstream. What about the rest of the province? 

Was CRAG involved in the process? Why not? 

Will we flood anyways? If there is groundwater. 

What about storm water drainage? In Bowness? There is no mention of it. 

2005 & 1990 - CoC FRE  

Better communication   

Why the solution in the SW is upstream, not here in the NW? What's different? What's the science? Why 
is it slower?_+3 

Are we creating a basis that will keep the water in?  

Communication _+2 

Lot level protection 

NO MORE SURPRISES - feel like there was info was kept from us; Devastated TRUST_+4 

Parking lot 

When will the dam be built? 

When is the Bow river dam to be completed? 

Questions on timing of flood mitigation projects - why flood barriers before dam? 

How is insurance affected by past flood? 

How will flood impact critical utilities? E.g. electricity. Sure folks concerned about sewage overflow when 
electricity cut. 

How does the berm work with changing elevation along the bank? 

How will natural berms/landscape be incorporated into design? 

Consider property owners and these behind them in the community - community wide understanding of 
the issue 

Decisions be made based on entire community needs 

People who don't own property recognize the sacrifice of property owners along the river.  

No BERM! 

Hope that berm helps retain level of privacy that property owners already enjoy. 

Directly Impacted Home Owners! 

Impacted local/riverfront residents should have a major role in decision making 

Ground water flooding has major local impact - sense that the beam will not have the actual mitigation 
impacts 

Concern about no long term or commitment that this will not become a recreational assest. Design of 
berm seems to match existing bike path link (this happened in the past, 39 years ago, there was a 
lawsuit. Landowners carried this. 

Cost benefit analysis has been skewed by not taking into account the groundwater infiltration in the 
current design. Groundwater was a bigger issue. Needs to. 

Concern about the 'trapping' of ground water behind the berms. 

Berm would need to go down 15-20' in order to be effective. 

Concern that the city may not have accurate information about the actual costs/impacts of groundwater 
vs. overland flooding.  
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Sense that the community would be interested in being at the table in a more fulsome way (i.e. provided 
info). Some informal. 

Tell the story of past engagements and how we got to where we are re: decisions 

Difference in message: Councillor - this is a done deal, Tonight - there is still room to move; Prior 
message: Berm is not on the table. 

Are properties expropriated or does the property owner to retain property ownership? 

Size and width of barrier. 

Economic impact to owners. E.g. landscaping/structures - impact to them, compensation or repair after 
construction, property ownership, land values 

Do property owners not flooded have the option of not having a barrier on their property? 

Will barriers prevent storm water egress property or cause storm water to be held on property? 

After 2005 Flood, new homes on Bow Crescent built on berms, could we join/use these? 

Groundwater a huge issue on Bow Crescent. Don't want to impact drainage with berm - will exacerbate  

Negative drainage a huge issue 

No community access to berm, but will look like public spaces 

69 respondants to online survey, 18% oveland flooding, 82% groundwater 

River lots graded from street to river. Beause Bowness is on gravel bar, groundwater comes up. With 
Berm, no place to drain Homes won't be able to be repaired. 

Berms will require taking out trees, removes stability from ground. 

City downplaying Trans Alta - agreement in place since 1932, only good to 2021, make permanent 

Impact to property values 

Will City maintain berm after built, or will it be property owner? 

Who owns the berm? And, does City expect to maintain access? 

Capacity of river could be increased by removing more gravel bars. 

Build up river bank with rock. 

Who pays for the Berm? - Taxes 

Worried about future change in access (public) to berm. 

Worried about crime related to berm 

What is land acquisition process ? 

Will City replace trees taking down? 

Bought house for access to, view of the river. Will impact. 

Will homeowners have access to top and otherside of berm? Will City build stairs? 

Could City charge rules requiring rebuild homes to be raised to mitigate flooding? 

What was decision making process to decide on berms? 

What environmental protections wil be in place during construction? I.e. trees, fish, water quality. 

In Saturday meeting of ISO river front landowners, none had been previously consulted. 

Public Session Flipchart Notes – Question 2 

River access after barriers in place for property owners 

Notice for floods (advance notice/warning) 

Timeline, the sooner the better, the shorter (for cost completion) the better 
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Damage to properties during creation? Getting equipment in. 

Aesthetic 

View if it's too high and will it produce tea kettle affect to property - potential changes to property 
landscaping 

What happened with underground tunneling for mitigation? 

What about houses that are right on the river? No space for berm. 

Who owns the berm? Does the City then have unlimited access? Who maintains? 

What about changes to the groundwater underneath the properties? 

How deep do you go with berm and what will you do about overtopping? 

What extent of berm is required to contain the full water table and upstream? 

The water came up through well in basement 

Cost to private owners will not protect us 

Had I known there would be a berm I would never have bought my property 

Are we being compensated? 

Will it work? Convince us. 

It's our choice/privilege/right/risk to live here_+1 

Is there a thought to extend berm into river? 

How will you address access/construction - 5 years of disturbing owners 

Save the money for a berm and pave  Bow Cres. 

Property value will be impacted for riverside and non-river residents 

Concern that berm could create opportunity for people to enter yards 

Privacy/Safety concern 

Will be a decrease in value and property taxes? 

I would support if I knew it would work 

Don't live on Bow Cres - we got storm flooding, not overland 

I want to know the height on my property 

We should have been informed/approached earlier because it's our private land 

We need commitment from Province for upstream dam 

This berm won't protect downstream 

Provincial flood maps not updated (we've waited 5 years) 

What is the City doing to address groundwater issue? Hydrostatic Pressure 

How can you test the effectiveness of the reservoirs before they are built? 

What are interim solutions before the 3 reservoirs are completed? 

What is the City's communication plan?  Mailouts to all property owners. 

How will property values/assessments be affected during construction? How to maintain values? 

If water levels rise on owner's side of the berm, how will this water (groundwater) be dispersed? 
(Pumps?) 

Phone (City) number…want to know height of proposed berm heights on individual properties 

Barrier trapping water on the other side 

Where does the berm start? 

Visual impacts/loss of views 
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How much land loss to expect? 

Detailed landscaping plans 

Why the current sequence of mitigation measures? Upstream needs to occur first. - This was actually 
from City literature. 

Negative drainage…will the berms hold in water causing flooding? (Negates negative drainage 
construction?) 

Access - where will construction access points be? 

How to manage construction access?  

Which properties to be impacted by constant construction? 

Fences on berm? 

How to restrict public access to berms? 

Archeology study for First Nations - will it be done? (FN contact), will it be used? 

What will be done for landscaping and trees? 

Why berms not concrete walls considered? - Sheet piling, base stabilization, base grouting? 

Have you, the City, already made decisions and this is just lip service to residents? (like asking for input 
on roads in Bowness but did it anyway?) 

Wall instead of berm - do I have input on my property 

Issue is to protect downtown - Bowness doesn't need this. Lets put this money towards the homeless. 

What about creating a diversion channel on the North side of the river by the concrete company? 

What other options were considered? 

How would grass/earth berm hold the water back? 

More monitoring of weather and notification.  

Have you consulted with insurance providers? 

Want to see the numbers and understand the details. 

Want to hear about overland and under land solutions. 

What might be impact on property value & property taxes? 

How would berm height be relative to 2013 water level? 

How will the berm affect our ability to insure our property? 

How will this berm be built? 

What are potential reservoir locations for Bow? 

How will public access the river? How will property owners privacy be protected? 

How will the City ensure the berm does not become a public recreation area? 

Is the City considering a need for easements and/or expropriation? 

Can/will the City build a berm that is not a walkway? 

What other alternatives the city locked at far mitigation? I.e. sand bagging, dredging 

Has the City considered public land and private land? 

The City should be understanding the province mitigation measures in front/before they choose their 
mitigation methods. 

What will the City do for landowners that have groundwater flow under their houses? 

What measures will the City take to actively police access/prevent on the berm? 

Berm encourages public access. 
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Have environmental impacts been addressed? Re: impacts of installing a berm. 

Has the City considered ways to remove standing inside the berm - from rainfall & snowfall? 

Has the City considered berm size relative to the size of lots and placement of house? 

Height of berm at present is about 8 & half higher than the flood in 2013. 

Object to the 1/2 m safety factor 

Has the City thoroughly assessed the flood damage in 2005 & 2013 

Has the City considered compensation for removal of decks etc. and vegetation? What vegetation will be 
used on both sides of the berm? 

Property owners along the river have no liquidity from 2017-2025. Property assessment values have to be 
considered/taxes adjusted and compensated provided. Why hasn't Bowmont Park been considered for 
water diversion? 

Privacy - preventing public access. What steps will CoC take to prevent this? Who is liable if something 
bad happens? 

Access to backyard 

Funding for upstream project to remain intact. What mechanism does CoC have on province? To hold 
them accountable. (see pg. 8 of Flood mitigation measures assessment) 

Will berm negatively impact water retention in Bowness. Could this create further damage by preventing 
drainage? 

Why not use temporary flood mitigation until we know what the province will be accountable to? I.e. 
Sandbags, tiger dams. Why don't we have access to these?  

If temporary measures are going to be effective we need better flood warning. What's the plan? 

Groundwater - berm will not stop groundwater so why build it? 

Loss of view 

Loss of land 

Loss of ecology - devastating for natural habitat along rivers edge 

Where are the laydown areas? 

Can Bow Cres. really accommodate this type of construction. Increased traffic, added 
construction…weight 

Will there be loss of children's park? 

If this goes ahead…have a mechanism to compensate at pre-flood prices; Market value is pre-flood/pre-
impact to backyards/property value. 

How can I see the evidence that the berm will protect properties from flooding? 

How will berm protect from overland & sewer back ups? 

Community sump pump plan for when power/gas is shut off? 

What do we do if in 5 years Trans-Alta wants to increase what they're being compensated in the 
agreement to use Ghost river as a flood mitigation tool. 

Who would be responsible for the landscaping to semi original state? 

How would they prevent water backflow from the berm to the property? 

House is located close to the river 

Some have sheds near the river 

100 year old poplars on property by river edge 

Want fence reconstructed to stop people coming to and from 
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Have they considering ice damming on the berm? 

Expand Ghost dam and continue process with other dams 

How will the city protect existing retaining walls? Where will barrier start & end. 

Mississippi river uses rock formations facing downstream diasoling to keep the main channel open & 
deeper, instead of berm. 

Limit permission to build in the flood fringe, new places should not have a basement (this was a bylaw in 
1971) 

Fill reservoir in late July and August for drought concerns, not May & June 

How to prevent public access to berms? 

Protecting each individual landowners property & vegetation. 

Can you opt out of the design? 

Drainage from berm -- affect 

Acquisition? Easement? How will negotiations with each landowner? 

What about compensation for reduced property values? 

Will berms reduce property value? 

When will City talk to landowners? 

Why are they putting berms on properties that didn't flood in 2013? 
Berm would serve no purpose. Wasted tax payer money. Environmental loss. Giving public access 
eventually. 

Impact (taking out, loss of enjoyment) of existing structures that previously stood up to 2013 flood 

Loss of trees that are hundreds of year old 

Negative impacts on neighbouring communities - pushing water into Montgomery, water bottlenecks 
upstream 

More consultation needed with neighbouring communities that are negatively affected a the expense of 
Bowness 'Spending money to shift flood risk to neighbouring communities' 

Potential for unofficial pathways across private properties with berms? Privacy, property values decrease, 
pride in ownership 

Potential for City to put a pathway on at a later date 

Dam stability, if its anchored/rooted in soil, it could go. How many dams does this apply to? 

Big machinery going through back yards - impact on homeowners, how long will construction take? 

What are they not telling us? City doesn't understand or is minimizing impact. 

Compensation questions 

Damage to property - damage to street during construction 

Public access to the berms - how will they prevent public access to the berms? 

Security issues on the berm/around the berm 

How will the berm be maintained? 

What is the design criteria for the berm? Will there be choice or built to a budget? 

Bike path access when berms in place (under the railway bridge - twin bridges) How does the City decide 
how many trees will be cut down? Tree compensation? 

Can I choose wall or berm based on environmental factors (I.e. trees)? 

Walking path on City property - will it be moved because of the berm? 
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Need for a berm on Bow Village Crescent? 

What will the berm cost? If costly, buy out homeowners? 

Not effective - need to be sure that this is the right choice 

This is aprway/security issue. Weather you intend this or not 

People will access the property, boaters, walkers 

People can hide beneath 

No fences allowed? 

wildlife, eagles, owls, destroy habitat 

Has the EIA been done? 

Could this decrease property value - therefore decrease in tax? 

Hurts business and community 

Have you studied other cities? Present examples of the effectiveness? 

We don't like the divide and conquer - yes we're 'being heard' but the methods. This has left them with an 
even worse feeling. 

Like flogging a dead horse. 

Disliked the comment about no opposition. 

Are all the mitigation 1:20? I.e. Sunnyside 

How was the $300 million of assets determined? Did you go past groundwater? 

Decrease property value 

A lot of us are selling now 

When will the CoC communicate what we can talk to people about our property? 

What should we do to avoid the berm? 

We're being asked to make a sacrifice but we not being engaged. 

What if homeowners say 'fight the berm'? 

Compensation   

Will the CoC revisit the cost/benefit of the berm periodically to ensure info is still agreed? What will you do 
to keep the water moving? The berms will not direct the water…How will this affect the hydrology erosion 
and volume of water going down the channel? 

This is a big ask. 

If the wall will be built, and its not the best, are you (CoC)open for discussion and revisit the plate? 

We question the effectiveness. We care about the communities but we need to be sure- we're not. 

Q/S the design consistent across all sites? Eau Claire 

We don't want property to be destroyed but is this truly the best solution? 

Upstream is way more important_+3 

25k for boulders - no communication 

Want to cost, speak to engineers sooner than later - ASAP 

There is public land behind us, will there be access? 

Security/Access_+3 

MARSH 

Cost on a yearly basis…This is for the City - what about Bowness? Unfair to show the figures and 
impraned its from Bowness? 
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There seems to be a misconception about there being no opposition. No one asked us. 

Our property taxes have gone up, yet our property has been devalued. 

There was in person communication early on in after the flood but they are hit & miss? 

What course of action and what will happen if we oppose? 

Has the City ever taken opposition into consideration? 

Are you suggestion berms along the Elbow properties? 

The province has hired the same consultants as the City did to do an analysis for flood mapping. So if the 
province has to approve the berm - is this really 2nd opinion? 

People blame Trans Alta and their management decisions. Why didn't the City take action against them? 

Does the City know that we had 26" of water outside my window, so that you be sure that they are taking 
the appropriate actions? No one asked us…how do you know that this is accurate. 

Does the City care? 

Is the berm a done deal? And now it’s a matter of how? 

$$ to return properties to original state/value 

We thought that this was a proposal. Now, we're learning that it is going through How do we object, 
protest? 

How long will the properties be disrupted? During construction? 

Will there be a process for citizens to revise the final plan?_+2 

Want an engagement report. 

Easement not expropriation. 

Consideration of easements for landowners. The land still is owned by the home owner, the City has 
easement to cross 

Why is the berm being built in areas that do not flood? Is this not a good use of tax dollars.  

Where we live there is a natural berm. Our property is 15 - 20 ft above the river. There are at least 8 
houses already above the… 

Don't put a berm where it isn't needed 

Once the berm is public property, how do you stop public access? 

Who makes the decision on the dam approach? 

How much land will be needed from private property owners? 

What can the property owner do on the berm on their land? E.g. plant landscaping, build a fence? 

Will the City compensate property owners if impact things like fences? 

What will the City do for flood mitigation in Bowness Park? 

Will property owner be able to access river with berm in place? 

What happens to water if it goes over the berm, how do we get water out? How is it managed? 

Property owners should be consulted on aesthetics 

Concern about land becoming public - can these be due - private?_+2 

Need maintenance agreement with property owners 

Property impacts (substantial cost) 

Environmental impacts 

Easement and guarantees would be more palatable than purchase of expropriation ( Major Theme) 
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Process - Engage with residents prior to moving to design. I.e. have impacted residents involved prior to 
bringing in the design consultants. 

Shoreline Stability: Concern about erosion and shoreline stability; politized concerns. 

Location: Concern that this will be pushed back to limit 

Clarity on upstream mitigation timelines and ensuring that local impacts are minimized 

Understanding of how this plan may impact homeowners who want to sell (I.e. disclosure of future plans) 

Sales concerns 'pilot' 

Questions around property value…what has been the impacts in other communities (I.e. Inglewood) 

Environmental impacts - Denuding of bank causes erosion, doing this right would help somewhat (I.e. 
engineered shoreline along Southland) Still not as healthy as a natural bank. 

Drainage - concern about general drainage on a day-to-day basis (I.e. not just in flood events) 

Maintenance - what does it look like to ensure there hasn't been impacts or damage to the berm? 

Views 

More emphasis on groundwater mitigation 

Concern about timelines - long gaps and then short intense sections doesn't feel good 

How much would an upstream reservoir help Bowness? 

Must there be an upstream reservoir to make the barriers work? 

What are the recreational impacts of the upstream reservoir - balance between flood mitigation and 
recreation? Is there pressure form those upstream residents? 

How would an upstream reservoir be protected for flood mitigation exclusively? 

will barriers prevent water entering from spill points rather than over the riverbank? 

Property owners expect to be spoken to individually? 

Public Session – Ideas Post-it Notes 

Www.floodbreak.com automated flood barriers 

Control the dams 

Berm that allows for drainage 

Police fire ems surrounding people around you and them  

Make Bow Crescent the berm 

Don’t build a berm build a wall next to my house 

If I want to pay more money for a different design, such as automated flood wall, how can I go about 
getting it approved 

Focus on area hardest hit or most vulnerable 

Flood-proof homes and businesses 

Encourage bees! – beehives 

Water must have escape route (e.g. Through the berm) 

Construct barrier in winter as a way to minimize effects of individual land owners by accessing areas to 
build on dry river bed rather than thru individual properties 

Start over and address the real problem 

Taller barriers on ghost dam? 

Better weather predictions 
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Effectiveness of berm?? 

Solution for groundwater levels increase 

Make ‘peninsula’ part of Bow Cres. a priority (~6000 block to Scholdice Bridge) because this was most 
flooded section and  the most properties per unit berm will be protected (i.e. all blocks on the peninsula) 

No flood barriers 

Groundwater barrier in berm 

More upstream mitigation 

Everyone should have a wall no berms 

If river residents are OK with flood risk, could Bow Cres just be raised to serve as a berm? 

Elbow River has two stage (no barrier) 

Bow River has 3 stage with barrier 

Public Session Comment Forms – Question 1 

Most residents who are directly affected do not want the barrier (we checked) 

The barrier should prevent the water from migrating through underground 

The barrier should not be built where the other components are in place (i.e. the upstream dams) 

The barrier should not be built unless the people of directly affected agree to it. The City should not be 
saying that the berm will be built until and when there is agreement 

What are the plans for maintenance use on the berm? 

Why are Bowness residents being bullied into accepting this berm? 

Please send list of contact meetings and who attended for Bowness only.  

The nature of ground water is the risk of flooding and how the berm will address 

Addressing and improving groundwater sewage flow to address above 

If a berm goes ahead, where will construction access 

My property is on the river but did not flood in 2013. Regardless, the berm map currently shows a berm 
on my property [personal information removed] This doesn't seem to serve any purpose. 

This plan does not address ground water which would still result in Batten Rue flooding 

We are about to build on our property and would like to talk to city planners about what we should 
consider regarding potential berms - would like to include in plan 

Consulting the people affected (landowners) before holding a community meeting stating major changes 
already planned for on their land!! 

That people who choose to live in/on flood fringes are already assuming the risk of flooding by 
buying/owning on the river. 

The environmental impact on the fish habitat, trees, natural animals along the bow! 

Impact on neighbouring communities. Any berm will necessarily alter river flow. This affects areas 
upstream and downstream of the berm. 

No flood mitigation measure that improves results in one community at the expense of its neighbours can 
be approved. 

Preserving riparian land 
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Property rights of owners living on the river.  
- Do not expropriate land along the river 
- No casements on title 
- Not destroying mature trees and landscaping 

To my understanding, Bowness is largely on a gravel bar, so a berm may reduce the likelihood of flooding 
damage to houses right on the river, but the water could easily just go under the berm and cause 
overland flooding as well as ground water flooding. 

The look of the berm and how it might affect property values. Will the water seep under the berms, will the 
berms create a wall where the water cannot escape. I.e. if ground water seeps in, can it escape, or if a 
part of the wall fails, and water floods in. 

Don’t' make the river look like a drainage ditch 

Can you get out of the water if you are being pulled downstream? 

Access/egress 

Wildlife along river 

What will the wall do to people downstream? 

Should consider asking/consultation before making the decision to build barriers 

Riparian edge is a protected area - does this not apply to the city/province? 

Floodwater will flow into Montgomery - physics - rate of flow according to speed of flow 

Upstream 

2013 Flood concerns that should be addressed 

Trans Alta - why was the ghost level so high when snow peak and weather conditions known? 

Why is Trans Alta being paid to not flood our homes, when a class action suite would be more effective? 

Notification - who & why was there no notice? What is in place now? 

The use of berms will allow ground water up swelling. River water from the underlying gravel bed may 
liquify the soil above and cause worse damage than flooding. 

Drainage of bermed areas - I don’t think they will help/work. Check with a soils Engineer. 

Has it been considered to plant trees or have a monitorial on upstream logging? 

Suing Trans Alta for 2013 damages! Class action. OPEN the irrigation canal! It wasn't open by Sunday of 
2013! Don’t' fill the Bow River reservoirs above Bowness until after the run off. I.e. Fill in late July, August 
not May & June (Duh!) Check out Holland and New Orleans for H2O flood management solutions 

Dredging 

Privacy for berm 

Hell with the fish 

Property value, not decreasing because berm 

Hight of berm 

Concerns of water back flow from berm to house and property, proper drainage 

Public having access to river side of berm without being seen by property owners 

Obtaining/confirming a legal obligation from Trans Alta for responsible operation of all dams West of 
Calgary to lower or empty any & all dams prior to major flood situation.  As Glenmore dam did prior to the 
2013 flood.  

Expansion of dam capacity west of Calgary 

Keep homeowners river access  (x2) 
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Keep public off 

Am I going to lose my land to build this? 

In favour of NO BERM 

Keep public off Berm (privacy) 

VIEW could be changed 

Losing my land 

Would like to negotiate with City to be more clear of what Berm will look like 

Ward Sutherland and the speaker this evening said they spoke with several residents. Myself and my 4 
neighbours received no phone call & no notice of this through mail. I've yet to meet anyone that wants the 
berm. My property value is going to be drastically reduced, $300,000 at least!!! I would expect serious 
compensation. NO BERM!! NO BERM!! 

Deepening of river channel (To contain more water) 

Increase ghost river reservoir and size of dam in addition to existing plans (Spring Bank) 

No berms down stream. 

Topography of river 

Science of how the water entered the property 

Existing structures - fences/fireplaces etc. 

Keep in mind the impact on quality of life for property owners - 5 years construction, impeding access to 
an enjoyment of river 

Would like information about why a berm is the right idea for this part of the river (I understand that other 
parts of the city along the Bow are having different mitigation proposals) 

Already recorded in group discussion 

Aesthetics 

Environment, especially river health 

Keeping an intelligent citenry well and honestly informed 

Effectiveness 

What mitigation level is downtown? 

Why were Bow Crescent residents directly impacted not informed for the last 1-2 years? 

With no flood maps how can the City mitigate? (updated not happening from Provincial Government) 

No Berm - will resolve this band aid approach 

Expropriate - absolutely not in favour of eschewers 

Does not prevent ground water! 

Hydrostatic pressure in river driving water underground into the gravel beds and tributaries flowing 
underground forcing water in reverse 

Sand bagging, dredging river 

Must have upstream dam built first 

Fix Bow Cres Rd - better spend for infrastructure dollars 

Then you know how big berm should be 

The properties closest to the railway tracks on Bow Village Cr. did NOT flood in 2013. (not even close) 
Didn't need a berm in 2013 = 200 y levels, so even less need with Trans Alta agreement and even less 
with additional reservoir being built 
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That is works - why a barrier when the substrate is porous and flooding can/would occur even do. 
Previously water flowed from west to east through Bowness. If water gets behind the barrier -- how will it 
get out efficiently and not increase the damage? 

Barriers on City property behind houses who's property does not extend to the river 'shore'. Please do not 
increase the people traffic and traffic should not decrease the privacy of, nor views from the homes.  

A barrier must not reduce enjoyment of the river in its natural state. 

Homeowners do not wish to relinquish their property for this berm. It is concerning that Frank Frigo's last 
slide discusses individual property valuations, negotiations and buyouts - sounds suspicious for 
'expropriation'. Easements are also problematic as little control over access by City. 

The construction process should not result in destruction of mature trees, riparian vegetation, etc. 

As happened in Inglewood, individual homeowners would like to be involved in the design of their portion 
of the barriers to minimize the aesthetic impact and help integrate it into the layout of their property.  

While the City may not encourage public access using the berm, or the land beside the river distal to the 
berm, what can it do to DISCOURAGE public access on our properties? 

Land owners directly affected by building the berm, design, landscaping, etc. 

Property owners retaining full rights to the highwater level (Easement vs. Expropriation) 

Negative drainage. How will this be dealt with? 

Will we be able to have over fence continue over the berm? We have pets and want to insure our privacy. 

Will and when will the upstream dam be built? In 5 years, 20 years? This seems the most important 
piece. 

A berm doesn't provide as good protection from groundwater flooding, why are we getting a second rate 
option? 

Need better communication regarding the height and width of the berm, everyone is panicking and 
assuming it will be 9 m wide everywhere. 

Consider weather emptying the ghost river dam in mid May and watching the snow pack rain levels. If 
high, we can sandbag to the appropriate height and city can inspect upstream reservoir is critical to 
having any berm work - as read on Alberta provincial website document regarding mediation. Most 
people had ground water damage and berms will NOT help. How many houses over water flooding? 

The impact on property values 

Access to any berm structures by the public 

Aesthetics 

Groundwater is the big issue for us. Barriers unless 20-30 ft. deep will not mitigate the flood issue. An 
upstream reservoir is really the best item. 

Along Bow Village Crescent NW, River access needs to be a priority. The trail and park area along Bow 
Village Crescent is an important access point to the Bow River for all of Calgary. 

Impact on home owners directly affected, focus on UPSTREAM mitigation! 

Access to the building area - how/where do they access Berm building area 

What about the hydrostatic pressure increased flood water and then we get increased ground water. This 
happened during 2005  & 2013 flood. Water was bubbling up in the back yard.  

Storm sewer - water from river came and started to flow down the road. This was a foot deep and no 
water in back yard. 

How will you remove water from yard after flood goes away? 

Are there temporary options? 
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Primarily maximizing the ability to prevent overland ingress. 

Groundwater management and sewer maintenance. 

The piecement approach to roadwork and inconstancies in re-development seems to have left certain 
area susceptible to more violent flooding. We have a large sinkhole at the back of our property. 

Homeowner interests and property value must be considered, but the approved systems must be 
effective (not marginalized through consultation) and mandatory (optional barriers/berms don't 
accomplish anything)! 

Lots of public consultation/communication, openness 

Current land, berm's already installed 

Work with each homeowner on current designs 

Impact to land value 

Groundwater impact 

Working on eroded land instead current land 

Impact to fisheries 

Impact to community 

OVERALL WORK WITH EACH HOMEOWNER 

In the area South of the last bend of the Bow river there is an exposed gravel bar that was created as the 
river channel scoured out the far bank. A berm should be constructed on this gravel bar so as to minimize 
impact to existing property and improvements.  

Making the berm solid enough to withstand flowing flood waters.  

How are the storm lines closed off during a flood? 

Making a serpentine shape to the berm/modifying the flow of the water. 

Undulating the height above the mean height for landscape design. 

Full geologic mapping of underlying reservoir in Bowness 

Impact to underlying reservoir (history matching) model on impact for Berm vs. impact to underlying 
reservoir (sewage) 

Additional mitigation measures on sewage/seepage impacts vs. berm only 

Building a solution that is effective for all. 

Gates on storm drains to prevent river water backing up onto the street. 

Environmental impact on destroying the natural river bank for nesting habitat and foliage (which mitigates 
erosion) 

Diversion canal through Bowmont Park, along the escarpment (to relieve flow down the main channel) 

Explain why the disruption of the private property owners along the berm is warranted if you cannot 
control groundwater rise. The berm seem ineffective if seepage is the biggest risk. 

Concern that flooding overland is not what impacted us. It was the groundwater and sewage back up. We 
are not convinced the berm/barrier will be effective.  

Concern about loss of property value, loss of privacy, loss of habitat, loss of mature trees. Don't want 
public access or bike path.  

Concern that this is not going to be effective. 

Why are Elbow residents not getting a barrier when they flood most years? Seems unfair. 
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Riverfront landowners bear the impact of flood barrier implementation for the benefit of the community. 
We request direct consultation as a directly affected property owner. Acceptability of barrier/berm design 
will depend on the flexibility and cooperation the designers/engineers working with us as landowners.  

We would like a City Engineer to come to our property to advise us exactly where any berm would be, 
how high it would be, and how it would possibly stop ground water infiltration and how it would let the 
water out in the event the berm was exceeded or ground water filled behind it.  

We want written contractual assurance a berm would NEVER be made a public path or space. 

We are concerned that groundwater is not sufficiently addressed, which was our damage. Groundwater, 
not overland. We don't believe the berm will help enough to justify the costs. 

I want assurances in writing that there will not be public pathway or access. 

Environmental concern. Some flooding is good for environment. What will erosion of berm do 
downstream? 

Environmental Impact   
I spend nearly every day along the bank of the river, a berm even metres from the shore of the bank 
would have devastating effects on the health of the shoreline, the river ecosystem, the fishery, animal 
habitat and bank structure.  *We're in the rivers back yard, its not in ours. 

80% of flooded Bow Cr owners was due, not to overland but groundwater? Berm?? 

Want contractual on title statement that the berm's do not end up with public use. 

What happens to the trapped water behind the berm when it rains, does it make my lawn mushy? 

What is the impact on our taxes? 

Re: public access or pathway so far, not assessed. I would like to have a guarantee! No access or 
pathway ever! 

Tax dollars would be best invested in upstream mitigation. Everything else is just a temporary solution. 

How to block public access? 

How to maintain vegetation and wildlife? 

How does this take into consideration the already occurred flood mitigation in the houses? 

Expansion capacity of river itself - dredging and creating pools/reservoirs upstream and downstream (far 
as High River) 

Protection of large trees - under current looking plan - possibly 5 poplars will be moved - currently used 
by local osprey pair and bald eagles 

Protection  of privacy for current owners of river front properties after completion - gates? 

The City should consider in its design criteria that approximately 4 blocks along Bow Crescent did not get 
overland flooding & would serve no purpose to build a berm behind their homes. The cost/benefit of the 
berm would be negligible.  

State and timing of provincial flood mitigation plan and value of construction BERMS PRIOR to that being 
in place.  

Effectiveness of proposed berms to mitigate a flood event similar to 2013 - overland damage & 
groundwater damage 

Benefit/cost analysis of proposed barrier plan *specific to Bowness only* 

Truly engage residents especially those directly affected by berm construction. I.e. riverside residents 

Do not over engineer - if 20 year inundation is the answer plan for that, supplement with temporary. I.e. 
sandbags for greater events. 

Maintenance of the river shape and beauty 
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Respecting private property and considering property values when considering any changes. 

If a barrier is built, ensuring no public access is provided. 

Concern water could get 'trapped in' with a berm given overland flooding (flooded from street side as well) 
Don't want to create a High River  

Maintain close collaboration, communication and partnership. Share communication plan and key 
milestones. 

Ability to minimize groundwater 

Be flexible in meeting/accommodating homeowner needs 

Duration of construction period (what steps can we take to minimize)? 

Materially affected homes addressed first and should be expropriated - why should home owner take the 
risk for 6 years 

Privacy for berm 

Loss of view, access, privacy, land, light 

Increase risk groundwater, foundation risk, drainage 

Road repair & maintenance (Country have not long) 

Liability of people in backyard - rafters/walkers & hikers 

Two thirds of Bow Cres residents were impacted by groundwater flooding in 2013. Why does Sunnyside 
get a wall that extends below ground, thereby providing groundwater protection, whereas Bowness does 
not? 

Upon building my house, I was required to grade my lot to drain both to the river and to the street. How 
does the berm not create negative drainage and water pooling in the back yard whenever there are heavy 
rains, and/or spring snow melt? 

Safety for entire community in floodplain, especially in shorter term until the upstream dam is built, which 
is many years away. 

Groundwater  

Bowness Community Group will be submitting our issues in detail 

The Bowness Cres Community Group will present our concerns in great detail 

Do a good job 

Visual impact - how high??? 

How much of owners property are you using - lost 40 ft in flood. Don't want to lose anymore or trees or 
fence, etc. 

Our house was impacted huge in the flood. It was on the corner where river turns to go to Shouldice 
Bridge. We had to demolish and rebuilt in 2015. 

I am not in favour of expropriation. If needed, the same can be achieved by an easement and I preserve 
my property rights and protect against use of the berm by the public. There is no threat of a public use if 
policy changes are made by the City. Where are no berm is really need. Our house did not flood! 

Recognize the effort and commitments that landowners along the Bow river are making for the benefit of 
us all. Recognize them from the onset. Recognize them during the process and afterward. As a property 
owner who deeply appreciates the Bowness barrier, but is not directly affected (I live on Bow Cres across 
the road from such owners) I very much appreciate what those owners are sacrificing for all of us in the 
community. 

Gabion walls along the river banks, like built around the zoo. 
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I did not flood at all in 2013. Not even close. I do not need a berm. Which is also the case for my 8 - 10 
neighbours to the west of me who also did not flood.  

Don't build a berm where not required. E.g. 6700 block in Bowness on Bow Cres. 

Who's paying for the mitigation? Will property taxes increase? 

Consider all community members 

How would the City manage water that gets trapped on the inland side of the barrier? 

Compensation for property owners? (Inconvenience)  

Berms: streets at river level or at top of the bank? 

Effects on property values? 

Effect on wildlife? Deer, birds, fish? 

Access to river bank - through properties 

Who pays for the berms? 

Spring Bank - this was suggested prior to the 2013 flood. Making it a spending priority - not waiting for yet 
another flood. The longer it takes the more floods will be endured first and damage at great cost to 
residents.  

Upstream solutions are crucial and should be prioritized 

Environmental stability - wild creatures welfare and access to the river 

Sewer back ups - fi the sanitary system is a closed system (I.e. not open to surface water) why were 
there so many sewer back ups? Was a lift station closed down? Wastewater treatment plant shutdown? If 
so, what is being done to prevent that in the future. Are the current sewers at capacity considering there 
are a lot of infills being built in Bowness. (I.e. 2 households on a lot that used to have 1 household.) 

The City should consider what Bowness residents want in terms of flood mitigation. Up to this point the 
City has stated that a barrier is going to be implemented regardless of whether the community of 
residents along the river want one or not. As a riverfront property owner I do not want a barrier. My, 
property did not flood - a barrier is of no welcome endeavour. The City should also look at more upstream 
mitigation measures rather than trying to force a barrier on residents that want one.  

How was the location of the barrier determined? Is it optimal? Why not further North? Impact on property 
tax? Assume an increase?  

How quickly can it be done? Sewage issues, increased density due to 1 house being replaced by 2 or 3. 
Also what does Trinity development contribute to infrastructure issues? 

The 'berm' wall will only account for a portion of the river bank. How ill we know that we don't create a 
similar problem as to what happened in High River where a neighbourhood was 'sacrificed' for the rest of 
the town?  

What about sewer system and sewage back up? 

How much disruption will construction cost to property owners - will this be minimized? 

What exactly is planned for my property? 

Will the process be fair? How much compensation will? 

Consideration for the green space & river access example Bowness park access to water. Though I 
respect and feel for those along Bow Cres. I would like to see something done to prevent further issues of 
flooding & protect the privacy of those properties.  

My biggest concern is sewage back up and protection of the Bowness Park! 

Why has there been no consultation with landowners along the river?  
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What is going to be done to mitigate against groundwater or sewer back up flooding, as this was all that 
over 80% of riverside residents experienced? 

What is the timing of the proposed upstream reservoir? 

What is the environmental impact of a berm? 

Can the City provide a cost benefit analysis of this project? 

Timing of the upstream reservoir being built? Why are we doing the berm now which will not mitigate a 
100 year flood like 2013? The proposed berm 1:20 will not be effective given it only addresses overland 
flooding. 80% of residents had groundwater flooding. Also the 1:20 berm built for a 20 year flood had 
minimal impact on residents of Bowness including river front owners? 

The Inglewood residents still had groundwater flooding. Sunnyside is getting groundwater protection. If 
this project is going ahead, do it right and include groundwater protection. 

It is imperative the people most impacted (riverfront owners) have exclusive consultation and adequate 
compensation for damages, loss of us and a loss of access. 

The lanes behind homes. Overland flooding routes. Sumps exit into these lanes. We need storms and 
catch basins. Manmade diverters in river in problem areas. I do not have confidence in Trans Alta. 
Manmade diverters in community. Vegetation, trees, shrubs, natural berms. 

Building a barrier is extremely important. The last flood was devastating.  

Land owner seems worried about taxes and gazebos. Can the berm go down the side of Bow Cres.? 

Adequate research needs to be done regarding relative efficiency of berm. Since there will be 
groundwater seepage below the berm. 

The water table rises and the water will rise on the other side of the berm. How would you stop this? Also, 
I paid to be on the river, how am I being compensated for City doing work for 5 years and how do I get 
compensation? 

Negative waterflow if berm covered with water? 

Concerned about my private property being a city acquisition. Taking away my 'high water mark' property 
ownership? NO. I am a river front property. 

 

Public Session Comment Forms – Question 2 

I am a riverfront owner, how much land will be needed? 

What will be done to remunerate my loss of property value? (short & long-term) 

What will be done to ensure that my property & privacy will be protected from public access on the berm? 

Unofficial pathways formed on backyards from bikers, walkers. How will trespassing be regulated once 
barrier is on. 

We have backyard deck, wood sheds, fireplace that we use regularly and bought this specific lot for this 
enjoyment. Berm will destroy this ALL! 

The environment should also have more rights before being uprooted to protect a few home along the 
Bow. 

*Feel betrayed by councillor, unheard by City, disrespected for pouring all our hard earned money into our 
home, its location only to be told how the land will change 

What is being done to eliminate negative impacts upstream and downstream of the walls/berms? 

Why not construct a berm on City land between shouldice Bridge and TransCanada Bridge to direct flow 
away from residences and South of the highway -- see City's 100 year flood map 
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Why is this not being discussed in other affected communities? (e.g. Montgomery) 

I am greatly concerned about expropriation of land along the river. I paid big dollars to own up to the river, 
if this has to go through, don't expropriate the land, don't register any easements, just build the berm, do 
not wreck the natural landscaping and maintain our private access to the river. 

Do not  destroy our property vales and views that we worked so hard to gain. 

Stop the BERM if it is not too late! 

No point putting a 1:20 year berm along properties that did not flood in 2013. The map shows the 
proposed change will do that. 

By constricting flow, downstream neighbourhoods may be put at higher risk so the berm may have to be 
done beyond Bowness 

Constriction could cause higher flood levels upstream as well as downstream. 

The look of the berm and how it will affect property values. Berms will take away views of river that 
previous people paid money for. Also, will there be unofficial paths being made by the public in behind the 
berm and river? Will there be caveats or easements placed on properties backing onto the river? 

I'm not on the river, but I was flooded in 2013, I hope they're effective and aesthetic 

The flood inundation map for a 1:20 year event does not appear to affect most properties (extreme east 
and west end of Bow Cres. Excepted) How did the City come up with 300 million in damage prevented by 
a 1:20 year level berm. Ground water caused the majority of damage to Bow Cres. not overland flooding. 
My property did not take overland flooding in 2013. A berm will not prevent groundwater flooding (The 
ground substrate is water permeable) Did the City 1:20 year prognostication get calculated before or after 
the protection provided by the Trans Alta agreement? 

100 year old poplars at the river 

I won't be able to see the river 

House is located close to river (scared to lose backyard) 

Location of berm 

Losing the shed near the river 

Height of berm 

Property value being affected negatively 

PRIVACY 

My house is located near (close) to the river - I don't want to lose any of my backyard 

My shed that sits beside the river 

Height of the berm (will ruin my view of the river) 

Property value might go down 

Privacy (public use on the berm) 

Flood barriers are a mistake 
- impact to property values 
- a barrier would create a walking path reducing privacy for land owners 
- would create a safety concern for boaters/rafter needing to exit the river in an emergency 
- a berm would create an area for partiers to gather on the riverside of the berm 

Keep the back landscape as original as possible  

Obtaining and confirming legal obligation from Trans Alta 

Why does Ward Sutherland feel that Bowness Residents are all for a berm 
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Berms could produce a private area for derelicts and partying 

Alley behind 69 St. NW near 48th Ave needs storm sewers! At present all alley H2O flows to 4815 69 St. 
NW. Storm sewer and if floods that area. The storm drain above the CPR bridge near 69th St. faces 
almost upstream! Thereby not allowing overland water into the river as the outlet is not high enough for 
water to enter the river in high water situations. Fish will survive changes...they always have. 

My concerns that have not been addressed: 
Flood notification - evacuation notice - why only 4 hours notice when somebody knew there was a 
problem days before? Why? Who? 
The Ghost level way higher than normal even though the snowpack and weather conditions showed 
flooding - Why? Who? 
Trans Alta is paid a substantial fee not to flood our homes. Would a class action suite been more cost 
effective? 

Will the berms cause ground water upwelling during flood conditions? 

If upwelling occurs will soil liquification also happen causing more damage than overland flooding? 

Bermed area drainage 

How much money is it going to cost to empty the Ghost river dam area per year?? 

How will heavy rain water get back down to the river if berm there?? 

How exactly will you guarantee no one will walk along our backyards on this proposed berm? 

I am out of compliance by 4 inches (City of Calgary engineer Deghan) are you going to bother me? 

Am above the 20 year flood level but with 18" freeboard will still need work. Will this be incorporated in 
my original landscaping? Need more information on timing - which parts will be built first, etc. 

According to your flood mapping, it looks as though the elevations you have for our property is incorrect.  

Will the berm follow the rivers edge or the setback of the homes? 

There is a wide variation of setbacks along our portion of the river: we are well set back while our 
immediate neighbour sits very close to the river. How will the 'berm/barrier' be aligned along these 
properties? There will potentially be a pinch point at the houses nearest the rivers edge, which impact 
properties immediately upstream. 

How will properties be accessed to build the barriers? Many homes have narrow space between houses 
that prohibit movement of heavy equipment and construction materials. 

Having rebuilt our foundation, we recognize that our substrate is sand and gravel. Thus there is enormous 
concern that a dense barrier on the land surface will leave no egress of water from our property, creating 
a dam or swimming pool in our yard. *Negative drainage, even for average years. 

We do not have water's edge rights but bought property on the river to enjoy it - we do not want to have 
that value mitigated and not just financially. 

We live in Bow Village Cr., on the river side. There is a strip of public park land between our property line 
and the river. There is currently unmaintained pathway on that land. How will berm work impact that 
usage? WE do not want a pubic walkway closer to our year, nor do we want to lose privacy by having 
users on the berm. We would not want to see any 'improvements' that would encourage increased 
access/use of this area. 

Property values 

Our property is 'paralyzed' meaning no liquidity can't sell for 7 years 

Taxes and property value must be considered 
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Absolutely cannot accept the concept of .5m freeboard 'safety' provision as the additional height has not 
been proven in my mind to be any better 

The height of water was at bottom of all bridges except Bowness Rd. so no new water flow will exist! 

Upstream mitigation to be completed first, province a must - Bowness Barriers not the resolution.  

Private land - this is not public land. Will not resolve mitigation issues - no berm - no barriers - no 
approach to homeowners - Ward Sutherland stating approval when not approved in Public - Disapproved 
of his comments. 

Creating barriers elsewhere can leave our property more vulnerable due to changing water patterns. 

Right by pathway - people cutting across our property - safety hazard 

Neighbours that already changed the natural bank previously (perhaps not approved by City); has 
changed bank on our property, creating pooling 

How are the cut-off's determined? 

What does the barrier look like and will this be different for different people? 

Will the City work with property owners on different flood mitigation options? 
I.e. if not qualify for official barrier will other financial assistance be provided to help with mitigation? 

Who do we contact to discuss individual properties? 

Will they work sufficiently and let landowners know how the landscaping treatment will make it still 
beautiful in their yards. 

Use my current berm in place and work with it. 

Why can't this solution be implemented sooner? They should be talking about building reservoirs by 
2024, barriers should be 2020.  

We currently have an earthen berm/high area in the back 100 ft of our yard. From that point to the river 
we have 50 mature trees - does not include natural shrubs. This is habitat for geese, ducks, hawks, owls, 
fox, grouse, deer, beaver, etc. What is going to happen to those animals/fowl? And will you replace 
mature trees? 

We need more detailed info on how high it will be on my property - did not flood in 2005 

What happens to my property assessment during building of berm and after if view is affected? 

What happens to my underground irrigation - will it be replaced? 

How will you deal with existing structures on river front property? 

What is the height of the berm/wall on my specific property? 

Do I have a choice of a berm or a wall? 

Do I have input into where the berm/wall is situated? 

What does expropriation look like? 

Our elevation bank height is 10-13 feet, I'm wondering about Rip Rap on our river bank. 

What size of berm, where will it be located on my lot? Our home wasn't effected. 

Our home in the 2013 flood, did not have sewer back up, no underground water entered the home, no 
overland water came in the home.  

Berm height? 

Is there a possibility of expropriation? 

Access to building the berm? 

Crime, policing, vandalism, garbage, safety, lot flooding from berm to homes and street 

River access along Bow Village Crescent NW - how is this being addressed in the Berm plan? 
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The berm cannot remove the ability to access and use the river along the trail/park behind Bow Village 
Crescent NW 

The decision has been made to proceed prior to any meaningful consultation with the residents most 
affected. How has the initial considerations of property values and compensation been addressed? 

What decision will the City make differently as a result of this consultation?  Without this being clear, it is 
impossible to trust the process or the City. 

Should a berm be built? - is it necessary, will it work, is it the right priority at the right time? 

Exact logistics of placement size 

City's consideration for environment 

We do own on the river. I do not think this is the best use of taxpayers money. We live on a gravel bed - 
groundwater is our major problem. We are not confident that the City will not make a public pathway on 
the berm in the future. What about the environmental impact? Rivers need to flood to be healthy. The 
berm will cause downstream problems - erosion & waterflow. The berm does not adequality address the 
groundwater problem.  

We had overland & major groundwater flooding both from the riverside and independently from the street 
side.   

How is a dirt berm built on top of gravel possibly going to stop groundwater swell? The base of most 
properties in Bowness is primarily gravel with a ton of springs running under them.  

We request direct consultation with the project team prior to the final design. Shoreline stability and a 
local channel create a unique challenge on our property. 

Don’t want to lose trees and natural habitat on our property 

Seems it would be more effective and (perhaps cost effective) to remove some of deposited gravel in 
front of houses in our area 

More concerned about groundwater - don't think barrier will make a difference for levels you are 
suggesting 

It seems like this is going ahead regardless of our opinions 

*Particularly didn't like Ward Sutherlands comments that it was going ahead 

Ideas: Use Bowness Park for spillway relieve 

Filtered the berm down to bedrock to reduce seepage 

Add natural channeling to bypass - similar to #1 

Help people know low value of lead will be assessed for easement o-bugouts 

Does this change areas that will be able to be insured in the neighbourhood? 

How will water accumulation behind the berm be able to drain properly? 

If expropriation is used, how will land value be assessed? (% of total only?) (Loss of riverbank has more 
value than 10% only - more like 50%) 

Why do you want this berm if the residents are willing to absorb the risk of a flood and its damage? 

Who maintains the berm? (grass mowing, repairs, debris clean up) 

Majority of owners have underground seepage vs. overland - why no focus on this? 

Would like to understand/see model, a lot of strong modellers in Calgary on reservoirs - why not provide 
vs. keep only to City? 

What is discount rate on cost benefit? Numbers don't make sense. 

Why no discussion on the spill pathway as mitigation? Why not part of model? What is that impact? 
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If a barrier is built in advance of the upstream reservoir, there would seem to be a huge risk of 
overtopping the barrier before the upstream reservoir is constructed. This could then create a High River 
type situation in Bowness. The berm would hold in water, potentially sitting for weeks. In 2013, the water 
drained away fairly quickly, and we did not have mould issues like High River. Sequencing of the berm vs. 
upstream reservoir is critical! 

Process too long 

Flood wall will create walled public zone for rafters, dog walkers, etc. - who is liable? -- Wall 20 ft from 
house leaves 60 ft for the public 

Access zero - who will maintain South of wall 

View from lower house - zero 

Single reason for buying house has been taken away 

No one will buy house until uncertainty has been fully addressed 

Yes I own riverfront property, 6.5 ft berm estimated at my property. 

Funding for upstream mitigation remaining intact. 

Close collaboration and fair treatment. Prefer wall for smaller footprint (do not want to lose all of our 
backyard as we have a very small front yard) 

Preventing public access to backyards (what steps will the City take because what we are doing now as 
residents is not working and this will make it worse) 

Negative drainage 

What about option of making sandbags available as a temporary measure? Or Tiger dams? Can we park 
the berm until we know that upstream mitigation is in place? 

Can the road at the west end of Bow Cres bear the weight of construction trucks? 

I think that project is simply unnecessary. I think flood mitigation measures should be focused on 
upstream flood mitigation efforts (e.g. dry dam, proper reservoir management) 

If this project does proceed, then individual landowners should have the opportunity to participate in 
detailed design. 

Do not include properties that do not contribute to the integrity of the 20 year barrier system. I.e. 
properties to the east of the pumping station at the western end of Bow Cres do not contribute to flood 
mitigation or protect potential spill points. Feels like a land grab.  

Our property, [personal information removed], was not flooded during the 2013 event. The effective 
elevation of the property where existing structures and future structures could be built is 1069+. The 
proposed berm height is 1.5 m lower then the effective level of the lot. The property has existing 
topography to prevent flooding, by the Golder report, up to the 1000 year event. There is no spill point 
between our property and where barriers pick up again at 62nd St. Additionally the property is at the 
same structural elevation as properties between 66 & 62 St. where berms are not proposed. The city has 
no reasonable need to access this property for effective flood mitigation. 

We live at [personal information removed] with our backyard as the Bow River. The elevation on our land 
is substantially higher than the maximum berm height proposed and therefore we and our neighbours did 
not have any threat of overland flooding. We have invested many tens of thousands of dollars 
landscaping our property that may be destroyed if a berm is built on our property. Will the City consider 
NOT berming some sections of the Bow along Bow Crescent where the berm will serve no purpose?? 

I am anxious about details pertinent to my property; 8 ft to 12 ft above river -- fallen section protected by 
trees/log. Berm? 
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Need communication with the 100+ property owners on river!! 

What is going to be done with the existing vegetation and wildlife? Will removing vegetation create 
instability in the bank? 

How will the reduction in wildlife habitat be compensated? The wildlife habitat is so important to the 
ecosystem and this will strip a huge vital section. 

Would the City continue to access the berm or does it become the homeowners responsibility? 

Our property is next to the Lift Station with easement leading to 'outflow' How would mitigation work 
around the outflow? 

Will the barriers be blended into the existing landscape in a practical but also aesthetically pleasing way? 
Will native plants be used? 

I am not river front and actually om owning blocks from the river. But had sewer back up. I installed a 
back flow valve but am concerned that if private land owners along the river don't want a barrier that 
those few individuals selfish concerns about looks of a barrier that could protect the who community could 
sway or prevent barriers from being built? 

Retain the level of privacy that river front owners have today 

Modify barrier plans for those who's land is already high enough 

The barrier idea is a fantastic option and I am personally very supportive of it. I hope it is done 
respectfully and with a strong sense of community. 

The water did not come up the backyard. It was all sewage backflow and groundwater. 

Compensation - firepits, patios, underground water systems, tree's, views, access to property to do work 

I don't want a berm on my property, it will reduce my risk of property damage. How will the barrier effect 
my river access, views and enjoyment of my property? 

What exactly is being planned for my property? 

Will this barrier increase the risk of damage due to overland flooding? 

Why did the SDAB force me to move my house closer to the river when now the City is going to shorten 
my backyard? 

There should be a sump pump plan for the community. 

Our property is not along the river - however now, will we know that individual property owners will 
maintain the berm and not enter/trespass/change the berm especially if made of natural materials such as 
dirt/earth. So that may compromise the integrity of the structure and the flood mitigation. 

What about barriers along Bowness Park? This park is a premium park and helps drive property values 
up. 

How does the City determine where berms are built? 

There has been no mention of sewer back up. What is the City's plan for mitigating sewers backing up in 
non-flood plain areas? 
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As a river front property owner I would like the following additional information & clarification: 
1. Provide info (names, qualifications, education, company name, etc.) of the 'expert panel' that was 
consulted and ultimately provided recommendations to the City for flood mitigation. 
2. How can the City claim a 2x cost benefit to the proposed barrier when not even an initial design of 
preliminary cost estimate has been completed? 
3. How does the proposed flood barrier protect against various types of flooding (overland, groundwater 
seepage, sewer/storm water back up)? A majority of flooding experience by river front property owners 
was due to groundwater seepage and sewer back up. The City's claim that an earth barrier provides 
effective protection against groundwater seepage flooding is without merit. 
4. What are the environmental impacts the City considered? 

After the Trans Alta Agreement expires, what happens if Trans Alta demands higher compensation (2x, 
3x) upon renewal of the agreement? It appears as though they have all of the power for renegotiations. If 
they know that the Ghost reservoir management is critical for all flood mitigation. 

What percentage of the mitigation on impact can be attributed to each of the 3 selected options (Trans 
Alta, reservoir, barriers) 

We still have remnants of the previous berms built in the 30's (?). The 2013 flood did little damage to our 
property. We lost trees and soil frontage. 

Our biggest concern is talk of making the berm into a cycle/walking path, forfeiting our security and 
privacy. Bowness Rd, Bow Cres are already cycle paths, as is across the river. No need of 4 pathways 
within a couple of blocks.  

My property is at a particularly low point of Bow Crescent itself, as well as compared to my neighbours, so 
I am hoping that the barrier address the point of entry of the overland flooding by the train bridge at the 
closed end (west?) of Bow Cres.  If the river crests the berm - the flow will be right into the properties 
across the road due to the lower grade and the grade of Bow Crescent. 

How will this affect resale of my property?  

Height of berm? Material of berm?  

If a wall necessary, make it a grass. Minimize concrete? 

Expropriation of my land? No! 

Please do upstream mitigation first! 

No flooding in 2013 

If property owners do not desire the berm then put the wall down the side of Bow Cres. 

Now who can help for flood, fire, crime and so on, ok thanks 

A large earthen berm straight through my backyard is a non-starter. We have extensive landscaping and 
large mature trees providing privacy between lots. I have visited the homes in Inglewood and seen first 
hand the extensive customization of the barrier in terms of type (berm/wall) and location (under 
patios/close to river). The owners told me they essentially got what they wanted. I will accept nothing less 
than the treatment those residents received.  

We are river front owners and had no groundwater or overland flooding even during the 2013 flood. Why 
would we require a berm on our river front property given these circumstances. Our neighbour had a 
similar experience. Can we discuss with an engineer? Also questionable financial benefits analysis at the 
preliminary phase? Also what compensation is planned for river front owners? 
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I am a riverfront property owner and had no overland flooding in 2013. The topology of my back yard 
effectively behaves like a berm already. Construction of a berm will be hugely impactful to my property 
and value of my house and I am shocked that a decision has been made to do this project without any 
consultation with those most closely affected. What is the City planning to do to guarantee that my privacy 
will be maintained? Will the city be providing funds to property owners for legal, engineering and 
environmental resources to help navigate technical and legal issues? 

Maintain privacy and keeping this natural looking to the properties along the Bow Cres. 

Bowness Park is my concern and keeping all of this natural to the environment! 

My concern is time length of the project (little too late) we assume this is if no further floods will happen in 
the mean time. This needs to be accelerated. 

We do need additional storm drainage for an old community that hasn't been updated in years. 

Public Session Comment Forms – Other Comments 

Actually engage the community specifically those most direct affected. I.e.. River residents. 

How is this information being shared? 

Not in favour of Berms and Barriers! 

Thanks for doing a great job to keep the meeting on track. 

Thanks for the opportunity to take part - [personal information removed] 

To date communication of City plans has been almost non-existent! 

You need to directly liaise with the people most impacted (river front owners). We already have a group 
formed. Please email for details. There has been no communication thus far. 

Engage Portal Feedback – Question 1 

Retain the history of the community. Consider access for rafters as well. 

Public access to the river 

I have learned that the only purpose of the proposed berm in and west of the park on 66th street - across 
the yards of 10 homes that did not flood - is to provide City access to the berm on flooded properties for 
inspection and maintenance.  I am one of those home owners that did not flood.  And vehemently object 
to the proposed berm on my property.   The City has access to the berm upstream from our un-flooded 
properties.  The Lift Station for example.  Also there is vacant land for sale on BC. 

The city needs to forget about a berm and work with TransAlta to ensure the upstream measures are 
maximized. Our house on the river side of Bow Cres had sewer backup but NO overland flooding. Most of 
our neighbors had the same. Call me [personal information removed] 

Consider listening to the majority of homeowners and do not build a berm! Sewer backup and not ground 
runoff was the biggest problem. If the city was involved in managing the dam operators, TransAlta, then 
maybe we wouldn’t ever have a similar flood problem ever again. TransAlta should have been 
reprimanded for water mismanagement. Do not build the been. 

Groundwater flood protection is critical!  There is no point in going ahead with a berm that will not protect 
us for this....the most common type of flooding in my immediate area. 

Use public art and large scale thinking to create something of value. 
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The Bowness barrier must provide groundwater protection. The majority of houses in Bowness were 
affected by groundwater. Don't waste money on a berm that provides overland protection only. Since the 
barrier is supposed to be coupled with a new upstream reservoir, the site for that reservoir should be 
chosen and funding committed by the prov gov't BEFORE work on the barrier starts. The Bowness barrier 
should preserve mature trees and landscaping character of the riverbank. 

Two things: 
 
1) The city needs to ensure access to the river remains behind Bow Village Crescent NW and the trail 
that runs along that pathway. 
2) The city should seriously consider scrapping this project in favor of the dam further upstream which 
was discussed at the first engagement meeting. The head engineer himself said that the dam is a better 
project. 

The first consideration would be for the City to engage with the Province and develop a plan for upstream 
mitigation. My understanding is that this is likely the best solution to flood mitigation along the entire 
length of the Bow. Any berm solution should be designed to complement the upstream mitigation solution.  
Considerations for the berm should include addressing homeowner concerns and ensuring access to 
riverfront. 

Is a barrier the most responsible solution? 
Should the barrier be built without upstream mitigation - both projects. 

Make sure it is the most effective solution and there are no other better options. 

The upstream reservoir has to be in place, otherwise berms will be of little effect.  What proof can we 
have that the reservoir will be approved?  The berms seem like a bandaid to a larger problem. 
Rip rap has to be installed to avoid erosion.  Rip rap that promotes fish is encouraged. 
Any easement on private property needs a clause that the area will remain private.  Adequate 
compensation for an easement has to be provided.  Inglewood compensation was not adequate. 

Groundwater effect & river bank erosion control are not being discussed, but are potentially bigger issues. 

More emphasis on upstream dams or storage.  The 30-foot wide berms currently suggested are 
completely unrealistic and will never get approval from 90+ homeowners along the river.  If the berms are 
built soon, there will be a false sense of security:  the need for an upstream dam will seem less important.  
Built the upstream projects ASAP.  Don't rush into berms before we even know if the upstream one will 
get approval or funding.  Upstream protects EVERYONE, a berm is only local. 

The City should be lobbying the province for upstream mitigation. Berms within the community of 
Bowness is "icing on the cake" as stated in the city meeting on Jan 16. This would mean that the barriers 
would be the last piece of the puzzle not the first piece. 

Not to devalue private property, that homeowners have spent millions of dollars on  and to rebuild after 
the 2013 flood. Consult with each property owner individually to find the best possible solution. 

R. 01 The determination of wall or berm should be made in favour of keeping trees older than 10 years 
R. 02 The path of the barrier should be made in favour of keeping trees older than 10 years 
R. 03 The City will move or replace trees where possible to a place designated by the property owner 
R. 04 The path of the barrier should be chosen to limit the impact to wildlife, such as beavers, ducks, and 
geese 
R. 05 The barrier should not create a depression in which water cannot drain 
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R. 06 The barrier should be constructed in a manner which limits the shadowing of trees and plants. 
R. 08 The City should not produce noise from construction outside the hours of 8 to 4 weekdays and 9 to 
4 weekends(blackout period) 
R. 09 The City should not produce noise from construction on the following days (blackout period) 
a. All statutory holidays 
b. Heritage Day 
c. Between December 20th and January 2 
d. Weekends between May 1 and Oct 15 

R. 11 A reasonable location of the barrier shall be determined by the property owner in consultation with 
his or her neighbors and shall be able to be as varied as the barriers constructed in Inglewood (The 
floodwall that was constructed in Inglewood for a city councilor’s property provides an appropriate 
example) 

R. 12 The City should move all features, buildings, material, regardless of whether or not the structure is 
conforming or permitted which are in the construction area, to another location as determined by the 
property owner. This includes but not limited to sheds. decks, patios, shrubs, walkways, walls, fire pits. 
R. 13 The bylaws should be changed to allow the property owner to extend his dwelling’s height by the 
amount of the berm/wall height, or alternatively allow a height relaxation 

R. 14 The compensation offered to the property owner shall take into consideration the current 
regulations provided in provincial statutes and related Land Compensation’s board rulings 
R. 15 The City shall not erect fences during construction which are above the designed elevation level, 
and if this is a regulatory requirement, shall amend the regulations to conform, or remove fences when 
the construction area is not in use (after hours) 

R. 17 The City will, in its easement, specifically state no public access on the barrier or within the 
easement area, in perpetuity 
R. 18 The City, it its easement will provide a maximum height of the barrier, and will be no higher than the 
1:20 year flood elevation plus 0.5M 

R. 19 The City, in its easement, shall allow the property owner to destruct the barrier, if a government 
study indicates it is no longer required 
R. 20 The City should acknowledge that the construction of the civil works impedes on the property 
owner’s enjoyment of his or her property, and may cause stress and other negative effects to property 
owners 
R. 21 The City shall not store any equipment or material on private property during the blackout periods 

R. 22 The City shall not, post the completion of the barrier, drive or allow vehicles to be driven on the 
barrier including for inspections, except for repairs or to deploy temporary flood protection during a 
potential flood event, unless absolutely necessary 
R. 23 The City at no time, shall leave any material on the river, shores,public or private land, between the 
property owner’s dwelling and the other side of the river, during the blackout period at a elevation higher 
than the barrier height 

R. 24 The property owners expect the civil works to be completed on schedule and will meet the stated 
requirements. As such, the property owners expect the City will provide in its easement or by agreement 
remedies to the property owner for non compliance. Examples would be compensation for removal of 
trees/shrubs/flowers, excessive noise, late completion, third party costs incurred by the property owner 
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I think the best way to mitigate flooding, particularly when it comes down to individual properties, is to limit 
building in the floodplain. I understand that it is unrealistic to move or even modify the buildings 
downtown, but I think that in low density areas the best way to limit loss of life and loss to property is to  
buy out individual properties, removing the liability entirely. 

If it is "true" that a PERMANENT agreeement with Transalta to limit their dam water levels each spring 
combined with a new provincial owned C$1B resevoir West of Calgary, reduces future floods to the "1 in 
20 year" level then the berm/bikepath is not needed.  There is no significant damage from 1 in 20 year 
floods. The Province should not fund a bid on the Olympics but should instead use taxpayer funds to build 
new Bow and Elbow river reservoirs. 

The feelings and opinions of the home owners. Over 95% experienced sewer back up and groundwater 
damage not overland flooding. A berm will do nothing to help this. 

First, the most damage during any flood is from ground water, not overland water. Nothing is the berm 
design will help with the ground water problem. The city engineer agreed at a recent meeting. So clearly, 
until the new dam is built upriver, and now that the province is running the dams that were so woefully 
overfilled prior to the ONLY other two floods (2005, 2013) in almost 45 years, the city should shelve the 
berm concept until the other work is complete. Temp flood measures/emergency YES. 

Privacy of property owners 
Drainage issues because of barrier (water pooling back into houses) 
Visual esthetics - damage to large trees, existing fencing and landscaping, barrier look 

I believe that the greater flooding danger is from the water table rising rather than overland flooding.  The 
proposed berms would not mitigate the danger from the rising water table.   
 
Also, I believe that dredging the river would go a long way toward providing a larger channel for the river 
to run through.  I know that F&W will not allow this but really, how much environmental damage will 
building the berm do in comparison? 

Cost effectiveness to spend $300mm to protect 250 houses. 
Riverside environment, we have beavers, foxes, coyotes, fish habitat which would be disturbed by large 
earthmoving equipment 
Work with riverside land owners to fit berm to existing yard topography 
Consider bank erosion, as parts of Bow Crescent around the 5900 block lost up to 12 feet of bank 
Does the berm need to go down the river edge in all locations, are there areas where it could go down the 
street (particularly near Hextall Park). 

UPSTREAM MITIGATION! GROUNDWATER MITIGATION! No sure a berm as currently proposed will 
do much to prevent much of the flooding that occurred absent of additional upstream mitigation beyond 
the operating agreement with TransAlta and the GoA. 

Long term maintenance and upkeep; the history of the previous berm suggests that private landowners 
are removing it for views and river access, which makes the entire system useless. Provisions will need to 
be made that allows the City to step in if a private landowner damages the barrier. 

the city should consider the government of alberta flood document that states that neighborhood barriers 
will not be effective unless there is a reservoir built upstream of ghost dam.  Then they should consider 
delaying this fiasco until that reservoir has been built  otherwise it is just an enormous waste of taxpayer 
dollars and needless destruction of private property.  Also they should consider emptying the ghost 
reservoir in may - this would be just as effective as destroying our properties 
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Should consider the geology of the area , with regards to groundwater penetration. A formal geotechnical 
report is required.Outside mitigation measures have to be considered (TAU , etc) , but plans are not yet 
finalized. Groundwater seepage , and negative drainage resulting from the implementation of these 
barriers , plus negative impact on properties (privacy , access and views of the river) , also have to be 
considered. 

R. 24 The property owners expect replacement compensation for already built structures, landscaping, or 
other features which cannot be moved or become unsuitable if moved. Examples would be a stone path 
or irrigation systems which must be removed 

R. 25 The City should provide, by Canada Post. schedules for major milestones on the project as well as 
any intermediate dates on the schedule which directly affect persons. For example, the City website 
indicates there will be engagement in 2018, but does not indicate when. Citizens should not have to 
perpetually check the City website to be informed 

This should have been discussed with the community way before December 11th. I think we would have 
had more of an open mind if we had time to look at all of the alternatives and the actual function of the 
berm in Bowness. Frank, the engineer who presented the PowerPoint presentation actually said that this 
would be “icing on the cake”... this seemed like a band aide solution and a quick solution ... since most of 
the flooding was ground water. I loved the part,no pubic access or bike path so far 

As a river lot owner, we will be most directly impacted by flood mitigation using berms.  As a result we 
should be consulted in a manner that reflects our situation as the most affected parties. 

Why isn't this questionnaire and timeline begin given to the Bowness Community Association to post on 
their social media and newsletter? 
 
Why didn't Ward Sutherland have this link in his Feb monthly newsletter? 
 
Why isn't the City doing a better job of engaging residents?  It's really starting to feel the City is hiding 
something.  Will you rectify this and become transparent? 

Berm impact on downstream flow velocity approaching downtown. 
Berm will not prevent Groundwater flooding issues. 
Huge property value loss for residents with a berm in backyard. Is the City prepared for a lengthy 
litigation? 

It would be nice if the City actually informed residents of Bowness of this survey, particularly those directly 
affected, that this survey was online. What is the information gathered from this survey going to be used 
for? Will the City be sharing this information with the residents at some point of or is this just an attempt to 
make it seem like the City is engaging the residents? 

Bring river back to people 

Upstream mitigation including the commitment of the Bearspaw Dam (at the time of it's construction) to 
downstream flood prevention. This is the most important step.  Ground water flooding, soil studies of 
area, better sewer control and the down stream effects of the changes caused by trapping the river within 
the barriers are also just a few of my concerns.   In 2013 we experienced sewer, surface and groundwater 
flooding. 

Please refer to my letter sent to "bownessbarrier@calgary.ca" on January 24, 2018.  500 characters isn't 
enough space to adequately capture my response. 
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The City must rebuild the trust that has been lost w/ riverside property owners by engaging them directly 
& early. Many of us are asking why we were not consulted before the barriers were recommended to City 
Council. 
Build Bowness Residents' confidence & understanding of the technical information by having a meeting 
w/ residents & Golder & Associates Engineers & other consultants to answer technical questions similar 
to the engagement done by Alberta Env & Parks Gas Plus cleanup in Bowness. 

Design local mitigation once design of upstream plans are in place and financial commitments are secure. 
Push hard on the GoA on upstream plans on the Bow River.  
Consider the downstream impacts of local mitigation (e.g. do barriers increase flow rates, riverbank 
errosion?) Seek to limit environmental impacts like loss of mature trees, animal and fish habitat, etc. 
Consider alternative approaches to barriers that provide similar protection without destroying the natural 
river environment. 

The City should provide property owners with technical, engineering and legal resources if proposed 
barriers go to the design phase, so that residents can navigate the specific issues related to their 
property. 

Please consider all residents of Bowness not just opinions of river lot residents.  I own property on Bow 
Crescent, but do not back onto the river.  Also, a big concern for low lying residents is ground water leaks 
due to seasonal high water table.  Can the city/province offer rebates/education for back flow prevention 
devices, weeping tiles, sump-pits, sump-pumps to alleviate the risk of ground water infiltration? 

I am not in favor of the berm.  Not one of my four properties on Bow Cr received any flood damage.  The 
City should increase the debth of the river bead by dredging and shoring up the banks. We need to 
protect the entire city.  I was told by C of C Engineering that the downtown core would be flooded before 
any of my properties.  Why waste money on protecting 150 homes when you should spend $ to protect 
the entire city. Get to work dredging and deepening the River bed at low flow this spring. 

Cost effectiveness: groundwater was the biggest problem and the berm clearly does not adequately 
address that. Spend the money more wisely. Need groundwater solutions much more than overland.  We 
live on a gravel bed. Environmental Impact on the bank and riverine ecology - the construction of the 
berm will disturb habitats and the natural environment, causing environmental and downstream issues. 
Focus pressure and efforts on upstream solution in cooperation with province first and foremost. 

The design of any barrier in Calgary must consider the Upstream mitigation measures that are in place.   
The upstream mitigation measures will define the design requirements of the local barrier.    It is clear 
from the Province/Foster Wheeler report on Bow River Flood Mitigation that upstream mitigation solutions 
are possible for controlling flow levels in Calgary to a maximum of 800 cms and 1200 cms.    At 800 cms, 
no further work is required in Bowness.  Upstream mitigation is best option 

All of the Flood damage in the 2005 high water event and the vast majority of the damage in Bowness 
from the 2013 high water event was a result of Ground Water damage.    Does the engineering team 
have adequate understanding of the ground water impacts during high water events.     From the 
residents perspective, if there is no groundwater flooding mitigation included in the design, the 
incremental benefit  preventing direct overland flooding is minimal as the groundwater damage will be 
incurred 

The city should have considered the impact on affected property owners during initial stages of planning, 
not after a plan has been generated as was the case here.  The city should consider the necessity of 
each flood mitigation measure, the rights of the property owners affected, and both the effectiveness and 
cost-effectiveness of these.  The city should remember floods are not a mortal threat.  The city should 
consider the desires of people directly affected by these human interventions. 
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Please post a detailed cost benefit analysis of proposed barriers.  Who does it benefit - Bowness, 
Calgary, Southern Alberta and costs associated.  The numbers I run don't add up to having a berm as 
beneficial solution. Please show me otherwise. 

Design local mitigation once upstream mitigation has been committed to by the Province. A local berm in 
Bowness is icing on the cake and we need the cake before the icing goes on. If no upstream mitigation is 
down prior to the local berms going in will this cause problems or be a waste of funds? There needs to be 
better communication between the City and residents. This survey is a prime example of the City not 
informing residents of a place to provide input. This is bad relations with residents 

The gravel in the river and under the houses in Bowness is very porous. This is evident by the GasPlus 
leak of 9 cubic meters that flowed over a block from the station. Can the city tell people how porous the 
gravel and silt are? Houses that had no water in their yards had flooded basements by ground water and 
sewer back up. This needs to be prevented by sealing the gravel and silt at the river edge or around 
houses. Up stream mitigation by dredging and making dams higher should be considered ft 

Given the natural ground elevation contours throughout the river valley drain toward the river, the city 
needs to consider how the berm/barrier will not trap rainwater and snow melt behind.    stagnant water 
behind the berm/barrier will damage landscaping/vegetation, create odors and become a breeding ground 
for mosquites as well as reduce the recreational and ecstatic value of the land.   given chinooks and 
weather variability, this drainage must be effective all seasons. 

The proposed barriers will affect overland flooding but in both the 2005 and the 2013, our neighbourhood 
was impacted by ground water both times.  A berm unless impenetrable well below the ground will not 
stop the ground water damage so the City will pay for something that will not be effective.  When the 
proposed flood mitigation/dam is built will the berm become obsolete?   A big part of the problem in the 
2013 flood was related to the poor water management at the Ghost and Bearspaw Dams. 

If this question refers to the proposed Bowness berm.  We do not want it.  It would have a negative 
impact on the whole community.  We would like to see this proposed berm cost justified before going any 
further and this should include expropriation, compensation, legal, environmental and cost overruns with 
inflation.  What is going on here?  Why do we have to get lucky to find surveys like this that have such a 
huge impact on our lives.  We get our tax bills ok. Not enough room here for input 

How is groundwater flooding being addressed?  Overland is only at most 50% of the issue.  I'm so afraid 
all this tax payer money will be spent and I will still be flooded the same way - I only had groundwater 
flooding.  How are you helping those of us with ground seepage?  Please don't forget us!! 

The city should consider the merits of a flood mitigation response plan that involves the use of temporary 
sand bag berms installed in conjunction with increased flow control from the upstream dams and Flood 
prediction.   An equivalent level of mitigation to that achieved by the permanent barrier can be achieved in 
less than 2 days time with volunteer and military support.   this would not have the negative impacts and 
high capital cost of the permanent barrier.   Perhaps a hybrid solution? 

Not being able to participate as directly impacted stakeholders at the City Council level prior to Council 
voting on the proposed barrier has greatly eroded public trust and may impede this project. The meeting 
on January 16 and this online engagement has come as a surprise with short notice, further eroding trust.     
I found out about   this survey via  our neighbourhood group not The City. The City MUST do a better job 
of facilitating a consultative process. 
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Please provide earlier and direct communication regarding timelines for input so that directly affected 
residents have more time to consider and respond to the City. 
• Please send important dates, especially those that require my input, by a variety of medium -  electronic 
and hard copy. 
 Design local mitigation once the design of upstream mitigation plans are in place and financial 
commitments are secure. 

the City should very cafefully consider, along with consultation, both the aesthetics and accessibility of the 
embankments. Bowness has long been an active community and a point of entry for recreational 
enthusiasts. Also to keep in mind that the flood was not something that is a regular occurrence. All 
members of the community should be notified of meetings so that they have an opportunity to voice their 
concerns and be active in all decisions that will effect the community. 

The timing of the proposed barriers seems premature. Barrier design should be done once the design of 
upstream mitigation plans are in place and financial commitments are secure. This ensures the barrier 
design is as effective as possible and that the expense is still necessary – What if agreements with 
TransAlta and the upstream reservoir design meet the target flow rates without the barrier? What if they 
change design requirements? 

keep river access for the park and off-leash areas.  
Operate the damn properly so the river doesn't flood again. This wasn't an environmental issue, it was 
human operation. 

Just local measures like this berm. I do not believe in upstream measures like more dams. Houses should 
be either built to withstand flood, or be removed from the flood zones and that land should be turned into 
park. 

Protrecting homes and other natural areas 

Property, river access, safety of Parks’s and park facilities 

protection of the bowness community, so the same kind of damage does not occur again. 

Access and views of the river- that’s what makes bowness special. 

For planning, meet with affected homeowners to describe how effective the berm would be and what 
consideration was given to flooding from rising levels of groundwater. In design, proactively work with 
affected homeowners to discuss options, efficiency. City should be pressuring provincial authorities for 
upstream solutions that more effectively address the potential for flooding and storage of water. 

Environmental impact (loss of old growth trees, riparian habitat, wildlife).  
What is the downstream impact of any mitigation in Bowness? 
The City should seriously consider the concerns of property owners who might be affected. This means 
timely and direct communication (flyers, notices, email, perhaps using the informal group of residents as a 
conduit). 
Cost effectiveness of the solution. 
Does mitigation protect from groundwater flooding and sewer backup? 

Firstly, it should consider the effective use of public funds, and do everything possible to make sure any 
proposed mitigation measures are cost-effective. 
It should make a genuine effort to consult with stakeholders, with direct communication and proper notice 
of meetings and deadlines. 
It should work with the province to ensure upstream mitigation (dams), which city engineers seem to see 
as more effective than a local barrier. 
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The environment. 
Cost effectiveness. 
The views of those directly affected, such as property owners. 
The dangers of public access to yards via a wide barrier, leading to crime and lack of privacy. 
The advantages of upstream mitigation over local barriers which might end up causing downstream 
damage. 

Consultation with impacted property owners needs to happen before any further planning, design or 
decisions are made. Transparency and direct communication with residents needs to start, with a genuine 
effort to review input from those impacted. The City should hold a public meeting with engineers, 
consultants and Bowness residents in order to properly answer technical questions that many of us have 
regarding the actual effectiveness of a berm, and environmental questions as to the impact. 

*consultation with those directly impacted stakeholders at the City Council level 
*more time for residents to provide input 
*design upstream mitigation first, what is the effectiveness of local mitigation in terms of financial 
investment. Local investment may be better spent upstream 
*how do these flood mitigations measure take into account ground water flooding? 
*a public meeting with the Golder&Assoc. to respond to technical questions 
* 

Will the compensation/expropriation for materially impacted properties be based on market value Dec 
2017.   
 
If I don't want to negotiate or negotiations fail with the city, how long until expropriation 
 
Will the berm/wall impact tax assessments value in 2019 

Part of Bow Crescent is classified as a country lane.  Generally, as a country lane there is a weight 
restrictions, and time of year restrictions.  In previous discussions with the city, the city has stated, he who 
damages the road pays to fix it.  Hundreds (Thousands?) of truckloads of material and heavy equipment 
will cause significant damage to the lane.  Will the city upgrade the lane to a road and pave it when they 
have finished destroying it? 

Process for dealing with homes that have been materially impacted by city project has to be immediately 
addressed and implemented.  It is not fair for the city to impose damages and hardships on the individual 
homeowners without addressing the consequences. 
 
Houses that are going to be materially impacted can easily be identified now.  Owners contacted and 
individual issues addressed now.  These properties should not have to weight 6 years to see if things 
work out. 

They should consider asking permission to access private land before committing to a project entirely on 
private property. They should complete groundwater studies as the majotity of the damage done in 2013 
was due to groundwater seeping into homes. They should have an open dialogue about financial 
compensation that must accompany such a project. They should use honest language and avoid stoking 
fear to gather support for their ill conceived  project. Also access and privacy concerns. 
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I am not in favour of the barriers, as proposed as only a very small percentage of the homes on the river 
were impacted by overland flooding , where as the majority of us were flooded via underground or sewer 
backup. Upstream flood mitigation should be determined prior to local mitigation is determined. 
installation of storm gates to be installed to stop flooding the streets from the river. need full disclosure of 
potential ground water flood mitigation to be provided to residents. 

I have read and been told that proper mitigation has three parts. It is premature, therefore, to build a berm 
prior to an upstream reservoir being built. The City should consider asking for an extension to the 
deadline for expenditure of flood mitigation funds to allow for coordination between the design and 
development of an upstream reservoir and barriers in Bowness. I believe that funds from the provincial 
government must be spent within 10 years. 

Talk to the all the home owner's/residents, which it has not done! That the home owner's/residents have a 
meeting with Golder & Associates Engineers and other consultants to answers technical questions! 

The City did not properly engage and get the input from the directly impacted stakeholders.  It has 
definitely made us feel undermined by our counsellor (who informed us of no meetings or decisions).  We, 
the residents who are directly impacted, were not properly engaged.  We need to be provided with much 
more than nice looking drawings that do not have any substance or reports behind them.  It is atrocious 
that the City has gone ahead feeling that we have be properly engaged. 

As a homeowner along the proposed berm, we were not  able to participate! At the City Council level prior 
to Council voting on the proposed barrier!  The meeting on January 16 and this online engagement has 
come as a surprise with short notice, further eroding trust we have with the management of City Hall. 

Reading the reports on the City Website - its all Roses and Honey on how the City is going to help us. 
These are great PR words - but empty. What is  the detailed cost / benefit analysis evaluating the true 
cost of a 1:20 barrier and the assets at risk within the 1:20 flood line. The cost benefit analysis should 
follow the ‘Triple Bottom Line Cost / Benefit Analysis" and environmental costs. 

The City has not done its due diligence on evaluating and assessing the damage caused by both the 
2005 and 2013 floods. A survey was done involving the immediate residents impacted and the result was 
over 80% were impacted by GROUND WATER FLOODING and SEWER BACKUP.  Less than 20% had 
overland flooding (and certainly NOT the whole Bow Cres).  The flooding was caused by improper water 
control and release in both years. 

We need the city to arrange one on one meetings with the engineering groups which completed each of 
the studies w/o the city in attendance to understand the base findings of each group and not the findings 
with the city’s interpretation i.e.: groundwater protection was not considered viable in Bowness. What 
made this unviable in Bowness vs. Sunnyside 

https://www.cnn.com/2017/08/11/us/new-orleans-flooding-by-the-numbers/index.html 
Is this a future news clipping about Calgary, flooding and pumping system crisis? How is the City going to 
keep the Eastern part of Bowness dry in the aftermath of a heavy rain storm? We have experienced,  
from the 2013 flood that the sewer pump station has been and will compromised! 

Ground water flooding and sewer backup was the majority of flood damage – NOT overland flooding. The 
old sewer system has never been upgraded along the crescent.  Even since the 2013 flood, all they have 
done is put a liner in the existing extremely old deteriorated sewer lines. The lift station drowned as it was 
underground – they replaced it and guess where they put it – back underground!!! 

What is the City stand on this solution? 
https://www.preventingalbertafloods.ca/ 
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Huge disappointment and dismay over the handling of this project by the City!  The residents of Bowness 
and those more impacted by the purposed berm were not engaged properly!  Further compounding is 
Ward Sutherland, speaking out and saying we have.  We were not informed of any meetings, involved in 
any surveys, or engaged in any way regarding the proposal until late December 2017. 

1. Design local mitigation only once the design of upstream  mitigation plans are in place and financial 
commitments are secure 
2. Downstream impacts of any local mitigation measures 
3. Environmental impacts through loss of mature trees, fish habitat, wildlife habitat, bird habitat 
4. Alternative approaches that do not destroy the natural environment of the river 
5. The use of storm gates instead of berms to stop the overland flooding of Bowness streets 
6. How to prevent groundwater flooding 

Reading the report:  Consolidated_FMMA_17.04.24 
Ground water modelling is based on limited Subsurface data 

Cost/Benefit analysis - there are only 250 houses at risk for a 1250m3/sec flood and many homeowners 
have already taken flood protection measures such as building higher, leaving basements empty etc. So 
potential damage has been reduced already at owners expense. 
Bank erosion - some areas are eroding and without changes to the bank, the erosion would undercut a 
berm if it is close to the river. Gravels go down up to 30m in Bowness ( see the Gas Station reports from 
Secure). 

Part of the 2013 and 2005 flood was caused by Trans-Alta's operation of the Dam's. The day of the flood 
Trans Alta was not releasing the water to the level of 2005. 2005 they had a new Dam operator/employee 
who wasn’t up to speed on the Dam’s operation. Why not? 

Will the city provide property owners with an allowance for common legal and 
engineering resources to help them navigate their technical and legal issues 
efficiently given how the proposed barrier could impact their property? 

There are so many unknowns! 

Give the people of Bowness a Non-structural Option - what are the options? 

Everyone’s needs differ, the placement of the barrier should be variable and 
flexible as to the needs of the landowner and topography of the lot. 

The upstream mitigation required before building the 1:20 berm.  Also if building the berm then ensure 
that the berm is effective for ground water flooding and not just overland flooding.  Also ensure that the 
cost benefit of building the berm makes financial sense, particularly given the significant disruption to 
riverfront homeowners.  Also the City needs to consider environmental impact, it has been proven in 
Europe berms don`t work, they cause significant downstream impact to riverbanks. 

The City Management should have a walking tour with stakeholders along the river to discuss issues, 
opportunities, and desires for the future 

How will Calgary not do the same?  
https://www.npr.org/2015/08/28/432059261/billions-spent-on-flood-barriers-but-new-orleans-s 
Billions Spent On Flood Barriers, But New Orleans Still A 'Fishbowl' 
Quote""Flood protection" is a loaded term. The Army Corps of Engineers prefers to call it a "risk reduction 
system." The new system is designed to withstand a 100-year hurricane or a storm that has a 1 percent 
chance of occurring each year, and to significantly reduce flooding from a 500-year cyclone." 

What is happening with upstream mitigation.  From what I ready the barriers are in CONJUNCTION with 
the upstream project.  Why would the city spend taxpayer dollars for a berm if upstream isn't completed?  
What is the actual effectiveness in terms of cost/benefits for the citizens and taxpayers? 
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Protection of property in Bowness should be the priority. The problem of views of the river should be 
disregarded. Safety is paramount. When I bought my house, flood problems affected the location as I had 
lived previously in a city with flooding. Consequently I chose to not buy on the flood plain. 

That it is a cost effective use of tax revenues in the absence of upstream mitigation, which would protect 
everyone on the Bow. As it won't address groundwater flooding in Bowness , which has occurred during 
lesser flood events than 2013 owing to geomorphological factors, it seems a massively disruptive waste 
of funds which should be expended on the construction of one or more upstream reservoirs. I also 
consider it unacceptable to force this ineffective solution on private land owners. 

The only effective flood mitigation that would benefit the whole City as well as Bowness will be the 
implementation of upstream infrastructure such as has been recognized for protection of the Elbow 
drainage. This is outside of Calgary's jurisdiction, but vigorous pressure on the Alberta Government from 
the City will be needed to get some progress on upstream mitigation. I am deeply concerned that the 
proposed berm project was adopted by Council with no opposition or public consultation. 

What is the most effective and cheapest options that allows for public access to the river, whether as a 
pathway along the river or access in specified locations. 

How to address groundwater flooding issues as they occur in Bowness before any overland flooding as 
per both the 2005 and 2013 floods demonstrated clearly. 

Communication. The Jan 16th meeting came as a surprise and this online survey was hidden so this kind 
of behavior does not promote trust. Send important dates by Canada Post.  Provide convincing/logical 
technical data and allow us to engage with the engineers and have questions answered. Design the 
upstream mitigation first. Frank the engineer said that the proposed barriers are the"icing on the cake"; 
well the cake needs to be built before you put icing on it or the icing is useless. 

1. Should not proceed until upstream mitigation is fully funded and completed-- only then will you have  
information to determine if  proposed   berm  actually needed. Either a dredged Ghost dam with more 
capacity or new dam funded by carbon tax dollars. 
2. I live at [personal information removed] and when I built my new home--construction  certainly 
deliniated the extent of underground streams and the gravel bed which will serve as a conduit for ground 
water to flow from river under berm --hydrostatic pressure 

I would like local mitigation delayed until the design of, and financial commitment for, upstream mitigation 
is in place.  If upstream mitigation design is not in place, the effectiveness of local mitigation is 
questionable.  If upstream design is in place and meets target flows, local mitigation may be found 
unnecessary.  Focus and funding need to be directed upstream in concert with the Province (reservoir) 
and TransAlta (long term Operational  Agreement). 

I have more of a concern regarding groundwater flooding than overland flooding.  I suspect that even with 
the berms all the properties would still be subject to groundwater flooding, thus making the berms 
somewhat irrelevant. I think the city should consider this.  Also, there are many properties currently for 
sale along Bow Cres.  I would like to see the city consider buying these properties to facilitate berm 
construction and then convert to parks after. 

listen to river residents—those directly impacted living on the river—we Have not been consulted. This 
process has not been transparent and there is no trust in bureaucrats and local politicians. Specific 
discussions with landowners desirable one on one—the Stakes are high and upstream mitigation must be 
finalized first before dabbling in secondary/inadequate berm discussion with no conclusive proof its 
mitigation impact would be effective. Second opinion and scrutiny on any engineer report nece 
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The Bow River flow channels were dramatically altered by the 2013 flood, so predicting HOW and 
WHERE high water might flood Bowness in the future is not realistic. 
The city needs to plan and design flood mitigation UPSTREAM from Bowness in terms of: 
* better high water management during Spring run off (June, July) 
* implementation of reservoir and diversion of high water strategies  
* proper dam control and operations when flood risks occur   
* being transparent and ethical 

First and foremost, it should consult with riverfront owners impacted by the flood mitigation.  General 
consultation with Bowness community members not directly impacted will skew opinions regarding any 
form of planning or design of flood mitigation. 
 
To build confidence in the technical data, the City should public meetings with Golder & Associates and 
other consultants to answers technical questions as done by Alberta Environment and CH2M for the Gas 
Plus cleanup. 

I categorically disagree with the construction of a berm or flood wall in Calgary (Bowness included).  The 
cause of the high water (that the flood walls would supposedly contain), could be prevented with proper 
upstream management   This could include new/proper operation of existing dams, construction of new 
dam(s), diversion of high flow and other engineering possibilities.  Prevent, rather than attempt to treat the 
problem once it reaches Calgary.  Upstream management!  Use taxes wisely. 

I currently do not support the barrier, however if it is going to be built, 
the City should, not remove about 80 feet from our back yard, destroy the vegetation that we have kept to 
stop the river bank erosion. 

I currently do not support the barrier, however if it is going to be built, 
the City should fix this first: 
Not being able to participate as directly impacted stakeholders at the City 
Council level prior to Council voting on the proposed barrier has greatly eroded 
public trust and may impede this project. The meeting on January 16 and this 
online engagement has come as a surprise with short notice, further eroding 
trust. 

I currently do not support the proposed barrier 

I currently do not support the barrier 

I currently do not support the barrier, however if it is going to be built, 
the City should, to build confidence in the technical data will the City consider a public meeting 
with Golder & Associates Engineers and other consultants to answers technical 
questions similar to the engagement done by Alberta Environment and CH2M for 
the Gas Plus Cleanup in Bowness? 

Cancel plans for berms.  Exhaust upstream alternatives for flood mitigation and share them with those 
who are directly impacted with the outcomes of those actions.  Detail costs, show actual benefits and 
disclose possible negative impacts of various measures.  I am worried about river bank erosion with the 
damage to, or removal of mature trees along bank.   City has let down the residents of Bowness after 
being so wonderful during the 2013 flood. 
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I currently do not support the barrier, however if it is going to be built, 
the City should consider asking for an extension of the deadline on the 
expenditure of flood mitigation funds to facilitate better coordination between 
the design of an upstream reservoir and barriers in Bowness, which are intended 
to be complimentary. It has been suggested that funds from the Province must 
be spent within 10 years. 

I currently do not support the barrier, however if it is going to be built, 
the City should review the following: 
• Design local mitigation once the design of upstream mitigation plans are in place 
and financial commitments are secure. 
• Downstream impacts of any local mitigation measures (e.g. will proposed 
barriers in Bowness increase flow rates and erosion downstream?) 
• Limits to environmental impacts (e.g. loss of mature trees) 

I currently do not support the barrier, however if it is going to be built, 
the City should review: 
• Limits to environmental impacts (e.g. loss of mature trees, impact to wildlife 
specifically loss of fish habitat, loss of bird and mammal habitat) 
• If upstream mitigation is not in place, what’s the actual effectiveness, in terms of 
dollars, of any local mitigation 

I currently do not support the barrier, however if it is going to be built, 
the City should review alternative approaches, other than barriers that might provide similar protection 
for the same or similar investment without destroying the natural environment 
of the river 

I currently do not support the barrier, however if it is going to be built, 
the City should Installation of storm gates to stop flooding the streets from the river. 

I currently do not support the barrier, however if it is going to be built, 
the City should insure that the flood mitigation will be cost effective, taking into account the 
opportunity cost of the funds. Could the funds be redirected to upstream 
mitigation? 

The City should examine upstream alternatives for flood mitigation. Flood waters need to be managed 
before they reach the Ghost and Bearspaw dams. A cost/risk analysis for all flood mitigation strategies 
needs to be shared before any decision for action is finalized. Postpone or cancel plans for the berms 
along the Bow river in Bowness. 

Groundwater flooding needs to be addressed - without this the berm does nothing. A large majority of 
Bowness experienced groundwater flooding in both 2013 and 2005.  The berm as recommended does 
not appear to do much to help those with groundwater flooding! 

the proposed berm is designed to work in concert with the TransAlta agreement as well as a new 
upstream reservoir (why is this not being looked at the below ) 
without upstream reservoir, the effectiveness of the berm causes more problems than it solves 
the berm alone is not the answer nor the recommendation! 

I do not believe that the berm is using the tax payer's dollars effectively.  The City has underestimated the 
cost of the berm especially without ground water protection in Bowness 
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Bowness does not want to lose its natural beauty - the mature trees that line the rivers, the wildlife, 
gardens and landscaping.   
Riverside people bought their homes on the river for these very things 
what about our riparian rights?  we want them 

How will Calgary not do the same?  
https://www.npr.org/2015/08/28/432059261/billions-spent-on-flood-barriers-but-new-orleans-s 
Billions Spent On Flood Barriers, But New Orleans Still A 'Fishbowl' 
Quote""Flood protection" is a loaded term. The Army Corps of Engineers prefers to call it a "risk reduction 
system." The new system is designed to withstand a 100-year hurricane or a storm that has a 1 percent 
chance of occurring each year, and to significantly reduce flooding." 

I currently do not support the barrier, however if it is going to be built, 
the City should issuer that he flood mitigation should be cost effective, taking into account the 
opportunity cost of the funds. Could the funds be redirected to upstream 
mitigation? 

I currently do not support the barrier, however if it is going to be built, 
the City should insure what mitigation can be done to address ground water flooding? It would be 
unfortunate to spend significant funding to minimize overland flooding only to 
have the properties damaged anyways by ground water flooding 

I currently do not support the barrier, however if it is going to be built, 
the City should provide a  evaluate ground water flooding engineering report. What engineering has been 
done to evaluate ground water flooding potential? 
What more is planned for? 

We would like the impacts of potential mitigation measures on ground water 
flooding risks to be evaluated and taken into consideration in the design 

I currently do not support the barrier, however if it is going to be built, the City should part of the solution 
by getting better water management with the various dams and reservoirs on the Bow/Elbow.  I’m told 
that if Environment Canada would have advised Calgary about the impending heavy rain coming in June, 
2013 that operations could have released water early to limit damage—maybe as much as 50 to 60%. 

I currently do not support the barrier, however if it is going to be built, 
the City should come forward with more information: 
What other local mitigation measures have been assessed but not 
recommended and why? 
 Has the City been collaborating with the Province on local mitigation measures, 
specifically measures within the Province’s jurisdiction? What is the status? 

Even with berms, groundwater will continue to be a problem for houses on the floodplain and it is not 
unknown to have groundwater surfacing in behind berms. The report given to the City addresses 
groundwater. 

I currently do not support the barrier, however if it is going to be built, the City should  address ground 
water solutions! 

I currently do not support the barrier, however if it is going to be built, the City should address the ground 
water issues and solutions  as well! 

I currently do not support the barrier, however if it is going to be built, the City should address the ground 
water issues and solution’s as well! We are get only a half baked fix! 

I currently do not support the barrier, however if it is going to be built, the City should address the ground 
water issues and solution’s as well! 
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I currently do not support the barrier, however if it is going to be built, the City should address the ground 
water issues and solution’s as well! 

I currently do not support the barrier, however if it is going to be built, the City should address the ground 
water issues and solution’s as well! 

I currently do not support the barrier, however if it is going to be built, the City should address the ground 
water issues and solution’s as well! 

I currently do not support the barrier, however if it is going to be built, the City should address the ground 
water issues and solution’s as well! 

• The City should compensate property owners for already built structures, 
landscaping, or other features which cannot be moved or become unsuitable if 
moved. Examples would be a stone path or irrigation systems which must be 
removed 
• The City should allow fencing along side property lines, continuous over the 
proposed berm, to a location along the rear of the property, if not in the 
floodway, This includes on the berm, if the berm is within the property 

Wheelchair accessibility to access the Bow River for recreational fishing 

Do not support berm. 
Sequence of events. The city's own literature states the barrier is "not desirable" if an upstream reservoir 
is not built. We need budgets/timelines/locations etc from the province before even attempting a berm. 
Negative drainage. Rain event water would be trapped. 
West end of Crescent had flood in front of the house down Bow Crescent. Extend the berm further west 
to avoid this. How would water drain out with berm? 
Ground water is biggest problem and needs to be addressed. 

Give the people of Bowness a Non-structural Option - what are the options? 

Not destroying the natural landscape. 

Stop giving permits to allow people to build in floodplains. Unless they sign a caveat releasing the city and 
province from any and all claims in future floods. 

The City needs to focus back to the upstream reservoir required first and foremost.  As we all know there 
is a very strong dependency on upstream mitigation being approved and built out first otherwise a 1:20 
berm will be ineffective, and a waste of government spending. 

The City needs to do proper and more thorough research and studies. Particular note to the FasGas leak 
into the water table. The study shows a core sample that verifies the high permeability in the gravel 
acquifer that we live atop on in Bowness.  There was contamination down to the 5-6m depth in the core. 
This is supporting evidence that groundwater is our major risk in living beside the river.  A berm will not 
protect us! 

You have not surveyed or requested what the people have done to self mitigate against the next flood.  
The City also has not done the proper research / homework about groundwater.  We live on a gravel pit 
along the river in Bowness.  The berm does nothing to protect us from this kind of flooding. 
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Besides Frank, at the City's meeting on January 16th, it was stated that if the people on the river do not 
want the berm - they will not get the berm.... well I am sure you will have got many forms from the 
meeting and online from this form - that clearly state -  
WE DO NOT WANT THE BERM AS PROPOSED TO US ON THE 16TH AND WE MOST DEFINITELY 
DID NOT AGREE TO IT NOR WERE WE CONSULTED ABOUT IT DURING YOUR DECIDING. 
INSUFFICIENT, THOROUGH AND PROPER STUDIES HAVE NOT BEEN PERFORMED ON YOUR 
END 

The interests of the city as a whole and Bowness AS A WHOLE.  
 
The cost benefit ratio. In the report it was 1.6 .. Not amazing. But the other considerations mentioned re 
establishing a precedent for action re future flood mapping and development policies etc should be 
factored in if appropriate. 

It has not gone unnoticed that the City has taken on this bullying tactic in different neighborhoods.  The 
too bad if you don't like it attitude - we are doing it anyways - is really becoming apparent.  you are always 
finding a reason to go ahead even though your studies and research are not complete and take away 
from people. 

First, I am opposed to the proposed berm.  The most effective flood / drought mitigation would be 
upstream in cooperation with the Province of Alberta 

I currently do not support the barrier as the report that City is using is flawed. The most interesting one is 
the Calgary Herald article about the FasGas leak into the water table. The study shows a core sample 
that verifies the high permeability in the gravel aquifer that we live atop.  There was contamination down 
to the 5-6m depth in the core 

It is very disheartening that the City can deliver by mail (Canada Post) to both of our names at one 
household, to discuss "Potential changes to the Land Use Bylaw related to our property" - received 
yesterday.  Yet the City could not communicate using the same methodology regarding the flood 
mitigation for Bowness. Again, why were we not consulted until after you have made decisions. 

First, you are saying that you want this berm to be built on PRIVATE land, which you do not have 
permission to do. Giving $6,000 as you did in Inglewood  is not what one wants. We bought our homes 
for a life style.  To live in a setting of country in the city, by a water body. Yes floods happen. Did you ever 
hear about Noah? Let me see rain, and the waters went up! 

Quit telling the media that all is well 

Great Weasel Word: 
We are in the early stages of designing a flood barrier for the community of Bowness, and would like to 
work with residents to create a solution that is both technically sound and effectively protects the 
community, while also being sensitive to the needs of affected property owners. 

In the 1920's my father left a communist state - were the Government took the family farm / land for the 
benefit of ALL the people. 

As with all properties built on historically known flood plains, the City should not have to bear the heavy 
and costly burden of protecting them. The major onus should be on the owners for choosing to reside 
there. The areas the City should protect are ones of infrastructure, emergency services facilities and 
water treatment facilities.  If the City insists on spending taxpayer money to protect individual private 
homes, then build those flood barriers sky high. 
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Issues to be considered would include: 
1. Cost effectiveness 
2. Work with the province on upstream mitigation options. My understanding from various reports is that 
these options provide the most protection. This includes the present provincial agreement with Transalta 
and  new reservoir. 
3. Take into account the negative impact off a 3-5 year berm construction project on Bowness residents. 
4. Don't rush into a project, just because provincial funding is time sensitive. 

The protection of citizens and property in Calgary 

how to properly design a barrier that serves its purpose 
and minimizes disruption and the value of the homeowners property that they have all invested so heavily 
insincere the 2013 flood.   many property owners have already invested tens of thousands in their own 
mitigation upon rebuilding.  we may not want any further mitigation? 
Face to face discussions with each homeowner and assessment of each property before any further 
plans are made. 

Upstream mitigation is what the city should be considering not downstream. 

The City should consider if the berm along the Bow river will increase the flow volume to such an extent 
that it will further prevent high water from the Elbow river to empty into the Bow, as it did in the 2013 
flood. 

I'm all for the Berm.  Perhaps the least intrusive option for residents along the river.  Some of the homes 
are built at the back of lot leaving very little room for Berm. 

What is the impact of ground water and how will you deal with it - there are no power lifts to remove 
water.   Berms will be creating a huge problem in this regard and really doesn't solve anything. Unless 
you have upstream reservoir a berm is useless. 

The City should consider buying all of the affected properties.  A berm will not be an effective barrier to 
underground seepage of water. 

The city should start acting now, this has taken too long. No design will please everybody, let's act for the 
common good and what is cost effective. 

build berms to 200 year flood levels. 

Cost should be a concern both immediate and future if left unmitigated 

Not being able to participate as directly impacted stakeholders prior to the City moving forward with the 
proposed barrier has greatly eroded public trust & undermines the community. The meeting on Jan. 16 & 
the online engagement has come as a surprise with short notice, further eroding trust of the effected 
stakeholders. The City has not shown that they place much value in the community & have demonstrated 
little due diligence with regard to informing/engaging affected stakeholders. 

Upstream Flood Mitigation is the answer and proper dam and upstream monitoring.  
No berms on private riverfront property which will not solve any problems for most properties. Flooding is 
rare and the proposed berm would NOT prevent flooding or groundwater issues. The process and studies 
are highly flawed. 

Speed of implementation. 

Design local mitigation strategy once the upstream mitigation solutions are finalized & financial 
commitments are secure. The timing of the proposed local barriers seems premature. The City's focus 
should be on maximizing the efficacy of upstream mitigation measures (i.e. TransAlta agreement, 
reservoir) with the end goal of minimizing or eliminating any need for local mitigation measures. 
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I currently do not support the barrier, however if it is going to be built, the City should at least provide 
timely & direct communication regarding timelines for input, engagement & feedback, so that directly 
affected residents have a voice and the community of Bowness in general can work effectively with the 
City to arrive and implement the best strategy and solution. 

The City should ensure that the design adequately addresses groundwater flows - many residences were 
impacted by this and not overland flow.  Also, the City should be campaigning for the Province to 
accelerate plans for upstream mitigation, which will have a larger benefit to all of Calgary. 

Build it high. Make it green. 

Ensuring that barriers are robust and aesthetically pleasing (like the berms by Shouldice or in Hillhurst 
where the barriers are landscaped hills rather than dykes. 

Upstream Mittigation 

·      Please provide earlier and direct communication regarding timelines for input so that directly affected 
residents have more time to consider and respond to the City. 
 
  
 
·      Please send important dates, especially those that require my input, by Canada Post 
 
·      The City should consider asking for an extension of the deadline on the expenditure of flood 
mitigation funds to facilitate better coordination between the design of an upstream reservoir and barriers 
in Bowness, 

Mature trees should be protected (ie. diverting the proposed berm away from the path of trees over 10 
years old) 
Studies should be done to identify sensitive wildlife in areas that may be affected by a proposed berm (ie. 
Bald Eagles, Osprey, Owls, etc in the trees) 
 
·      The City should not produce noise from construction outside the hours of 8 to 4 weekdays and 9 to 4 
weekends (blackout period) 

Land value before and after mitigation.  Visual appeal.  Options that work best for each land owner 
directly impacted. 

The City should not produce noise from construction on the following days (blackout period) All statutory 
holidays, Heritage Day, Between December 20th and January 2, Weekends between May 1 and Oct 15 
As everyone’s needs differ, the placement of the barrier should be variable and flexible as to the needs of 
the landowner and topography of the lot. (The floodwall that was constructed in Inglewood for a city 
councilor’s property provides an appropriate example) 

The choice of berm vs wall as well as its route should be made by the homeowner and his neighbor, as 
was done in Inglewood 
 
  
 
·      The City should move all features, buildings, material, regardless of whether or not the structure is 
conforming or permitted which are in the construction area, to another location as determined by the 
property owner. This includes but not limited to sheds. decks, patios, shrubs, walkways, walls, fire pits. 
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The City should compensate property owners for already built structures, landscaping, or other features 
which cannot be moved or become unsuitable if moved. Examples would be a stone path or irrigation 
systems which must be removed 
 
  
 
·      The City should allow fencing along side property lines, continuous over the proposed berm, to a 
location along the rear of the property, if not in the floodway, This includes on the berm, if the berm is 
within the property 

The path of the proposed barrier should be chosen to limit the impact to wildlife and their habitat, such as 
beavers, ducks, and geese 
 
  
 
·      The bylaws should be changed to allow the property owner to extend his dwelling’s height by the 
amount of the berm/wall height, or alternatively allow a height relaxation of the same 
 
  
  The City should not erect fences during construction which are above the designed barrier elevation 
level, and if this is a regulatory requirement, remove fence 

Restrictions should be placed on the City’s access to the proposed berm allowing access only for barrier 
maintenance and inspection. There should be no access given to other City utilities, etc. 
 
  
 
·      The City should not store any equipment or material on private property during evenings and 
weekends 
The City at no time, should leave any equipment or material on the river, shores, public or private land, 
between the property owner’s dwelling and the other side of the river,evenings/weekend 

Barriers are part of a 3-part plan to protect Bowness from flooding. What is the effectiveness of the 
proposed barriers if other parts of the plan are not implemented? 
 
·      The cost of barriers far outweighs the benefits, especially to affected property owners. Costs include: 
4 years of construction and disruption, impeded access to river, negative impact to the environment 
including loss of mature trees, loss of bird, fish and mammal habitat, 

The cost of barriers far outweighs the benefits, especially to affected property owners. Costs include: 4 
years of construction and disruption, impeded access to river, negative impact to the environment 
including loss of mature trees, loss of bird, fish and mammal habitat, 
I fear that in the event that I need to sell my property before proposed construction is completed, that I 
might suffer a large personal financial loss. The possibility of 4 years of construction and the uncertainty 
not good 
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Please provide earlier and direct communication regarding timelines for input so that directly affected 
residents have more time to consider and respond to the City. 
 
  
 
·      Please send important dates, especially those that require my input, by Canada Post 
Design local mitigation once the design of upstream mitigation plans are in place and financial 
commitments are secure. 
Limits to environmental impacts (e.g. loss of mature trees, impact to wildlife specifically loss of animal 
habitat 

Alternative approaches, if the homeowner desires should be considered, such as automated flood walls 
 What mitigation can be done to address ground water flooding? It would be unfortunate to spend 
significant funding to minimize overland flooding only to have the properties damaged anyways by ground 
water flooding 
Environmental impact assessments should be done to determine the environmental effects of the 
proposed barriers during flood situation (ie. riverbed / downstream erosion? 

Mature trees should be protected (ie. diverting the proposed berm away from the path of trees over 10 
years old) 
 
  
 
·      Studies should be done to identify sensitive wildlife in areas that may be affected by a proposed 
berm (ie. Bald Eagles, Osprey, Owls, etc in the trees) 
The City should not produce noise from construction outside the hours of 8 to 4 weekdays and 9 to 4 
weekends (blackout period) 

The City should not produce noise from construction on the following days (blackout period) All statutory 
holidays, Heritage Day, Between December 20th and January 2, Weekends between May 1 and Oct 15 
 
  
 
·      As everyone’s needs differ, the placement of the barrier should be variable and flexible as to the 
needs of the landowner and topography of the lot. (The floodwall that was constructed in Inglewood for a 
city councilor’s property provides an appropriate example) 

The choice of berm vs wall as well as its route should be made by the homeowner and his neighbor, as 
was done in Inglewood 
 
  
 
·      The City should move all features, buildings, material, regardless of whether or not the structure is 
conforming or permitted which are in the construction area, to another location as determined by the 
property owner. This includes but not limited to sheds. decks, patios, shrubs, walkways, walls, fire pits. 
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·      The City should compensate property owners for already built structures, landscaping, or other 
features which cannot be moved or become unsuitable if moved. Examples would be a stone path or 
irrigation systems which must be removed 
 
  
 
·      The City should allow fencing along side property lines, continuous over the proposed berm, to a 
location along the rear of the property, if not in the floodway, This includes on the berm, if the berm is 
within the property 

The path of the proposed barrier should be chosen to limit the impact to wildlife and their habitat, such as 
beavers, ducks, and geese 
 
  
 
·      The bylaws should be changed to allow the property owner to extend his dwelling’s height by the 
amount of the berm/wall height, or alternatively allow a height relaxation of the same 
 
·      The City should not erect fences during construction which are above the designed barrier elevation 
level, and if this is a regulatory requirement, remove fences 

·      The City, in writing should specifically state no public access on the barrier or within the easement 
area, in perpetuity 
 
  
 
·      Restrictions should be placed on the City’s access to the proposed berm allowing access only for 
barrier maintenance and inspection. There should be no access given to other City utilities, etc. 
 
  
 
·      The City should not store any equipment or material on private property during evenings and 
weekends 

·      The City at no time, should leave any equipment or material on the river, shores, public or private 
land, between the property owner’s dwelling and the other side of the river, during evenings and 
weekends at an elevation higher than the documented barrier height 
 
  
    Barriers are part of a 3-part plan to protect Bowness from flooding. What is the effectiveness of the 
proposed barriers if other parts of the plan are not implemented? 

They should plan to get on with the berm.  It's been almost five years and nothing done.  With all the 
snow this year the risk of flossing is high. 

We believe that berms along the river should be considered requisite and non-negotiable.  The esthetic 
enjoyment of a few homeowners should not be allowed to outweigh the protection of the community.  
Purported concerns with respect to ground water flooding and berms are disingenuous as most properties 
pump water to the street during high ground water events. 

Areas that didn't flood in 2013 because they are high will be low ground after berms are place in lower 
areas, so all must have a berm.  A resorvoir up stream would be useful in a drought too. 
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I currently do not support the barrier, however if it is going to be built, the City should:  
-design local mitigation once the design of upstream mitigation plans are in place & financial 
commitments are secure. 
-consider downstream impacts of any local mitigation measures (e.g. will proposed barriers in Bowness 
increase flow rates & erosion downstream?) 
-has the City been collaborating with the Province on local mitigation measures? What is the status? 

The question is ambiguous and poorly constructed. If the City wants to know what should be considered 
when designing mitigation then they need to know what options exist: diversion, barriers, dredging, 
tunneling, etc, and each of their costs. This requires detailed cost benefit analysis of each option, and that 
requires thorough geo-technical studies (like coring) and appraisal of other costs such as property, 
environmental and legal. Only then can a responsible decision on planning be made. 

Berms might be part of the solution but only if they are reasonable.  Taking 9 meters (30 feet) off the back 
of a property is not a feasible option.  All trees, landscaping, gardens, etc. would have to be removed and 
replaced with a wide "road" for trucks to drive on.  There is no way that homeowners will agree to that.  
What are the options for smaller berms made of other materials?  Use smaller equipment to build?  How 
would other property owners in the City react to losing half their yard? 

The City should ensure that sufficient technical input and analysis has been done on the upstream 
mitigation options including costing and this information should be presented and discussed with the 
residents of Bowness and, indeed Calgary before proceeding with local mitigation measures which may 
no longer be required. 

The province ought to consider the cumulative effect of all flood mitigation efforts.  Who will be impacted 
by the change?  What analysis has been done to determine impact had have people been notified.  It is 
not reasonable to expect those who do not understand water to know what the implications will be.  The 
City must protect all of its citizens. If this area is bermed why not protect ALL areas at risk on both rivers?  
When will the flood maps be complete? 

We  were ambushed at the meeting on January 16. Our Council rep. did not give us any advance notice 
and already declared his position without talking to the community. Therefore, it seems somewhat 
disingenuous to be asking for input after the Councillor has told us the berms will be built, regardless of 
our concerns, regardless of minimal engineering studies and regardless of a better solution – an 
upstream reservoir on the Bow River. Why spend money on berms?  Spend resources on a new reservoir 

Better communication; unfortunate loss of trust as residents felt blindsided. Would like to see a 
presentation of data that shows this is important to do.   Promote upstream mitigation first.  This is the 
small part of the 3 part plan, and should be undertaken only if required after all upstream mitigation is in 
place.  Groundwater seems a bigger problem in this area. 

Design local mitigation once the design of upstream mitigation plans are in place and financial 
commitments are secure. 
Limits to environmental impacts (e.g. loss of mature trees, impact to wildlife specifically loss of fish 
habitat, loss of bird and mammal habitat) 
What mitigation can be done to address ground water flooding? It would be unfortunate to spend 
significant funding to minimize overland flooding only to have the properties damaged anyways by ground 
water flooding 
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Consultation with the residents prior to saying a barrier will be built. How can the ground water flooding be 
minimized?  Most of the properties were not damaged by overland flooding but were damaged by 
groundwater.  An expert needs to justify that the barrier will in fact do anything. There will be huge 
impacts in terms of loss of mature trees, impact on wildlife habitat, loss of property value. Upstream 
mitigation would seem to be more cost effective with less environmental impacts. 

A balance between protecting the neighborhood and keeping our river accessible. I don’t understand why 
Bowness needs a burm but the residents of elbow park eat al. who have had floods multiple times in my 
life don’t require a berm. The character and beauty of that neighborhood and river is being preserved how 
does Bowness utilize similar ideas to keep our community similar to how it already is 

It is well understood that most of the home owners living alongside the river are against having a brim 
constructed on their property. The city must consider the impact on all home owners in the affected area 
when planning & designing the flood barriers. It is critical to the long-term viability and flood damage 
mitigation to countless homes not alongside the river that a flood barrier been constructed in the shortest 
timeline possible. 

All residents that could be affected by future floods. NOT just those whose view might be affected. There 
are photos showing that these berms were in place in the recent past, and have been subsequently 
removed.  I live on Bow Crescent, and not riverfront. My property value and salability has been adversely 
affected by the lack of mitigation efforts thus far. There are many more properties adversely affected by a 
lack of flood mitigation efforts, than those affected by a flood barrier reinstated 

 -provide a more useful survey tool that provides more space for comments and a full view of text 
-how will this help ground water flooding 
-consultation with taxpayers over this arbitrary use of their money 
-visual effect of an obvious man made structure spanning the length of the bank 
-why the rush and artificial deadlines 
-co-ordination with other levels of government appears inadequate 
-public input BEFORE a decision has been tried in some democracies 

The PROPOSED Bowness barriers are nothing but another way for city hall & this current administration 
to get a foot hold onto private lands by granting public access!The "high water mark ownership"to the 
water is limited to only 4 streets in Calgary as similar to Bow cres.This was granted in the early 1900"s 
prior to "right to the water act".The city tried to expropriate in the late 1970"s & was rejected.The only 
solution is upstream mitagation verified by Frank the main speaker at last meeting! 

• Please provide earlier and direct communication regarding timelines for input so that directly affected 
residents have more time to consider and respond to the City. 
 
• Please send important dates, especially those that require my input, by Canada Post 

 -Design local mitigation once the design of upstream mitigation plans are in place and financial 
commitments are secure 
-Limits to environmental impacts (e.g. loss of mature trees, impact to wildlife specifically loss of fish 
habitat, loss of bird and mammal habitat) 
- Installation of storm gates to stop flooding the streets from the river 
-What engineering has been done to evaluate ground water flooding potential? What more is planned for? 

• To build confidence in the technical data will the City consider a public meeting with Golder & 
Associates Engineers and other consultants to answers technical questions similar to the engagement 
done by Alberta Environment and CH2M for the Gas Plus Cleanup in Bowness? 
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• Design local mitigation once the design of upstream mitigation plans are in place and financial 
commitments are secure. 
 
• Downstream impacts of any local mitigation measures (e.g. will proposed barriers in Bowness increase 
flow rates and erosion downstream?) 
 
• Limits to environmental impacts (e.g. loss of mature trees, impact to wildlife specifically loss of fish 
habitat, loss of bird and mammal habitat) 

• Alternative approaches, other than barriers that might provide similar protection for the same or similar 
investment without destroying the natural environment of the river 
 
• Installation of storm gates to stop flooding the streets from the river. 
 
• The flood mitigation should be cost effective, taking into account the opportunity cost of the funds. Could 
the funds be redirected to upstream mitigation? 

• What mitigation can be done to address ground water flooding? It would be unfortunate to spend 
significant funding to minimize overland flooding only to have the properties damaged anyways by ground 
water flooding 
 
• What engineering has been done to evaluate ground water flooding potential? What more is planned 
for? 
 
• We would like the impacts of potential mitigation measures on ground water flooding risks to be 
evaluated and taken into consideration in the design 

• What other local mitigation measures have been assessed but not recommended and why?  
 
• Has the City been collaborating with the Province on local mitigation measures, specifically measures 
within the Province’s jurisdiction? What is the status? 

Pushing for upstream mitigation - to benefit all Calgary. Make an agreement with the province to give the 
$150 million back to the province to get upsteam reservoir started on the promise that the mitigation grant 
will be renewed later 

The Berm Is an excellent and cost effective way to mitigate flood damage in the future, I also think they 
should be looking at a run off area up stream to mitigate the risk further to a less percentage of flood 
probability. 

Make sure the berm you build will hold back a 1:200 year flood. 
Or start saving up to repair the damage that such a flood will cause. 

Total protection for the impacted communities must be incorporated. No option to opt-out.  
Drainage of water that accumulates behind the barriers must be considered. 

as per Frank said (the main speaker at the last flood meeting at the Bowness sport plex) , "if Bowness 
residents doesn't the proposed barriers they wont have them"!He went on to say "The best way to protect 
Bowness and the city from flooding is gathering public support to mitigate upstream!" Under no 
circumstances did the Bow cres residents ever & I mean ever agree to any proposed barriers contrary to 
councilman ward sunderlands untruths!The city will need to expropriate every lot on the street! 

That the berm not have pedestrian or bike path access along the riverbanks. That it does not impede the 
visual sight lines of the riverfront property owners. 
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Planning on preserving all mature trees. Implementing upstream flood mitigation prior to starting a berm. 
Consider where the water will be deferred to. Downtown? 

Enhance the upstream mitigation components (additional reservoir capacity and strategic dam control); 
as well consider temporary property mitigation in the form of sand bagging/water bagging. Ground water 
cannot be held back on Bow Cres. NW properties unless the proposed berm is used in conjunction with 
piles/barriers embedded to bedrock (cost & collateral downstream damage are additional concerns). 

I currently cannot support the barrier however if it is to be built the city should consider -far more contact, 
discussion planning to include property owners-better system informing me of important meetings and 
dates, email and/or post- cart before the horse...not enough consideration given to ground water 
mitigation and upstream mitigation- very concerned re loss of wildlife habitat with current plan-need to 
build trust with homeowners via meeting with Golder Engineering and other consultants. 

With existing plans I can't support city's current Berm plan.What alternative approaches other than 
barriers were considered that would not destroy my mature trees and river access?.- How big of an 
easement is being planned? - Not enough attention given to ground water issues. they were a major 
factor in flooding.-Upstream mitigation needs to be planned first before downstream. What measures in 
Province jurisdiction?- What commitments from province? Inadequate consultation with homeowners. 

The berm must happen. Considerable accommodation for riverfront landowners, who are making a 
sacrifice for the whole community, should be forefront. Publicly recognize these folks on behalf of 
calgarians and those of us that will benefit from this berm. Be prepared to buy out those who need that 
option, or are not able to reach a negotiated solution: such spaces will become valuable to all of us. 

Engage Portal Feedback – Question 2 

I live at [personal information removed] and did not flood.  Nor did my immediate neighbours. The City 
does not have a need to use our properties for berm access and maintenance. You are not planning a 
berm on un-flooded properties on the east end of Bow Crescent for inspection and maintenance - so you 
do not need to do so on the west end.   I respectfully ask that our properties be removed from your  
design for right of way for berm access. 

I do not think the berm needs to occur at our place. We have a high enough barrier (about 14’) to avoid 
ground runoff. Now with the storm sewer upgrades and with (hopefully) better TransAlta Sam 
management our flood risk is mitigated. Please consider NOT building a berm. 

Give proof that a berm will mitigate sewer backup. I do not think the city can prove that. Water will seep u 
see a berm. My house will be effected from sewer backup and that will not be defended by a berm. 

Consultation - as a riverfront landowner, I have had no direct consultation but only invited to a town hall 
seminar with the rest of Bowness where 90% of the people have NO vested interest. Not respectful or 
fair. 
As a riverfront owner - I would like to know berm heights, groundwater mitigation efforts and how I'm 
protected if a 2013 flood would happen again if upstream mitigation is not done and made permanent. I 
had to build new due to 2013 and have self mitigated, so need to know how I benfit 

That it will be a plain, ugly wall. 

I am a riverfront property owner. I did not flood in 2013, so I don't know if my property will be affected. I 
think all property owners though, have a right to dictating routing of the barrier within their properties so 
as to minimize disruption to their lives and backyards. The peaceful river view and access is the #1 
reason why owners have paid premium prices for these lots, and owners are understandably very 
stressed about the City taking that away from them. 

River Access behind Bow Village Crescent NW 
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I am a riverfront property owner. I have yet to see any specific information on the height/width of the berm 
for my property, and whether I will be able to use the berm for my own use. For example, I currently have 
a firepit on the riverbank, and also have access to the river for rafting, kayaking.  I am also concerned 
with privacy - will there be fencing between properties, as there currently is. 

Will it be effective? Will it address both overland and groundwater flooding. 
Will it case more problems if water gets behind the barrier? i..e, if water goes over the the barrier, how 
does it leave? 
Will the privacy of the affected properties be guaranteed? 

I think you must be mindful of the fact that we are on private riverfront property and the most precious part 
is the riverfront.  If you want to take that away from us, you might as well take it all.  We have lived here 
for over 30 years and do not take for granted this most special area. 

How to protect against groundwater?  Does the city have groundwater maps?  70% of bowness residents 
impacted by the flood in 2013 were from groundwater.  Furthermore, insurance does not cover 
groundwater, only overland or sewer backup.  People will not agree to an easement unless groundwater 
is considered. 
Need to plant more native tree and bush species along the river bank to prevent erosion. 

I have a property on the river on Bow Cres that is not designated as needing "Proposed Future Flood 
Barriers".  Is any work expected on these properties between the proposed flood barriers?  What about 
erosion control on the high banks of our property?  Will an easement still be needed for my property if not 
work is being done? 

Expecting any homeowner to agree to a 9-meter berm (30 feet!) is unrealistic.  This space would be 
unusable for trees, decks, or anything but grass in the future.  The owner loses all use and enjoyment of 
this space.  Part of the appeal of Bow Crescent is huge trees and all those within 30 feet of the river 
would be destroyed.  A berm is only feasible if it is small in width (i.e. a wall, not a road for trucks to drive 
on).  Can a much-smaller berm be built using small construction equipment? 

I am a riverfront property owner and have strong concerns regarding a berm on my property. I would like 
to know why this decision was made and no real discussion for upstream mitigation on the Bow River. 
How will access be granted on my property, will the city be putting the yards back to what they looked like 
with landscaping etc. 

Yes,  where are you proposing the barrier to be build in my yard?  How are you planning to access my 
yard to build it?   We just rebuild our entire house after loosing it and everything in it from the 2013 flood.  
Went through all the planning with the city on where the house could be rebuilt on the property.   Now im 
seeing proposed barriers in the middle of my back yard?   I want the opportunity to speak directly with the 
team leader!. 

I do not live in the floodplain (intentionally), and I think flood proofing is important. If the City and Province 
are going to be spending a significant amount of money protecting a relatively small area, it would be nice 
to know that it could benefit a wider population. Perhaps if some of the properties in Bowness were 
naturalized and natural flood mitigation were used, the areas could benefit the environment and the 
general public, and the property owners wouldn't be flooded anymore. 

You are introducing significant uncertainty for at least 2 years in this process for those of us currently 
trying to sell our properties. We need an immediate point of contact at city Engineering to allow us to 
clarify your plans so we can show potential buyers the specific plan for our properties. 

I do not want a berm on my property. I am very concerned about this for a number of reasons. 
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I reside at [personal information removed] and was unaffected by the flood in 2005 or 2013. However, I 
believe as above that berms are counterproductive without upriver mitigation. Also, I stand by my fellow 
land owners who purchased our lots for the access that we have to the river and most of whom are 
against the berm concept for ecological, practical and legal reasons. The BERMS WONT HELP. 
Groundwater cannot be stopped with an above ground barrier and will, in fact, increase groundwater 
pressure. STOP! 

Barrier  will not prevent groundwater flooding 
Upstream reservoir seems like a better solution and should proceed discussion on barrier 

My home is right on the Bow and, although I had 3 meters of water in my basement and almost lost my 
house,  my property was relatively unaffected by the flood. I believe it was because of the trees and 
shrubs in my backyard.  The berm would remove the very elements that saved my property in the flood. 

My riverfront  property [personal information removed] is high and  at least half the back yard is above the 
20yr flood plus 0.5m elevation, as are my neighbours on either side. There should be no need for a berm 
at our location. City should consider the acquisition of a couple of vacant lots on the river if they require 
access points. Storm drains and adjacent gravel beds got backed up in the last flood allowing water to 
flow into Bowness creating groundwater flooding, need berm and groundwater protection. 

I need to thoroughly understand the city's plans on how any berm/wall on Bow Cres. is going to prevent 
groundwater damage that was the culprit for my home and a majority of homeowners in Bowness, 
riverside and non-riverside. 

What information is available on the split of overland flooding vs groundwater flooding in Bowness in 
2013? There is a lot of concern among residents about the possibility of groundwater flows shortcutting a 
barrier, but it's difficult to tell if this concern is warranted or not. 

apparently (Deighton engineer city of Calgary)I only need 4 inches more height on my property to meet 
your goals.  Can someone come over in the next month and we can decide where this 4 inches could 
come from and then I wont have to be in a state of stress for 4 more years.  I plan to sell my property so I 
need this "study" to be done quickly.   
ALSO guarantee that this wall/berm will go toward the river and back out and not even exist on some 
properties ie. there will be no ROAD bt us n river!! 

I have done my own flood mitigation , and am now eight feet higher than my previous house , thus 
creating a barrier that my house sits upon.I do not believe that the barriers will help - indeed , considering 
the geology of the riverfront , will hinder. Negative drainage , loss of views and privacy , and groundwater 
seepage  , not only not addressed by the berm , but made worse , as groundwater is not mitigated  , only 
made worse by the berm. 

I want to choose if there is a wall or berm, and its location, similar to how councillor Gian-Carlo Carra 
property is bermed/walled. His berm/wall does not follow the floodway 

We are on the highest part of the street.. we did have ground water flooding. I asked Frank,” what would 
happen on the floodway and he said there will be a retaining wall”. That will pretty much take out our 
house as we are the closest to the river. I have a background in golf course construction and know what 
type of equipment that will be used for this size of project. It also would have been nice if we knew this 
was happening. All of us would have probably not have spend thousands on our yard 

We are riverfront property owners and wish to know how we will be affected.  We are also concerned that 
the proposed berms will be ineffective in ameliorating the damage caused by groundwater.  In the case of 
our property and many other riverfront owners, the preeminent cause of damage was groundwater and 
sewer backup. We are at [personal information removed]. 
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Why is the city rezoning Bowness Road for high density through the Main Street initiative when the 
community is a flood area?  Isn't this putting more people at risk?  Do the city departments talk to each 
other - Development and Watershed Management? 

Groundwater flooding is the main force in the flooding of my home. Berms will not prevent that. The 
effects of Groundwater flooding has not been studied as much as just building berms. More effective 
management of Trans-Alta dams and a future upstream reservoir will be more effective in reducing flow 
velocity and height of river.  The loss of natural riverside vegetation, habitat for waterfowl / birds, and the 
general looks of the riverbank needs to be seriously evaluated.  This is a unique env 

When is the City going to actually start engaging residents directly affected? Is the City going to talk to the 
Province about upstream mitigation or are they feeling that the "icing on the cake" berm solution is the 
answer. Is  the City going to share the information and concerns they gathered at the Jan 16th meeting? 
Or was this just an attempt to show they "engaged" residents? For the communication and being involved 
question below, the City needs to figure out how to inform residents better 

I am not a riverfront property owner.  I am worried that berms are only going to raise the groundwater 
flood levels and trap waters on the high side of the berm.  The soil in this area is a gravel and sand river 
bed, so no surface berm will hold back the water.  It may slow the current in non-river bed areas.  Studies 
must be done to assess the area.  With effective upstream mitigation, the City will not need the berms.  
Pressure must be directed to the Provence. 

Please refer to my letter sent to "bownessbarrier@calgary.ca" on January 24, 2018.  500 characters isn't 
enough space to adequately capture my response. 

The timing of proposed barriers seems premature. Local mitigation should come after commitment to 
upstream mitigation and planning has begun by the Province. City should be pushing hard for upstream 
mitigation. 
My home lies outside the 1:20 inundation area, yet I believe that I am one of the properties identified to 
have a proposed barrier. Why? 
Have environmental impact assessments been done to determine the environmental effects of proposed 
barriers during flood events? 

will proposed barriers disturb natural run-off back to the river during heavy rainfall events and possibly 
cause basement flooding? 
I fear that in the event that I need to sell my property during this time of uncertainty and possibly 4 years 
of noisy construction that I could suffer a large personal financial loss. 
I value the privacy of my backyard and worry that proposed berms open the door to public access. A 
verbal assurance that this will not happen is not enough. 

Why are barriers not being considered for the Elbow? 
I am concerned about protecting: mature trees, fish habitat, bird and mammal habitat, fish, bird and 
mammal populations, maintaining the natural river environment. 
I am concerned that local mitigation removethe impetus to push for upstream mitigation. Upstream 
mitigation has much greater benefit. The cost of business losses downtown, damage to the zoo, St. 
Patrick Island, East Village (etc.) far exceeds the property damage in Bowness. 

I have concern the flood barriers will not be enough to prevent overland flooding without upstream 
mitigation such as Cochrane reservoir (yet to be built/funded/planned) or long term agreement with 
TransAlta at Ghost Reservoir. 
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Not one of my / our properties flooded. The elevations  of [personal information removed] are all above 
the 100 year flood plain and i am not going to allow a berm or alterations to my properties.  As stated you 
need to protect the city core where thousands of citizens suffered and look to increasing the debth of the 
river at low flow by dredging and then shoring the banks so there is a place where the waters can flow 
away from our beautiful downtown and zoo.  Sholdice Park Bowness Park is where to start. 

We preserve the riverine ecology in a naturalized state on our riverside property. Our bank has remained 
stable through both flood events, and we have an abundance of natural plants and wildlife there; nature is 
easily destabilized. Bringing in equipment to build a berm will have devastating effects on the 
environment in the short and long term. The limited benefits and partial solutions of the berm  don't 
address the groundwater issues enough to justify the environmental cost. 

The city has made a farce of public consultation and disrespected the rights of riverfront property owners.    
That the city  indicates that consultation requirements have been met and the councillor indicates the 
project has the support of the community is testimony to this.   As property owners we were not made 
aware of this until way too late in the process and we are now being rushed to give our input and 
feedback.    Even this form with a maximum of 400 characters is ridiculous. 

As a home owner, the liquidity of our properties will be limited, and the market value of our properties will 
be negatively impacted (regardless if the barrier is constructed or not) during the design and contruction 
phase.    Has the design team considered if and how property owners will be compensated for this loss of 
value.    Has this been factored into the cost/benefit analysis. 

What is the budget for this project?  What exactly will the intervention look like on my property, for 
instance in terms of height, width, and physical appearance?  Will these interventions affect groundwater 
flooding?  What will the impact of construction be for property owners.  How can I block unwanted 
changes on my property given the threat of expropriation? 

When will you have a meeting for all riverfront property owners?  Please give us all the information 
together so there is no miscommunication. 

If the barriers were to go ahead what is the impact to my property being a riverfront property owner? What 
are my property rights during the proposed construction time - access to property, damage to property, 
landscaping property, maintenance of barrier. Is this the most effective use of funding? Is upstream 
mitigation not required first. Will this deal with ground water which is what hurt most people? Is there 
anything going to be done for groundwater? 

The process from 2013 until December 2017 this year has not been widely publicized. Why? It would be 
nice if the city sent paper mailers to all that could be affected every time proposals and design are put 
forward. This is a paper on water flow in gravel. It seems sealing to bedrock is the only way to stop a 
flood again. We are opposed to the berm as it will destroy vegetation and nature 
https://www.fws.gov/gisdownloads/R8/Arcata_FWO/MRC_HCP/MendocinoRedwoodCompany_HCP_NC
CP/HCP_APP_H.pdf 

I am very concerned with the city's ability to restrict public access given the berm design that has been 
shared.   Our river properties are private property.   Our ability to respond to  occasional trespassers 
including intoxicated rafters and kids using our recreational property is already limited (need to call police, 
by which time the trespasser will have moved on).   The creation of any berm with access on top of the 
berm will become used as public access and our recourse will be limited. 
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I don't, at this time, support a berm as many of the areas in Bowness designated to have a berm have 
mature trees and shrubs which support birds and wildlife (bald eagles, kestrals, geese, a variety of ducks, 
song birds, woodpeckers, nuthatches, etc.  Also deer, beavers, coyotes, etc.)  Just in our yard there are 
approximately 50 trees that are 20 to 30 years old on the riverbank area and within 100 feet of the bank. 
We have geese that nest each year in our yard.  What will happen to them? 

How does the proposed berm protect us from ground water 
Why do we have to even consider a berm when the majority do not want it.  
Does the proposed berm need cost justification? 
What is the estimated cost for property expropriation, compensation, legal, environmental and 
construction cost overruns? 
Why does it take 5 years to complete construction? 
Has the city considered inflation with there cost overruns? 
How will the city compensate the property owner for lost value, stress, lawyers? 

How does the berm mitigate for groundwater flooding?  Will you please post the statistics on the benefits 
of the berm with all types of flooding. 

During the 2013 flood event the day of the flood, even though there was several days of high rainfall and 
the cougar creek flood happened in Canmore, the river levels in Calgary were at seasonal lows.   It is 
clear that Transalta and the Province were not responding to the developing situation.   Does the province 
have an integrate flow prediction model that integrates the weather forecast and current rainfall/snowpack 
to provide the public with an expected flow rate for the next 2-7 days. 

If proposed barriers go ahead, what is the impact to my property rights, how will 
the City access my property during construction, inspection and maintenance of 
barriers? If proposed barriers go ahead, what berm height should I expect on my property? 
How did the City arrive at $300M of assets in Bowness within the 20-year flood 
extent? If the proposed barriers go into affect, how will existing river bank erosion be handled? 

A detailed cost / benefit analysis should be made public evaluating the true cost of a 1:20 barrier and the 
assets at risk within the 1:20 flood line. This cost benefit analysis should follow the ‘Triple Bottom Line 
Cost / Benefit Analysis” model described in the Associated Engineering report which takes into account 
social and environmental costs. 
• If proposed barriers go ahead, what berm height should I expect on my property? How will mature trees 
be protected? 

I live just off of the park area, the park is something my family use on a daily basis. My biggest concern is 
the way the embankments will both look and effect the river’s habitat and natural state, and that decisions 
will be made without fully and properly communciation with the community members. Consultation should 
be limited to “property owners” only, not people who frequent the area, or rent in the area as they really 
do not have an invested interest and can skew the outcome. 

Barriers are part of a 3-part plan to protect Bowness from flooding. What is the 
effectiveness of the proposed barriers if other parts of the plan are not implemented? 
What assumptions and/or guidance were given to 3rd party consultants prior to conducting their studies 
and making recommendations. Are these available for resident’s review. These may have resulted in a 
“pre-determined” outcome, namely barriers to be built for the 1:20 year event. Concerned public may wish 
to test the assumption 

Most river front owners and wealthy enough to assume the risk of living on the bank of a river.  
Provide bank stabilization/support. 

no 
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How will this affect river access? Will homeowners still be able to see the river? 

I do not live on the riverfront, but I wonder what the barrier would look like... will it look ugly for these 
property owners. How do you balance esthetics, with helping to make sure another flood doesn't cause 
as much damage? 

How high will it be and how much access will I be denied with parks/paths etc? 

Respect for property rights. What will the easement or right-of-way arrangements look like? The city must 
honour that no public access on the barrier or within the easement area be given. 

My main concern is that the proposed berm would not be effective in protecting Bowness from 
groundwater flooding and sewer backup, which caused most of the problems in 2013. 
I feel the city should provide property owners with funds for legal and engineering resources to assess the 
impact of any proposed berm. 
I am worried about old growth trees and riparian habitat being destroyed. And also about public access to 
my property via the proposed berm. 

I am riverfront, but my property was not affected by the 2013 flood. Why do I need a berm? 
A berm would destroy the value of my property, by limiting access to the river and facilitating public 
access to my garden. 
I am currently not convinced a berm would be effective or cost-effective, but if it were built, property 
owners should be allowed to construct side fencing to restrict public access. 

I am a riverfront property owner and I'm concerned (1) that If a barrier is built it will not be effective (most 
flooding in 2013 was groundwater or sewer); (2) that the environmental cost will be high; (3) that my 
property value will plummet; (4) that since the flood plain is only at the bottom part of my yard the barrier 
would be built above it, so half way down, ruining the appeal; (5) that any barrier across my yard would 
impede run-off from heavy rain or snowfall, so my house might flood. 

My riverside property was not affected by overland flooding in 2013 and will therefore not benefit from a 
berm. The social, financial and lifestyle cost to me of this project would be very high, with no benefit. 
Funding my upcoming retirement includes the need to sell my home in the next five years, and I am very 
anxious that that will either be impossible because of this potential project, or that my property value will 
be greatly reduced. Neither scenario is acceptable to me. 

[personal information removed], If a proposed barrier is built, how will this affect our property rights? 
Details of City accessing property for construction/inspection/maintenance of barriers? Proposed height? 
Is there any financial allowances for us from city to help us with legal/technical issues? What metric will 
be used to compensate our property value impact? Will the City put in writing and specifically state no 
public access on the barrier or within the easement area, in perpetuity? 

At the Jan 16 meeting I was told that the berm/wall would be 6.5feet tall, 20 feet in back of my house.  
This destroys house value, reason to own, and ability to sell property.  The following are the material 
impacts:  Loss of entire backyard, enjoyment of yard, access to yard, view from ground level, privacy 
(Creates liability and a park for boaters and dog walkers), creates negative drainage, increased 
groundwater and foundation risk.  How long until the city expropriates the property? 

Currently, there is a restriction from building within 6 meters of the flood line.  If the berm/wall is placed on 
the food line, will land owners allowed to backfill into the wall?  and/or build up to the wall?   
If this is allowed what happens to the existing houses to a vacant lot that decides to backfill?  This could 
be a large problem if the wall is over 6 feet and the existing houses beside the lot are walkouts 

Given all the lots are residential, and the city is going to need lay down areas, can I block the city from 
using the vacant lot next to me as a commercial lay down area?  How will I be compensated for a letdown 
area next to my house? 
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We were looking at selling our house ([personal information removed]) in the spring.  The city imposed 
project has a 2 meter wall going up right in back of our house.  Our real estate agent has stated that that 
we can not get the accessed value because of the huge uncertainty and massive property impact created 
by this project.  The 6 year process has trapped us in a city imposed devaluation.  Will the city be buying 
out our house at the Dec 2017 valuation we had done?  How long until the buyout will happen? 

I have already submitted questions to the city and have not received the info that I asked for.  I want 
clarification of the Citys long term intentions. I need Top of proposed berm goedetics to compare to my 
survey of my rear yard. Will the city be seeking an easement or planning construction in yards that are 
above the 1:20 flood level plus 50 cm of free board. Is the designated flood level equal to the 1:100 flood 
level?. Will I payed for my trees as I would have to pay for cutting a city tree 

If proposed barriers go ahead, what is the impact to my property rights, how will the City access my 
property during construction, inspection and maintenance of barriers?   
·      How did the City arrive at $300M of assets in Bowness within the 20-year flood extent? 
·       A detailed cost / benefit analysis should be made public evaluating the true cost of a 1:20 barrier and 
the assets at risk within the 1:20 flood line. This cost benefit analysis should follow the ‘Triple Bottom Line 
Cost 

When Councillor Sutherland claimed that everyone is in favour of a berm in Bowness, I would like to point 
out that he did not consult (and still has not) with any riverside property owners in Bowness. Does he not 
represent us? At this time, I am strongly against having a berm built on my property, particularly since I 
had no overland flooding in the 2013 event. 

Do you have computer models showing how this solution will work?  Will you give us a guarantee, if the 
berm doesn't work that the city will pay all water damages? 

The City needs to provide much earlier and direct communication with us - the directly affected residents. 
We need the technical data that the City obtained and we need to be able to question it, not just take it as 
fact.  The purposed berm even with upstream mitigation will not protect Bowness or the river side 
residents of Bow Cr.   The City people who gave the presentation on the 16th, admit that the berm will not 
work by itself and will NOT protect against ground water flooding, sewer backup 

What about our access to the river, we bought this property as a life style! If you live by a river, lake 
ocean or any water body - your property will get wet! 
If proposed barriers go ahead, what is the impact to my riparian water / property rights? How will the City 
access my property during construction, inspection and maintenance of barriers? What about the 
enjoyment of our property? 

If proposed barriers go ahead, what berm height should I expect on my property? The statement " it 
worked in Inglewood", doesn't cut it. Show us how it will work here in Bowness and why? 

The day of the flood, it was well noted by everyone that the river was below normal low, they did not 
release the water when they should have.  Why are they not being held accountable for their mistakes? 
Why can they not forecast the run-off and rain impact on the river flow and release earlier.  The storm 
drains leading to the street were not closed. The storm drains were spewing water (lifting the grates) prior 
to the flood even happening. 

Where is the detailed review of the Hydraulic model and flood inundation mapping update? We had sewer 
backup not over land flooding! 

The bathtub effect – keeping water out yet keeping the water from draining out! During the 2013 Storm 
and flood, we didn’t see the City rushing to deal with a series of malfunctions in the city's drainage 
system. There was no Diesel genset keeping the pump station working! 
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The ground water flooding that the majority of the residents on the river had will not be addressed by the 
berm.  It will not protect us from any future flooding – the berm will increase our chances of overland 
flooding.  We live on a gravel pit.  The berm will be a wall stopping the river from overflowing but 
restricting the flow from the tributaries down to join the Bow River. 

From a layman's understanding this is a better solution ! How much of the BOW RIVER was backed up 
because of the Elbow river flooding? 

The show of people at the meeting indicates how upset we are.  We want the technical proof that the City 
so called has obtained.  There were no technical reports available at the meeting – just pretty pictures. 
People running tables that had no answers and no capabilities of even discussing what we were there to 
hear.  Why are we not being allowed to be heard? The City admits that the berm would only work in 
conjunction with the upstream mitigation.  Why is the horse being put ahead of the buggy 

As a riverfront property owner, I would like this to be a transparent and public process, which it has not 
been so far. What environmental studies have been done? What studies have been done on prevention 
of groundwater flooding - which is the only flooding I experienced in 2013? What studies have been done 
on downstream impacts from a berm? Studies in Europe show downstream impacts to be hugely 
negative. I believe this berm is a bad idea, and do not want one on my property. 

How do you know than that this solution will work with a gravel/pit run River? 

If the berm is built , will it increase groundwater flooding as there will be a higher head as the river height 
will increase, pushing water through the underlying gravels farther into Bowness. 
Flood barrier needs to stop groundwater flooding. Has dredging channels been considered? 
Will sufficient drainage points be available to let water out from behind the berm if Bowness gets flooded, 
either by a rain storm, large flood event or ice dam? and what will this look like. 

Part of the 2013 and 2005 flood was caused by Trans-Alta's operation of the Dam's. The day of the flood 
Trans Alta was not releasing the water to the level of 2005. 2005 they had a new Dam operator/employee 
who wasn’t up to speed on the Dam’s operation. Why not? 
 
What is the City and Trans Alta going to do with regards to Snow pack studies and long range weather 
patterns? Employee training? 

The timing of the proposed barriers seems premature. Barrier design should be 
done once the design of upstream mitigation plans are in place and financial 
commitments are secure. This ensures the barrier design is as effective as 
possible and that the expense is still necessary – What if agreements with 
TransAlta and the upstream reservoir design meet the target flow rates without 
the barrier? What if they change design requirements? 

How will the proposed barrier effect ground water drainage in the event of a 
flood and during regular irrigation and rain collection? What  technical studies confirm this? 

The choice of berm vs wall as well as its route should be made by the homeowner and his neighbor! We 
did not get Over Land flooding!  
Yet you want to put a berm in the middle on my yard! Looking at the map on your front page you want to 
take 60 feet from our lot! 

My concerns are solely that the city does the best to ensure that it doesn’t happen again. 
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I am a riverfront homeowner and the major concern is that the 1:20 year berm will not mitigate a 2013 
flood without upstream mitigation like the proposed reservoir or TransAlta damn agreement.  We had not 
flooding either ground water or overland flooding in 2013 so the berm is not required for our property.  If 
the berm is built as proposed then we would like to understand the impact to our property at 6060 Bow 
Crescent NW.  Our phone number is [personal information removed]. 

Present to the stakeholders a  report summarizing the major discussion topics. 

Will the Lower East Side of Bowness,  become the FISH BOWL of Calgary? How will City of Calgary 
guarantee this?  We trusted you to close the Strom Sewer the go to the River - but you didn't in 2005 nor 
2013! What will you do in the future? 

What is the benefits of ripping out mature trees and riverbank to build a berm?  Doesn't the natural 
vegetation help?  Why not dredge the river, I thought a study on this was done after the flood.  Will the 
city make that study public?  What happens downstream of Bowness?  How do these proposed barriers 
affect other neighbourhoods with water flow? 

I do not live in Bowness so will not comment. 

My home lies only 27m from the bank edge. Imagine the disruption to my property with the construction of 
a 9m berm. It would entail the loss of 2 fences and several bank stabilizing 50-100 year old trees, creating 
a negative drainage condition between my home and the berm, forcing stormwater flow towards my 
foundation. It will also provide a convenient public pathway irrespective of any regs or signage prohibiting 
access. Furthermore, the sale of our properties will also be impossible until 2020 

The proposed berm/wall would provide only minimal flood protection but its construction (and provision of 
access to the construction sites) would cause massive irreversible damage to the river frontage. Without 
detailed information on what is being proposed, I can't coment further. The loss of resale value and 
marketability would be a disaster for my wife and me - we are over 80 and wish to be left in peace to 
enjoy our riverbank home ([personal information removed]) of 44 years for such time as remains for us. 

The proposed barrier does nothing to address groundwater and so to me it is useless. I am a riverfront 
resident and I oppose the barrier in the absence of a clear committed upstream retention/diversion 
scheme being implemented. 

The proposed barrier will not protect my property because it does not protect against ground water which 
is what caused our damage. How will the proposed barrier effect ground water drainage in the event of a 
flood? Will it disturb natural runoff? This should be confirmed by technical studies. I see cost and no 
benefits. 4 years of construction/ disruption and impact on property values. My home is outside the 20-
year flood inundation area so why is it included in the proposed scope for barriers? 

See points 1 & 2 in above question. I don't beleive that the proposed berm is the panasea of solutions 
advanced by City in meeting January in Bowness. I have real concerns around property rights, access, 
environment and the cost as well as the engineering which is flawed given the cursory reviews i have 
been exposed to on the topic. Ground water , rain and then no drainage becuase we have a berm--oh my 
goodness the perfect storm for property damage--there is no assuarnace that this is the way to 

As stated above, I do not currently support flood barriers in Bowness.   
 
In the event a barrier is eventually constructed, its composition and placement should be flexible to the 
landowner and topography of the lot.   
 
PLEASE PROVIDE EARLY AND DIRECT COMMUNICATION BY CANADA POST REGARDING 
TIMELINES FOR INPUT. 
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I have a riverfront property [personal information removed] that I will be building on this spring.  It did not 
flood in 2013, and is above the elevation of the proposed berms, however the map being circulated 
shows a berm across my property.  I am hoping I am excluded from the berms, but if not I would like to 
know before I spend a lot of money landscaping for the new house. 

Impact of ground water and hydrostatic pressures in the event of major flood . What warrants an extra .5 
meter height for safety reasons when you don’t know what is proposed is effective. This will cost the city a 
huge amount with the proposed impact on our property values especially given the proposed length of 
intervention. What about the environmental impact? Again you must show why you propose berms before 
upstream mitigation is finalized—a case of “The Cart Before the Horse” makes no sense! 

With the 2013 flood event causing BOTH overland and groundwater flooding in the community of 
Bowness, my concern is that the construction of a flood barrier (berm) would provide a sense of false 
security and is NO guarantee that future flooding would be prevented. As a riverfront property owner I 
believe the berm strategy might reduce overland flooding risk BUT it would fail to have an impact on 
groundwater flooding. NO to the berm without a closer look at UPSTREAM water management. 

I am a riverfront owner.  If proposed barriers go ahead, which for the record I am opposed, what is the 
impact to my property rights, how will the City access my property during construction, inspection and 
maintenance of barriers?  
A cost/benefit analysis should be made public evaluating the cost of a 1:20 barrier and assets at risk 
within the 1:20 flood line. This analysis should follow the ‘Triple Bottom Line Cost / Benefit Analysis” 
model described in the Associated Engineering report. 

I would like to know the minimum property elevation in determining that a berm would be necessary for a 
property.   I would like to know the elevation for my property ([personal information removed]).    It is my 
understanding, that flood walls could actually increase already high ground water levels.  Community 
involvement BEFORE decisions are made is imperative (i.e. roll back the City's decision on berms).  Very 
disappointed in the city forging ahead without community involvement from the beginning. 

We live in front of the gravel bar - by the R in the picture where your solid Red Line is. you plan is taking 
too much and giving no support in return to our household 

Please provide earlier and direct communication regarding timelines for input so 
that directly affected residents have more time to consider and respond to the 
City. 

Please send important dates, especially those that require my input, by Canada 
Post - we just got one about Bylaws R1 Changes 

The City is not to let us down like it did in 2005 and 2013 by not closing the Storm Gates.  You really can 
think of being a nanny by calling 311 for them to do this in the middle of a Flood! 

As a riverfront property owner I have observed water erosion along the banks of the river over the last 42 
years during annual Spring run off.  Construction of berms along the South bank in Bowness fails to 
address the bigger problem of high water moving rock, trees and soil along BOTH banks of the river. 
Removal of mature trees for the construction of berms is counter productive. Full disclosure of cost and 
benefits is necessary. Ward Sutherland does NOT reflect the views of Bowness residents. 

https://www.preventingalbertafloods.ca/  
the TRJR reservoir 
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why have the Bowness people who were affected by the flooding not been asked about what they have 
done for mitigated against any further flooding. 
Why are we not being offered sandless sand bags - environment friendly, store well, expand when water 
hits them, they can be stacked, why are we not being provided with pneumatic sewer plugs? the city 
could store these and have them ready in preparation for a new flood.  Why has the City not looked at 
these solutions. 

Will the Lower East Side of Bowness,  become the FISH BOWL of Calgary? How will City of Calgary 
guarantee this?  We trusted you to close the Strom Sewer the go to the River - but you didn't in 2005 nor 
2013! What will you do in the future? 

I currently do not support the barrier, however if it is going to be built, 
the City should be more open and honest about this project. 

Why was this not done - didn't the City learn from 2005? 

I currently do not support the barrier, however if it is going to be built, the City should address the 
following: 
There are all kinds of other elements in the design to adjust for curves in the berm, and special measures 
where the river bounces off the opposing side and the crosses over and slams into the berm side. 

• If proposed barriers go ahead, what is the impact to my property rights, how will 
the City access my property during construction, inspection and maintenance of 
barriers? 
• A detailed cost / benefit analysis should be made public evaluating the true cost 

• A detailed cost / benefit analysis should be made public evaluating the true cost 
of a 1:20 barrier and the assets at risk within the 1:20 flood line. This cost benefit 
analysis should follow the ‘Triple Bottom Line Cost / Benefit Analysis” model 
described in the Associated Engineering report which takes into account social 
and environmental costs. 
• If proposed barriers go ahead, what berm height should I expect on my 
property? 

Will the city provide property owners with an allowance for common legal and 
engineering resources to help them navigate their technical and legal issues 
efficiently given how the proposed barrier could impact their property? 

The timing of the proposed barriers seems premature. Barrier design should be 
done once the design of upstream mitigation plans are in place and financial 
commitments are secure. This ensures the barrier design is as effective as 
possible and that the expense is still necessary – What if agreements with 
TransAlta and the upstream reservoir design meet the target flow rates without 
the barrier? What if they change design requirements? 

• Environmental impact assessments should be done to determine the 
environmental effects of the proposed barriers during flood situation (ie. 
riverbed / downstream erosion? 
• Mature trees should be protected? (ie. diverting the proposed berm away from 
the path of trees over 10 years old) 
• Studies should be done to identify sensitive wildlife in areas that may be affected 
by a proposed berm (ie. Bald Eagles, Osprey, Owls, etc in the trees) 
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• How will the proposed barrier effect ground water drainage in the event of a 
flood and during regular irrigation and rain collection? This should be confirmed 
by technical studies 
• We would like a study to be conducted by the City to determine if re-grading of 
lots are required to ensure drainage to front yards. 

• The City should not produce noise from construction outside the hours of 8 to 4 
weekdays and 9 to 4 weekends (blackout period) 
• The City should not produce noise from construction on the following days 
(blackout period) All statutory holidays, Heritage Day, Between December 20th 
and January 2, Weekends between May 1 and Oct 15 

• As everyone’s needs differ, the placement of the barrier should be variable and 
flexible as to the needs of the landowner and topography of the lot. (The 
floodwall that was constructed in Inglewood for a city councilor’s property 
provides an appropriate example) 
• The choice of berm vs wall as well as its route should be made by the 
homeowner and his neighbor, as was done in Inglewood 

• The City should move all features, buildings, material, regardless of whether or 
not the structure is conforming or permitted which are in the construction area, 
to another location as determined by the property owner. This includes but not 
limited to sheds. decks, patios, shrubs, walkways, walls, fire pits. 
• The City should compensate property owners for already built structures, 
landscaping, or other features which cannot be moved or become unsuitable if 
moved. 

Riverfront owner- Concerns would be loss of view and river access/property devaluation/trespassers on 
property etc. 
I have irrigation system with water well, mature tree's, patio and large firewood shed fire pit etc that are all 
at the back of the property. Have spent a great deal of money on landscaping at the river to prevent 
erosion. Compensation for all of the above would be significant. 

How will the proposed barrier effect ground water drainage in the event of a 
flood and during regular irrigation and rain collection? What  technical studies confirm this? 

When will homeowners on the river going to be actually contacted by city officials?  How fast will the city 
officials be able to offer compensation to homeowners that are financially punished by the city's move to 
build berms and destroy house value and property values? 

I really do not want a big wall along the river.  In the long term residence need to be moved back from the 
flood plain. 

Focus should be on approving budget for upstream mitigation required, then berm construction, 
sequencing is off.  If the budget for upstream mitigation is not approved then pointless building out a 
“disruptive” 1:20 berm that only addresses overland flooding and will not mitigate against future flood 
damage to the Bowness Community 
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Your research / reporting back to us is very biased and portrays only what you want us to believe which is 
not the facts!!!  Links the City should visit  
http://calgaryherald.com/news/local-news/taxpayers-face-4-3-million-bill 
http://www.esaa.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/04/W15-9.pdf 
https://albertawater.com/alberta-water-blog/1750-rising-up-understanding-groundwater-flooding-and-
associated-risks 
 
http://www.thecragandcanyon.ca/2015/06/08/groundwater-major-contributor-to-alpine-watersheds-study 

the City hasn't done it's homework about Groundwater, and has only focussed on berms 
we are against the berm as property owners on the river and not because it is our property because you 
can not support that the berm will protect us.  Upstream mitigation is needed!! not a useless BERM. 
The City needs to stop deciding things that make no sense and wasting our tax dollars.  Our protection 
should be a full scope of protecting all of southern Alberta, including all over Calgary and communities 

We want the feedback results you were given on the 16th and through this form.  There is absolutely no 
way that we agree to the berm as you have purposed. it is not the answer to protecting us from future 
floods. 

I am NOT a waterfront property owner. I want the analysis to show the benefits and tha limitations of 
berms. The whole community needs this information. And the ultimate decision should be made on a 
DEMOCRATIC basis. 

We are not prepared to give up our backyards to a berm that does nothing for protection but destroys our 
property value, makes our homes unsellable for over 6 years, takes away our nature, take away our 
access to the river, take away our land we bought!  We are not going to give it to you.  simple as that. 

The majority of the community of Bowness lies upon a large gravel deposit and the berm will not help 
prevent ground-water flooding.  In fact, it will do more harm than good causing more pressure on the 
water table, pushing water up behind the berm and prevent ground-water flood waters from returning to 
the normal river channel 

This is supporting evidence that groundwater is our major risk in living beside the river.  A berm will not 
protect us: 
http://www.esaa.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/04/W15-9.pdf 
https://albertawater.com/alberta-water-blog/1750-rising-up-understanding-groundwater-flooding-and-
associated-risks 
http://www.thecragandcanyon.ca/2015/06/08/groundwater-major-contributor-to-alpine-watersheds-study 
http://citeseerx.ist.psu.edu/viewdoc/download?doi=10.1.1.537.2830&rep=rep1&type=pdf 

Why was / is our representative Ward Sutherland allowed to misrepresent the community - not 
representing us at all - in fact, working against the community - what benefit / kick back is he getting to be 
anti- even listening to the people.....  
It is disgusting the way he has been allowed to misrepresent our community to The City, to the people of 
the city, and to our community not within the flood perimeter.  How do we kick him out. How can we force 
him to represent us fairly. 
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 - this will become a waste land, where like parks where anyone can do what ever they want  
- camping 
- parties  
- BMX bike riding 
- Skate boarding 
- uncontrolled fires  
- growing weed the new tobacco 
- River Rat gangs breaking into house 
- cause the river police can not see them 
- the City does not have the permission to build these berms on private property 
- the City Police can not protect us over the berm 
- how will the City maintain  this berm ( don't tell us you don't have a plan) 
- 

Its not! we have right's - the City is not telling the true 

When one owns the land and do not want:" being sensitive to the needs of affected property owner." 
Can you please just go away. The City does not own the land which they say they are going to build on! 

The City of Calgary is now on the same program? 
We the private land owners, highly value the river valley, our homes for their natural beauty, recreational 
opportunities, and as a place to connect with nature. 
Why is the City wanting to take this away? 
We worked our [offensive language removed] off to have a home like this! 
I bet you will not put this into the report /feed back!! quote "this report will include a summary of the 
feedback" only posting  the statements that the Nanny State thinks you need to hear!! 

My wife and I moved to Bow Crescent, to be on the river. We accept the risk of another 2013 event. We 
are strongly opposed to a berm for the following reasons. Flood inundation maps for a 1:20 year event do 
not threaten our property, or our immediate neighbours. Why do we need a berm to protect us from such 
an event? Construction would make it very difficult to enjoy summers for 3-5 years. A berm won't prevent 
groundwater flooding, which accounted for all of our flooding in 2013. 

I live in Rideau Park,  and I support breams 

yes,  I want the team to see my property with their own eyes!   see what has been reconstructed and what 
mitigation measures have already been taken.  understand how many millions of dollars have already 
been spent rebuilding personal properties.   if this project has been discussed since 2014, why was I not 
informed when the city approved my building permit and home location?  If I new of a proposed berm, I 
would have rebuilt closer to bow crescent, away from the river. 
face to face discussion 

I do not live in Bowness but as a citizen of the City of Calgary, I don't want to see berms in Bowness. I 
want to see Springbank dam built, and soon! 

Why are there no sandbags/sandbagging stations in place and readily available, if there are why have we 
not been informed. 

I am concerned that I will not be able to sell my house until the completion of the berm. 

I am a riverfront property owner & I currently do not support the proposed barrier, however if it is going to 
be built, the City should provide property owners with some guarantee of the effectiveness of the 
proposed barriers. Will the City cover costs resulting from flood damage that the City's proposed flood 
mitigation barrier fails to protect against? How do the proposed barriers protect against other types of 
flooding experienced (groundwater seepage, sewer backup, etc.)? 
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I am a riverfront property owner who (along with all my neighbors) wasn’t never directly contacted about 
this proposed berm that the city wants to put on private riverfront property.  
I do not support the berm plan and have never been contacted at any of the 3 properties I own othe than 
the December newsletter. We will use any legal means to defend our property rights and will not allow the 
City on our property nor will I allow any easements to be places on my title. 

Given the expected cost and effort, making sure the barriers are high enough 

Barriers are part of a 3-part plan to protect Bowness from flooding. What is the effectiveness of the 
proposed barriers if other parts of the plan are not implemented?  This ensures the barrier design is as 
effective as possible & that the expense is still necessary? If the agreements with TransAlta & the 
upstream reservoir design meet the target flow rates will the City abandon the proposed local barriers? 

How can the City claim a cost benefit to this project when no costing has been completed yet? What is 
this evaluation based on? How did the City arrive at $300MM of assets in Bowness within the 20-year 
flood extent? Will the City specifically state in writing that there will not be any public access on the 
proposed barriers or within the easement area in perpetuity? I am a riverfront property owner & I do not 
want a public pathway in my backyard or have my access to the river restricted. 

Will the homeowner be able to landscape and fence in the berm on their land?  I currently have fencing 
along the entire length of my property to the riverbank, so I am keen to retain the security this provides to 
me and my family.  Will we be able to construct fire pit/sitting areas on the berm? 

I’m not on the riverfront so have few concerns other than the robustness of the berms. 

This puts neighbours vs. neighbours and does not solve problems 

·      The City should not produce noise from construction outside the hours of 8 to 4 weekdays and 9 to 4 
weekends (blackout period) 
 
  
 
·      The City should not produce noise from construction on the following days (blackout period) All 
statutory holidays, Heritage Day, Between December 20th and January 2, Weekends between May 1 and 
Oct 15 
The choice of berm vs wall as well as its route should be made by the homeowner and his neighbor, as 
was done in Inglewood 

·      As everyone’s needs differ, the placement of the barrier should be variable and flexible as to the 
needs of the landowner and topography of the lot. (The floodwall that was constructed in Inglewood for a 
city councilor’s property provides an appropriate example) 
 
·      The City should compensate property owners for already built structures, landscaping, or other 
features which cannot be moved or become unsuitable if moved. Examples would be a stone path or 
irrigation systems 

The City should allow fencing along side property lines, continuous over the proposed berm, to a location 
along the rear of the property, if not in the floodway, This includes on the berm, if the berm is within the 
property 
The path of the proposed barrier should be chosen to limit the impact to wildlife and their habitat, such as 
beavers, ducks, and geese 
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The bylaws should be changed to allow the property owner to extend his dwelling’s height by the amount 
of the berm/wall height, or alternatively allow a height relaxation of the same 
The City should not erect fences during construction which are above the designed barrier elevation level, 
and if this is a regulatory requirement, remove fences when the construction area is not in use (after 
hours) 
The City, in writing should specifically state no public access on the barrier 

·      Restrictions should be placed on the City’s access to the proposed berm allowing access only for 
barrier maintenance and inspection. There should be no access given to other City utilities, etc. 
 
  
 
·      The City should not store any equipment or material on private property during the blackout 
periods(weekends between May and Oct) after 4 

The City at no time, should leave any equipment or material on the river, shores, public or private land, 
between the property owner’s dwelling and the other side of the river, during evenings and weekends at 
an elevation higher than the documented barrier height 
 
The City should not produce noise from construction outside the hours of 8 to 4 weekdays and 9 to 4 
weekends (blackout period) 

Studies should be done to identify sensitive wildlife in areas that may be affected by a proposed berm (ie. 
Bald Eagles, Osprey, Owls, etc in the trees) 
 
ature trees should be protected (ie. diverting the proposed berm away from the path of trees over 10 
years old) 
 
Alternative approaches, other than barriers that might provide similar protection for the same or similar 
investment without destroying the natural environment of the river 

Mature trees should be protected (ie. diverting the proposed berm away from the path of trees over 10 
years old) 
Studies should be done to identify sensitive wildlife in areas that may be affected by a proposed berm (ie. 
Bald Eagles, Osprey, Owls, etc in the trees) 
 
·      The City should not produce noise from construction outside the hours of 8 to 4 weekdays and 9 to 4 
weekends (blackout period) 

What will it look like, what level of flood protection does it provide.  Privacy of land owners, can the berm 
be fenced off?  I am across the street from the River so I support this project fully. 

The City should not produce noise from construction on the following days (blackout period) All statutory 
holidays, Heritage Day, Between December 20th and January 2, Weekends between May 1 and Oct 15 
As everyone’s needs differ, the placement of the barrier should be variable and flexible as to the needs of 
the landowner and topography of the lot. (The floodwall that was constructed in Inglewood for a city 
councilor’s property provides an appropriate example) 
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The choice of berm vs wall as well as its route should be made by the homeowner and his neighbor, as 
was done in Inglewood 
 
  
 
·      The City should move all features, buildings, material, regardless of whether or not the structure is 
conforming or permitted which are in the construction area, to another location as determined by the 
property owner. This includes but not limited to sheds. decks, patios, shrubs, walkways, walls, fire pits. 

The City should compensate property owners for already built structures, landscaping, or other features 
which cannot be moved or become unsuitable if moved. Examples would be a stone path or irrigation 
systems which must be removed 
 
  
 
·      The City should allow fencing along side property lines, continuous over the proposed berm, to a 
location along the rear of the property, if not in the floodway, This includes on the berm, if the berm is 
within the property 

The path of the proposed barrier should be chosen to limit the impact to wildlife and their habitat, such as 
beavers, ducks, and geese 
 
  
 
·      The bylaws should be changed to allow the property owner to extend his dwelling’s height by the 
amount of the berm/wall height, or alternatively allow a height relaxation of the same 
 
  
  The City should not erect fences during construction which are above the designed barrier elevation 
level, and if this is a regulatory requirement, remove fence 

Restrictions should be placed on the City’s access to the proposed berm allowing access only for barrier 
maintenance and inspection. There should be no access given to other City utilities, etc. 
 
  
 
·      The City should not store any equipment or material on private property during evenings and 
weekends 
The City at no time, should leave any equipment or material on the river, shores, public or private land, 
between the property owner’s dwelling and the other side of the river,evenings/weekend 

Barriers are part of a 3-part plan to protect Bowness from flooding. What is the effectiveness of the 
proposed barriers if other parts of the plan are not implemented? 
 
·      The cost of barriers far outweighs the benefits, especially to affected property owners. Costs include: 
4 years of construction and disruption, impeded access to river, negative impact to the environment 
including loss of mature trees, loss of bird, fish and mammal habitat, 
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The cost of barriers far outweighs the benefits, especially to affected property owners. Costs include: 4 
years of construction and disruption, impeded access to river, negative impact to the environment 
including loss of mature trees, loss of bird, fish and mammal habitat, 
I fear that in the event that I need to sell my property before proposed construction is completed, that I 
might suffer a large personal financial loss. The possibility of 4 years of construction and the uncertainty 
not good 

Please provide earlier and direct communication regarding timelines for input so that directly affected 
residents have more time to consider and respond to the City. 
 
  
 
·      Please send important dates, especially those that require my input, by Canada Post 
Design local mitigation once the design of upstream mitigation plans are in place and financial 
commitments are secure. 
Limits to environmental impacts (e.g. loss of mature trees, impact to wildlife specifically loss of animal 
habitat 

Alternative approaches, if the homeowner desires should be considered, such as automated flood walls 
 What mitigation can be done to address ground water flooding? It would be unfortunate to spend 
significant funding to minimize overland flooding only to have the properties damaged anyways by ground 
water flooding 
Environmental impact assessments should be done to determine the environmental effects of the 
proposed barriers during flood situation (ie. riverbed / downstream erosion? 

Mature trees should be protected (ie. diverting the proposed berm away from the path of trees over 10 
years old) 
 
  
 
·      Studies should be done to identify sensitive wildlife in areas that may be affected by a proposed 
berm (ie. Bald Eagles, Osprey, Owls, etc in the trees) 
The City should not produce noise from construction outside the hours of 8 to 4 weekdays and 9 to 4 
weekends (blackout period) 

The City should not produce noise from construction on the following days (blackout period) All statutory 
holidays, Heritage Day, Between December 20th and January 2, Weekends between May 1 and Oct 15 
 
  
 
·      As everyone’s needs differ, the placement of the barrier should be variable and flexible as to the 
needs of the landowner and topography of the lot. (The floodwall that was constructed in Inglewood for a 
city councilor’s property provides an appropriate example) 
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The choice of berm vs wall as well as its route should be made by the homeowner and his neighbor, as 
was done in Inglewood 
 
  
 
·      The City should move all features, buildings, material, regardless of whether or not the structure is 
conforming or permitted which are in the construction area, to another location as determined by the 
property owner. This includes but not limited to sheds. decks, patios, shrubs, walkways, walls, fire pits. 

·      The City should compensate property owners for already built structures, landscaping, or other 
features which cannot be moved or become unsuitable if moved. Examples would be a stone path or 
irrigation systems which must be removed 
 
  
 
·      The City should allow fencing along side property lines, continuous over the proposed berm, to a 
location along the rear of the property, if not in the floodway, This includes on the berm, if the berm is 
within the property 

The path of the proposed barrier should be chosen to limit the impact to wildlife and their habitat, such as 
beavers, ducks, and geese 
 
  
 
·      The bylaws should be changed to allow the property owner to extend his dwelling’s height by the 
amount of the berm/wall height, or alternatively allow a height relaxation of the same 
 
·      The City should not erect fences during construction which are above the designed barrier elevation 
level, and if this is a regulatory requirement, remove fences 

·      The City, in writing should specifically state no public access on the barrier or within the easement 
area, in perpetuity 
 
  
 
·      Restrictions should be placed on the City’s access to the proposed berm allowing access only for 
barrier maintenance and inspection. There should be no access given to other City utilities, etc. 
 
  
 
·      The City should not store any equipment or material on private property during evenings and 
weekends 

·      The City at no time, should leave any equipment or material on the river, shores, public or private 
land, between the property owner’s dwelling and the other side of the river, during evenings and 
weekends at an elevation higher than the documented barrier height 
 
  
    Barriers are part of a 3-part plan to protect Bowness from flooding. What is the effectiveness of the 
proposed barriers if other parts of the plan are not implemented? 
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My concern is that those property owners who have property on the river banks will as a result of political 
influence, manage to scuttle this needed mitigation. 

Fears have been expressed that a berm is the first step to a roadway or bike path in our back yards. 

I currently do not support the barrier, however if it is going to be built:  
-If proposed barriers go ahead, what berm height should I expect behind my 
property? 
-Will the city replace the natural trail behind Bow Village Crescent if the current one is destroyed by the 
berm? WIll the berm contain shrubs, etc. to retain the current natural environment? 

My concerns are too numerous to record in this space. From how it would effect me personally (over 
$100,000 in landscaping, mature trees, privacy, view, property value), to how poorly the City has handled 
this. The data used by the City is suspect. No geo-technical work has even been shared. Coring hasn't 
even been done . No realistic cost estimate exists. A flow of 2013 magnitude would top the barrier. A 
barrier would trap water behind. effect groundwater flow, increase current and erosiveness 

Concern that if berms are built before an upstream dam, the urgency for a dam will be less and it may 
never be built.  Berms only protect Bowness, not the downtown or other areas.  Upstream measures are 
most important and have other benefits (water storage, etc.).  Focus on the upstream, not destroying 
properties along Bow Crescent.  
40-year old spruce trees in my backyard would all be torn out.  Huge implications for birds, wildlife.  The 
entire crescent would lose its appeal and value. 

Many riverfront residents have invested considerable time, money and effort into developing Bownessinto 
one of the premiere residential areas in Calgary.   Many of these properties were destroyed or damaged 
by the 2013 flood.  I rebuilt at considerable expense, conforming to the flood mitigation guidelines 
stipulated by the City.  I am concerned that any proposed barrier on our property will have a severe 
negative impact on several things -property values, environmental damage,construction chaos 

How do you determine who will be impacted by changes on the river?  Where is that information 
available.  What level will you be protecting to and what data/report are you using to support that level? 

If this project goes ahead, why does the City need to own the berm? This is no different than pipeline 
rights of way. I do not surrender my land. If the City wants to add to my property, then I should own it and 
I will grant an easement for maintenance work, etc.  The easement would prohibit public access on the 
berm and any right of way. 
Also, how will a berm affect groundwater flooding? Will the berm stop the groundwater from receding 
normally? It appears no work has been done on this issue. 

When speaking with a city rep at the info meeting, we were told that the 1/20 risk considered was without 
TransAlta measures, and that the flow rate protection would be about 1450 m/sec before the freeboard.  
Berm height on our property equals the height of the freeboard- is it necessary to disrupt everything just 
to get a freeboard?.  My biggest concern is that upstream mitigation may appear to lose importance, 
when it is the biggest part of the solution for the whole city& downstream 

Mature trees should be protected? (ie. diverting the proposed berm away from the path of trees over 10 
years old) 
How will the proposed barrier effect ground water drainage in the event of a flood and during regular 
irrigation and rain collection? This should be confirmed by technical studies 
The City should allow fencing along side property lines, continuous over the proposed berm. 
The City, in writing should specifically state no public access on the barrier or within the easement area. 
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I am concerned about the loss of property value and not being able to sell during the construction; the 
loss of mature trees and natural environments; the disruption and that the proposed barrier may not make 
any difference since the water did not come from the river, but came up from the ground. I am concerned 
by the lack of consideration of my rights as a property owner and my choice to live here because of the 
health benefits of nature being ignored without scientific evidence. 

Lack of accessibility to the river and an unappealing concrete berm. This takes away from our community. 

I have two concerns about flood barriers in Bowness; (1) the time it will take for construction of flood 
barriers – delays in getting barriers in place increases our risk of another catastrophic loss from flooding, 
(2) that the city ensures they have a strategy to remove any flood water that manages to flow over or 
around flood barriers. We do not want a situation that occurred in High River in 2013. 

I am concerned that the pre-existing barriers were removed. They should never have been removed. 
They should be replaced. There is plenty of evidence these barriers existed, and their removal has 
resulted in a decreased salability and decreased property value for the many homes behind the riverfront 
properties and within the 2013 flood lines. 
Reinstated barriers would reflect in greater property values, and increased confidence of the community 
as a whole. 

 -This will do nothing for ground water flooding. 
-If I was not affected by the 1/20 flood, why am I affected by this project. 
-opposed to the barrier for the reasons set out in this survey but with respect to any proposed barrier, wall 
preferred over berm.  
-consultation was inadequate and insincere or engagement would have been initiated much earlier. 
-This is a rather arbitrary use of an extraordinary amount of taxpayer money without taxpayer 
consultation. 
-survey tool could have more useful 

No proposed barriers were ever discussed individually to any single home owner or even as a group prior 
to 2016 council approvals & contrary to councillor ward sunderland's malicious & false public radio 
accusations prior to the actual flood meeting!The riverside barriers will not prevent ground water flooding 
& 90 percent of flooding occurred by ground water.The proposed barrier money is waste of tax payers 
money & wont protect my house from flooding.Inglewood still had ground water after berm! 

• How did the City arrive at $300M of assets in Bowness within the 20-year flood extent? 
 
• A detailed cost / benefit analysis should be made public evaluating the true cost of a 1:20 barrier and 
the assets at risk within the 1:20 flood line. This cost benefit analysis should follow the ‘Triple Bottom Line 
Cost / Benefit Analysis” model described in the Associated Engineering report which takes into account 
social and environmental costs. 

 -Mature trees should be protected? (ie. diverting the proposed berm away from the path of trees over 10 
years old) 
-How will the proposed barrier effect ground water drainage in the event of a flood and during regular 
irrigation and rain collection? This should be confirmed by technical studies 

• If proposed barriers go ahead, what berm height should I expect on my property? 
 
• Will the city provide property owners with an allowance for common legal and engineering resources to 
help them navigate their technical and legal issues efficiently given how the proposed barrier could impact 
their property? 
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• The timing of the proposed barriers seems premature. Barrier design should be done once the design of 
upstream mitigation plans are in place and financial commitments are secure. This ensures the barrier 
design is as effective as possible and that the expense is still necessary – What if agreements with 
TransAlta and the upstream reservoir design meet the target flow rates without the barrier? What if they 
change design requirements? 

 -The type and location of the barrier should reflect the needs of the landowner and topography of the lot. 
(The floodwall that was constructed in Inglewood for a city councilor’s property provides an appropriate 
example). We will not accept anything less than the customized treatment received by each Inglewood 
homeowner, **including fences allowed on a berm to maintain lot privacy** 
-The City, in writing should specifically state no public access on the barrier or within the easement area 

• Environmental impact assessments should be done to determine the environmental effects of the 
proposed barriers during flood situation (ie. riverbed / downstream erosion? 
 
• Mature trees should be protected? (ie. diverting the proposed berm away from the path of trees over 10 
years old) 
 
• Studies should be done to identify sensitive wildlife in areas that may be affected by a proposed berm 
(ie. Bald Eagles, Osprey, Owls, etc in the trees) 

• How will the proposed barrier effect ground water drainage in the event of a flood and during regular 
irrigation and rain collection? This should be confirmed by technical studies 
 
• We would like a study to be conducted by the City to determine if re-grading of lots are required to 
ensure drainage to front yards. 

• We would like a study to be conducted by the City to determine if re-grading of lots are required to 
ensure drainage to front yards.  
 
• The City should not produce noise from construction outside the hours of 8 to 4 weekdays and 9 to 4 
weekends (blackout period) 
 
• The City should not produce noise from construction on the following days (blackout period) All statutory 
holidays, Heritage Day, Between December 20th and January 2, Weekends between May 1 and Oct 15 

 -Design width of 9m is too wide & is far too disruptive on our lots. You need to allow for smaller widths, 
such as the narrower berm in Inglewood with less crown. You must allow for the choice of a wall instead 
of a berm, as was done in Inglewood. For the berm portion, once it is constructed, we will not allow 
vehicles to be driven on top for inspections (possible exception for deployment of temporary flood 
protection in a flooding event, although not sure how this would help the wall portion) 

• As everyone’s needs differ, the placement of the barrier should be variable and flexible as to the needs 
of the landowner and topography of the lot 
 
I am in a wheelchair and have concerns that I will not be able to comfortably get over a barrier to access 
my property on the other side 
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• The choice of berm vs wall as well as its route should be made by the homeowner and his neighbor, as 
was done in Inglewood 
 
• The City should move all features, buildings, material, regardless of whether or not the structure is 
conforming or permitted which are in the construction area, to another location as determined by the 
property owner. This includes but not limited to sheds. decks, patios, shrubs, walkways, walls, fire pits. 

• The City should compensate property owners for already built structures, landscaping, or other features 
which cannot be moved or become unsuitable if moved. Examples would be a stone path or irrigation 
systems which must be removed 
 
• The City should allow fencing along side property lines, continuous over the proposed berm, to a 
location along the rear of the property, if not in the floodway, This includes on the berm, if the berm is 
within the property 

• The path of the proposed barrier should be chosen to limit the impact to wildlife and their habitat, such 
as beavers, ducks, and geese 
• Has the affect of the proposed berm on the riverbank between [personal information removed] and 64th 
street been evaluated? If there is increased water velocity that will erode the riverbank, erosion protection 
should be put into place? 
Environmental impact assessments should be done to evaluate the effects of the proposed barrier 
(studying both non flood and flood situations) 

• The City, in writing should specifically state no public access on the barrier or within the easement area, 
in perpetuity 
 
• Restrictions should be placed on the City’s access to the proposed berm allowing access only for barrier 
maintenance and inspection. There should be no access given to other City utilities, etc. 

• What assumptions and/or guidance were given to 3rd party consultants prior to conducting their studies 
and making recommendations.  Are these available for resident’s review.  These may have resulted in a 
“pre-determined” outcome, namely barriers to be built for the 1:20 year event. Concerned public may wish 
to test the assumptions. 

The berms could be 30 feet wide and thus a platform to view the river from,  
not just a barrier to it. Picnic tables could go on a wide berm. 

Under no circumstances should the proposed barriers be built!"High water ownership" is a privilege 
granted to these unique river properties prior to the high water act in early 1900's. The city PROPOSED 
barriers will not prevent ground water flooding and 90% of the flooding came in from ground water. The 
barriers you make reference to in Inglewood did not prevent ground water flooding for only 11 lots 
compared to 3 kilometers of flood walls.. who are we kidding this is purely political Nemshi! 

Yes, no pedestrian or bike path along the berm. That the berm does not impede sight lines of riverfront 
property owners. 
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Mature trees 
Ground water flooding will still occur regardless if there is a berm or not.  
Length of time construction will be ongoing in my backyard (as I have little kids and a dog who spend a lot 
of time playing back there) 
Will the fence be built back on the berm to its original state?  
Will there be a permanent easement? Will we be compensated for this as my property value will go 
down?  
Will there be compensation for complete loss of view of the river (as property value will go down f 

Quoting your above "..technically sound and effective..." cannot be correctly applied to any on-surface-
only  berm in Bowness as groundwater invades properties adjacent to the river simultaneously with river 
level rise. Why would The City consider berms without full groundwater  /consequences study? 

I currently cannot support the berm project as I have many unaddressed concerns. what is the impact to 
my property rights- how will city access river?- A detailed cost benefit analysis , and what were the 
assumptions used for report? - what berm height on my property? -osprey, eagles,owls, foxes, in area 
that use my mature trees. How will you protect/replace these? -4 years is too long of a period. I have 
already experienced 3 years of construction noise from as early as 4:30am to midnight. 

I can't support a plan that so far has inadequate contact and planning with homeowners. What 
compensation for loss of use, property and well being - what features replaced? - what will construction 
look like? ie machinery, fences, noise,.  4  years of construction too long. How will  berm  help erosion? 
focus on local mitigation takes focus away from more important upstream mitigation. - will barrier affect 
natural flow of  water back into river?  I am concerned that creating more problems. 

Ensure it will in fact be effective. Continue to work with the province to work on an upstream dam, as 
these two things are ultimately needed to work in tandem to more fully protect us. 

 


